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SUMMARY
Today, thanks to synthetic biology, we can engineer living cells as biosensor devices and
thanks to MEMS & nanotechnology, we can manufacture electronic devices at nanoscale.
Molecular communication (MC), a novel communication technique where information
transfer is based on exchange of molecules, emerges as a solution to establish communi-
cation among these natural and man-made biological and electronic devices at nanoscale.
When complemented with existing wireless communications technologies, MC will enable
a network of these devices, called Internet of Bio-NanoThings (IoBNT).
The focus of this PhD thesis is on the bacteria-based MC for IoBNT, where bacteria
populations are considered both as devices generating MC signals and information carriers
actively delivering molecules via chemotaxis. The objectives of the research presented in
this thesis are to model and analyze bacteria-based MC from the point of communication
engineering to provide solutions for the creation of artificial MC systems for IoBNT ap-
plications. First, a genetically engineered bacteria-based biotransceiver that can send and
receive MC signals is designed. The principles of biological circuits for MC are illustrated.
Second, the bacterial chemotaxis channels where bacteria actively carry information in its
plasmid and move towards the nutrient gradient are modelled using Keller-Segel models.
The impact of social behavior of cooperation, competition, and cheating among the micro-
bial society is incorporated in the models. Third, three modulation schemes are proposed
for the bacterial chemotaxis channels and their performance is compared in terms of prob-
ability or error. Fourth, to leverage natural bacteria-based MC in the body, Microbiome-
Gut-Brain Axis is investigated as an infrastructure for IoBNT. Fifth, an IoBNT application
for early detection of infections using bacteria-based MC concept is developed.
This research provides fundamental results that establish the use of bacteria for various
MC functions, push the envelope towards the realization of MC networks by proposing




Over the last decade, the transformative concepts of information processing and propaga-
tion in the molecular domain have dramatically reshaped the frontiers of communication
and networking research, with biomedicine as a natural application field [1].
The state-of-the-art diagnostics, monitoring, and therapy in clinical settings are limited
by the imprecise nature of current methods and the use of devices that are either external, or
when implanted, suffer from large size and poor biocompatibility. At the same time, we are
at a critical crossroad in biomedical research in which our ability to miniaturize sensors and
electronics is unprecedented, and our understanding of biological systems enables novel
technologies to interface and manipulate cells and their biochemical realm.
As a result, nanotechnology and biotechnology-enabled wearable and implantable de-
vices with ever increasing biocompatibility and operational autonomy are being developed.
Thanks to synthetic biology, we can engineer living cells as biosensor devices and thanks
to MEMS & nanotechnology, we can manufacture nanoscale electronic sensor and actu-
ator devices, that are termed “Bio-NanoThings”. These devices promise to pervasively,
perpetually, and precisely sense, process, control, and exchange body health parameters
in real time, and allow remote interrogation, which we classify under the paradigm of the
Internet of Bio-NanoThings (IoBNT) [2]. This paradigm will enable accurate sensing and
control of complex biological dynamics in the human body, and eventually be the basis of
the next-generation biomedical solutions for unsolved clinical problems.
The IoBNT is envisioned to be a heterogeneous network of electronic and biological
devices, deployed inside and outside of the body as shown in Fig. 1.1, communicating
through different means, ranging from electromagnetic waves and coupling, electrical and
mechanical stimulation, to Molecular Communication (MC) [1]. Electronic devices may
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Figure 1.1: The Internet of Bio-NanoThings paradigm.
comprise implantable and wearable electronic devices such as brain implants, pacemakers,
and smart watches, whereas biological devices may comprise manipulated natural cell and
tissues or man-made synthetic ones such as engineered immune system cells, engineered
gut microbes, and artificial cornea.
Due to their simple architecture, power and size limitations, BNTs can not perform
complex tasks alone. To unleash the potential of BNTs, dense deployment of wirelessly
networked BNTs is required. Various communication techniques have been suggested for
realization of BNT networks such as nanomechanical, acoustic, and electromagnetic com-
munication. These techniques are not favorable for use in the body since they suffer either
from large size of antenna, poor propagation through tissues, or health hazard due to heat-
ing of tissues. Since molecular communication (MC) already exists in the body in various
shaped and forms, it is the most promising approach, where information transfer occurs by
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exchange of molecules. Even though MC already exists in nature in many scales such as
communication inside the cells, between the cells, and between the animals/plants and it




With the recent advances in electronics, it is now possible to fabricate smaller and
cheaper devices with low power - high capacity communication capabilities, which are
connected and are able to autonomously interact with each other forming a network of
physical devices called, the Internet of Things (IoT). This concept is taken one more step
ahead with novel studies in nanotechnology enabling nanoscale computing devices based
on nanomaterials such as graphene and metametarials, called nanothings.
Figure 1.2: The conceptual illustration of a Bio-NanoThing.
First proposed in [4], the Internet of NanoThings is envisioned to be the basis for many
future applications requiring very tiny, concealable, and non-intrusive things. However,
these miniaturized electronic devices rely on electromagnetic communications, which suf-
fer great attenuation through tissues and may have detrimental effects on health when used
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in biomedical applications. To overcome these problems, a novel paradigm, called the
Internet of Bio-NanoThings (BNTs), is proposed in [5] combining synthetic biology and
nanotechnology in order to engineer biological embedded computing devices. An analogy
can be drawn between an IoT device and a biological cell both capable of sensing, actua-
tion, information processing and communication as shown in Fig. 1.2. By modifying the
DNA of biological cells, it is possible to engineer a cell-based Bio-NanoThing capable of
executing instructions embedded in its DNA, biochemical processing of sensed informa-
tion, transformation of chemical energy, and transfer of information through exchange of
molecules.
The IoBNT will enable a plethora of applications especially in biomedical field such
as i) intra-body sensing and actuation, where BNTs deployed in human body would sense,
process, control body health parameters and transmit this data to external healthcare provider
over the Internet as shown in Fig. 1.3, ii) intra-body connectivity control, where BNTs
would detect and repair any impairment in the natural communication mechanisms within
the body connecting organs and tissues to each other such as nervous system, iii) environ-
mental monitoring and control, where BNTs would collaboratively sense the quality of air
or water, report the sensed data over the Internet and eliminate source of pollution upon
command [5].
Figure 1.3: The conceptual illustration of Internet of Bio-NanoThings.
As promising as it is, realizing the IoBNT concept requires tackling many challenges
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especially in communications and networking such as developing novel communication
techniques among BNTs based on molecule exchange, termed Molecular Communication
(MC), networking in biochemical domain, and developing an interface from biochemical
domain to the electrical domain of the Internet.
Molecular Communication
Molecular Communication is a bio-inspired approach studying inherent communica-
tion mechanisms between biological entities with the aim of utilizing them to form bio-
compatible nanocommunication networks [6, 7]. In nature, cells exchange information
based on the synthesis, emission, propagation, and reception of molecules at various scales
enabling cells’ interactions and coordination to regulate vital functions of individual cells
or multi-cellular tissues and organisms [8]. For example, bacteria exchange signals among
each other whose concentration increases as a function of bacterial cell density and al-
ters behaviour of the population accordingly, which is called quorum sensing [9]. In MC,
information can be modulated into chemical characteristics of molecular signals such as
molecule concentration, type, and arrival time through biochemical reactions. The propaga-
tion medium that modulated signals propagate from the transmitter to the receiver serves as
a basis for classification of MC techniques such as diffusion-based MC [10, 11], flow-based
MC over microfluidic channels [12, 13], active transport using molecular motors within a
cell [14], calcium signalling within tissues [15], fluorescence energy transfer among fluo-
rescent proteins [16]. An example MC channel is illustrated in Fig. 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Overview of Molecular Communication Channel
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1.2 Research Objectives
In MC, the transmitter sends a message encoded on the concentration, type or timing of
molecules that are then propagated through the medium to the receiver via diffusion or
convection. Since this new channel is drastically different than traditional radio frequency
channels, the longstanding definitions of signal, noise, information capacity, and energy
need to be revisited. Besides the characterization of signal propagation in the channel, MC
requires the design of unprecedented devices capable of transmitting and receiving MC
signals that can release, sense, store, harvest and re-use molecules. This motivates us to
study bacteria as biological devices that inherently communicate with each other through
molecules. The programmability of bacteria with genetic engineering and the observability
of their behavior provide us the ability to examine and model the natural bacteria commu-
nication, and mimic it to create artificial MC systems.
In the literature, various MC techniques encoding information on time of arrival, num-
ber and type of molecules, and considering different biological phenomena such as neural
transmission, calcium signalling, chemotaxis of bacteria, active transport using molecular
motors, and ion channels for signal propagation are proposed. A detailed overview is given
in Chapter 2. Most of these studies focus on modeling the propagation of molecules in the
medium, under the categories of random walk, drifted random walk, and active transport,
as well as developing modulation, detection, routing, and addressing schemes on top of
these channels.
Often times, researchers only take into account the behavior of molecules in a homo-
geneous propagation medium such as a liquid or gas described by the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion [17] and calculate the channel capacity given the stochastic propagation of molecules.
However, especially for IoBNT applications in the body, propagation medium is not al-
ways a homogeneous liquid/gas but it is also full of living cells both generating and/or
responding to MC signals and also actively carrying MC signals.
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The focus of this PhD thesis is on the modeling and analysis of bacterial cells and
their behavior to reflect the effects of living cells on the performance of MC channels.
The objective of this thesis is to establish the fundamentals of bacteria-based molecular
communication where bacteria populations are considered as both MC devices and MC
information carriers. The research objectives addressed in this PhD thesis, and the proposed
solutions are summarized in the following.
The first research objective is to design a biotransceiver capable of processing signals
in molecular form and sending & receiving MC signals. For this purpose, genetically en-
gineered bacteria-based biotransceivers are investigated for transmission of information
between bacteria populations, where bacteria can generate and respond to the molecular
signals. A biochemical model of biological circuits is presented, and both analog and dig-
ital signaling are studied. The challenges in connecting basic biological circuits to build
these blocks are revealed. A biotransceiver architecture is introduced that combines sens-
ing, transmitting, receiving and processing blocks. Furthermore, biological circuit design
framework is proposed for transmission of signals with M-ary pulse amplitude modulation.
The second objective is to model and analyze bacterial chemotaxis channels where
bacteria are considered as information carriers. In bacterial nanonetworks, bacteria carry
information encoded plasmid DNA from the transmitter to the receiver by chemotaxis, i.e.,
the movement of bacteria in the medium towards chemical attractants. Keller-Segel models
has been applied to describe the motion of bacteria populations as travelling waves to derive
closed form solutions for bacterial population density at the receiver, delay, and attenuation.
Furthermore, since in natural environments, bacteria coexist in multiple populations of
similar and different species, complex communities are formed with social interactions
that include cooperation and cheating, as well as competition. These social interactions are
incorporated into the Keller-Segel model and their effects on delay, attenuation, and data
rate are investigated.
The third objective also targets bacterial chemotaxis channels where bacteria are con-
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sidered information carriers. A previously proposed model for molecular communication
is using bacteria as information carriers between transmitters and receivers. This approach
has suggested encoding information into the plasmids inserted into the bacteria which leads
to extra overhead for the receivers to decode and analyze the plasmids to obtain the encoded
information. Another scheme, which is proposed in this thesis, is to determine the digital
information transmitted based on the quantity of bacteria emitted. While this scheme has
its simplicity, the major drawback is the low data rate resulting from the long propagation
of the bacteria. To improve the performance, several modulation schemes, namely, Binary
Density Modulation, M-ary Density Modulation, and Distributed Receivers Modulation
are proposed. Their performance is analyzed in terms of probability of error as well as the
achievable rate for varying quantity of bacteria transmitted, distances, and time slot length.
The fourth objective is to investigate bacteria-based MC inside the body towards an
IoBNT application aiming to interconnect wearable and implantable devices through the
natural communication channels of the body. Especially the focus is on Microbiome-Gut-
Brain Axis (MGBA), composed of the gut microbial community, the gut tissues, the enteric
nervous system and investigate the utilization of the MGBA as an IoBNT communication
network infrastructure to transmit and receive information generated by and/or directed to
electronic and biological devices. A framework to develop a network infrastructure on top
of the biological processes underlying the MGBA, and the intercommunications among its
components is proposed. To this end, a methodology that comprises both analytical and
experimental efforts is presented. The analytical effort builds on top of neuroscience and
bioinformatics to abstract and model with reliable mathematical expressions the propaga-
tion of device-sourced information through biological tissues utilized as communication
channels. The experimental effort is based on the design of a unique integrated network
probe device composed of a hub connected to an ensemble of electrical and molecular
stimulation and sensing interfaces.
The fifth objective is to utilize bacteria-based MC concept for an IoBNT healthcare
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application called PANACEA and to design an end-to-end IoBNT system for the first time
in literature. The architecture of PANACEA is tailored to focus on diagnosis and ther-
apy of infectious diseases. In PANACEA, to detect the communication within the cells
of the body to deduce infection level, a submilimeter implantable bio-electronic device, a
Bio-NanoThing, is proposed. BNT can transmit the detected infection data remotely to a
wearable hub/gateway outside of the body. The hub can use mobile devices and the back-
bone network such as Internet or cellular systems to reach the healthcare providers who can
remotely control the BNTs. An intra-body MC channel through tissues is modeled using
diffusion in porous medium principles and an infection scenario is simulated to quantify
the detection time through PANACEA.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. An overview of existing body of work on the
study of MC and IoBNT is given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, a biotransceiver architecture
using genetically engineered bacteria has been proposed and analyzed as a MC device capa-
ble of sending and receiving MC signals. In Chapter 4, travelling wave channel models are
presented for bacteria considered as messengers actively carrying messages via chemotaxis
and the impact of social behavior of bacteria on this communication channel is analyzed.
In Chapter 5, a novel modulation scheme for bacterial chemotaxis channel studied in the
previous chapter is proposed and compared to other modulation schemes in terms of prob-
ability of error. In Chapter 6, an application scenario of bacteria-based MC for IoBNT is
presented where microbiome-gut-brain-axis is proposed as an intra-body communication
infrastructure. In Chapter 7, another IoBNT application scenario focusing on the early de-
tection of infections is presented and analyzed. In Chapter 8, the research contributions are
summarized and future research avenues are discussed. Finally, the publications resulted




This chapter of the thesis contains a review of the literature for the research on IoBNT and
MC. This review is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, Internet of NanoThings paradigm
is discussed. In Section 2.2, the state-of-the-art molecular communication techniques are
presented. In Section 2.3, the recent advances in the synthetic biology used to engineer
cells as bio-nanothings are provided.
2.1 Internet of NanoThings
With the recent advances in bioMEMS, many implantable micro-devices are devised for
wireless intrabody sensor networks. However, these devices suffer intrusive deployment,
limited lifetime, large sizes, limited external communication, and biocompatibility issues
leading to imprecise diagnostics and therapy. A novel bio-inspired direction called Internet
of Bio-Nanothings (IoBNT) first proposed in [5] is envisioned as a key technology to over-
come these problems by developing and integrating nanoscale, bioelectronic components
and engineered biological cells, namely, Bio-Nano Things, to sense and control biological
processes in real time. IoBNT stems from synthetic biology and molecular communica-
tion(MC) allowing the engineering of biological cells to acquire sensing, actuation, and
communication functionalities for biocompatible intrabody applications.
The Internet of Things (IoT) defines a cyber physical paradigm, where all types of real-
world physical elements (sensors, actuators, personal electronic devices, or home appli-
ances, among others) are connected, and are able to autonomously interact with each other.
This new form of seamless connectivity is the enabler for many applications such as ma-
chine to machine communication, real time monitoring of industrial processes, smart cities,
smart grids for energy management, intelligent transportation, environmental monitoring,
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infrastructure management, medical and healthcare systems, building and home automa-
tion, and large scale deployments. The Internet of Things became a focus for research and
development in the last 15 years. A large amount of investments for Internet of Things
was and is still being made by government agencies and industry worldwide. Recently, the
concept of IoT has been revised in light of novel research advances made in the field of nan-
otechnology and communication engineering, which enable the development of networks
of embedded computing devices, based on nanomaterials such as graphene or metamateri-
als, having scales ranging from one to a few hundred nanometers, called nanothings. The
Internet of NanoThings (IoNT), introduced for the first time in [4], is proposed as the ba-
sis of numerous future applications, such as in the military, healthcare, and security fields,
where the nanothings, thanks to their limited size, can be easily concealed, implanted,
and scattered in the environment, where they can cooperatively perform sensing, actua-
tion, processing, and networking. While nanothings can push the engineering of devices
and systems to unprecedented environments and scales, similarly to other devices, they
have an artificial nature, since they are based on synthesized materials, electronic circuits,
and interact through electromagnetic (EM) communications [5]. These characteristics can
be detrimental for some application environments, such as inside the body or in natural
ecosystems, where the deployment of nanothings and their EM radiation could result in
unwanted effects on health or pollution. Therefore, to incorporate IoNT to biomedical ap-
plications, a novel concept Internet of Bio-NanoThings is introduced. IoBNT envisioned
to be a heterogeneous network of electronic devices and engineered cells, communicating
by electromagnetic waves, and coupling, and by molecular communication, respectively.
Therefore, IoBNT can directly interact with the cells enabling more accurate sensing and
eventually control complicated biological dynamics of the human body.
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2.2 Molecular Communication
Molecular communication relies on chemical signals as information carriers which are
released from the transmitter in forms of molecules or lipid vesicles into an aqueous or
gaseous environment. Then, these chemical signals propagate in the environment and ar-
rive to the receiver where they are detected by corresponding receptors or sensors in order
to extract the information encoded on them. There has been an extensive research effort on
the MC in recent years which is extensively compiled in [18].
Molecular communication techniques are often categorized with respect to propagation
medium and the associated molecules. The most basic MC technique is diffusion-based
free-space MC where molecules are propagating in a liquid environment by diffusion only.
An end-to-end physical model for diffusion based MC is proposed in [19] where the effects
of noise and the memory are not taken into consideration. All three processes, namely, the
transmission, the propagation, and the reception are modeled deterministically to analyze
the delay and attenuation of this system. Later, the effects of noise is incorporated to this
model in [10], where the noise is characterized as particle sampling and particle counting
noises. A stochastic model for MC is presented where MC processes now are analyzed
with statistical models. In [20], the noise is associated with the ligand-receptor binding
on the receiver side to capture the random perturbations in the chemical processes of the
reception. A closed form solution is provided to represent this noise effect.
Based on the models of the channel and the noise discussed above, the information
capacity of a diffusion-based free-space MC system is investigated in [11]. The capacity
is expressed in closed-form taking into account the two main characteristics of the chan-
nel, i.e., the noise and the memory. The derived expression depends on diffusion constant,
the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and the bandwidth of the transmit-
ted signal. Numerical results show that for a distance range of tenth of a micrometer, a
few kilobits per second capacity can be reached. Another study on the capacity of diffu-
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sion based channels is [21], where a deterministic capacity expression for point-to-point,
broadcast, and multiple-access molecular channels is derived. This study also reveals that
the noise in diffusion-based MC is input depending unlike traditional Gaussian white noise
models used in electro-magnetic communication.
The diffusion-based MC is often used as the gold standard when comparing MC tech-
niques since it captures the general idea of MC very well. However, diffusion-based models
are not realistic since they consider an unlimited medium where molecules can propagate
in any direction freely. To address this issue, flow-based MC over microfluidic channels
is proposed in [13]. A system theoretic model is derived for molecular transport over mi-
crofluidic channels composed of basic building blocks of linear channels, turning channels,
bifurcations and combinations. Then, the end-to-end noise and memory of this channel is
investigated in [22] where the noise is modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise and
the memory is described as interdiffusion among transmitted molecular signals. Building
upon these models, the interference of transmitters to each others signals and the capacity
is studied in [23]. For MC over microfluidic channels, the capacity is found to be bounded
by 1 bit/per channel use with a single interferer where the capacity decays by a factor of N
incase of N interferers.
Another MC technique concentrates on the utilization of bacteria as information car-
riers, which we term as bacterial nanonetworks [24]. This is based on a number of
bacterial properties that includes the ability to move following a chemical gradient, i.e.,
bacterial chemotaxis, and ability to hold DNA plasmids that store encoded information as
well as mechanisms to transfer them within the population, i.e., conjugation. In bacterial
nanonetworks, messenger bacteria pick up information encoded in DNA plasmids from the
source using the conjugation process, move actively in the environment following a chem-
ical gradient released from the destination and delivers the information to the destination.
Therefore the reliability of this channel depends on the number of bacteria reaching to the
receiver. In [24], a simulation model is developed to study the channel capacity in bacterial
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nanonetworks. In both of these studies, bacteria is considered to move following run-and-
tumble cycles as in our work, however, the motion is not analytically modeled. [25] only
simulates the propagation channel but does not calculate any other communication metric
whereas [24] does not consider the loss due to random motion of bacteria but incorpo-
rates it as a term in delay. These studies approach the problem by considering that there is
no other bacteria in the environment than the messengers. The objective of our studies is
to investigate the social behavior of bacterial nanonetworks where populations of bacteria
interact with each other and the incorporation of it into the design of artificial bacterial
nanonetworks.
The common vulnerability of all of these techniques is their limited range. The longest
achievable range by these techniques reaches only millimeters with bacterial networks. To
extend this range up to hundreds of meters, we consider pheromone channel. Pheromones
are used for alarming and potential mating within a species, and for attracting or repelling
other species [26]. By exchanging different pheromone signals, the members of a species
share information messages necessary for the survival and organization of the group. Using
pheromone channel for long range MC is first proposed in [7]. Then in [27], a very simple
propagation model is described without taking into account the peculiarities of pheromone
channels. Our objective is to lay down a solid channel model for one of the long range MC
techniques, i.e., pheromone communication between plants, on top of which communica-
tion devices and model will be built.
2.3 Synthetic Biology
Most of the studies in the literature investigating MC mainly focus on the channel in which
molecular concentration signals propagate and the channel effects on the communication
performance. To realize MC networks, it is imperative to develop methods to generate these
molecular signals for transmission and to interpret them after reception. This motivates us
to study bacteria populations as nanomachines which inherently communicate with each
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other through molecules. To program the bacteria, molecular biologists modify the genetic
code, i.e., the DNA of bacteria plasmid (Fig. 3.1), such that they can control the activity
of the genes [28, 29]. Thus, the gene expression, i.e., the production of the proteins coded
by those genes, can be controlled externally via changing the environmental conditions,
i.e., the stimuli, which is called gene regulation [30]. A biological circuit provides signal
transduction based on the modified gene sequences, the stimuli, and the proteins coded by
the genes. Biological circuits can be engineered using various techniques intervening in
different stages of the gene expression such as transcriptional regulation [31], translational
regulation [32] or spatial and temporal compartmentalization [33]. In our work, we con-
sider the transcriptional regulation, i.e., controlling the synthesis of mRNA from DNA by
inserting promoters before genes, which is one of the most studied regulation techniques
[34]. More complex biological circuits can be built by combining all the above techniques.
Although there are several different biological circuit parts implemented in bacteria, e.g.,
logic gates [33], toggle switches [35], and concentration filters [36], there are several chal-
lenges in combining these parts for a more complex circuit such as orthogonality, timing
and delay, and modularity.
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CHAPTER 3
GENETICALLY ENGINEERED BACTERIA BASED BIOTRANSCEIVER
3.1 Motivation and Related Work
Most of the studies in the literature investigating MC mainly focus on the channel in which
molecular concentration signals propagate and the channel effects on the communication
performance. To realize MC networks, it is imperative to develop methods to generate these
molecular signals for transmission and to interpret them after reception. This motivates us
to study bacteria populations as nanomachines which inherently communicate with each
other through molecules.
The objective of this chapter of the thesis is to design a biotransceiver hardware as
a communication device for MC nanonetworks by using genetically engineered bacteria
populations. The proposed biotransceiver is capable of sensing, processing, transmitting,
and receiving. To program the bacteria, molecular biologists modify the genetic code,
i.e., the DNA of bacteria plasmid (Fig. 3.1), such that they can control the activity of the
genes [28, 29]. Thus, the gene expression, i.e., the production of the proteins coded by
those genes, can be controlled externally via changing the environmental conditions, i.e.,
the stimuli, which is called gene regulation [30]. A biological circuit provides signal
transduction based on the modified gene sequences, the stimuli, and the proteins coded by
the genes.
Biological circuits can be engineered using various techniques intervening in different
stages of the gene expression such as transcriptional regulation [31], translational regulation
[32] or spatial and temporal compartmentalization [33]. In our work, we consider the
transcriptional regulation, i.e., controlling the synthesis of mRNA from DNA by inserting
promoters before genes, which is one of the most studied regulation techniques [34]. More
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Figure 3.1: Genetically engineered bacteria population produced by inserting genes to the
plasmids of bacterial cells.
complex biological circuits can be built by combining all the above techniques.
Although there are several different biological circuit parts implemented in bacteria,
e.g., logic gates [33], toggle switches [35], and concentration filters [36], there are several
challenges in combining these parts for a more complex circuit as follows:
• Orthogonality: When a biological circuit containing multiple parts is implemented
on the plasmid of a bacteria, all parts operate in the same cell environment simulta-
neously. If these parts include similar genes or proteins, there will be interference.
Thus, to isolate each part from one another, a biological circuit design should con-
sider using orthogonal elements, i.e., a molecule used in one biological circuit part
should not interact with the rest of the biological circuit. This challenge prevents the
recurrent use of the same circuit parts and modularity.
• Timing and Delay: Since each biological circuit part has a different delay, synchro-
nizing the signals in the circuit is challenging. Besides, the gene expression process
takes very long time, usually in the order of hours, which causes huge delays in bi-
ological circuits. Hence, concatenation of multiple biological circuit parts poses a
severe limit on the information processing speed.
Considering these challenges, we present a concrete design for a complete nanomachine
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using MC for the first time in the literature. Furthermore, we lay down the principles of
biological circuits from the view of electrical engineering for other scientists who may use
them as a tool in their own nanomachine designs. Our work can be extended to form more
complex biotransceivers or nanomachines by incorporating more detailed gene regulation
techniques and stochastic properties of gene regulation.
The salient features of our work can be listed as:
1. An overview of biochemical analysis of biological circuits: We present a mathemati-
cal model for gene regulation by using reaction-rate equations (RRE) which include
Hill functions. Then, we analyze biological circuits for analog and digital opera-
tions by approximating Hill functions as a linear and a step function, respectively.
We present how biological circuit parts can be interconnected to form more complex
circuits.
2. Novel biotransceiver architecture: Since the biological circuits have very limited ca-
pabilities, the complex architecture of electromagnetic transceivers cannot be adopted.
Taking into account the peculiarities of biological circuits, a novel biotransceiver ar-
chitecture with sensing, transmitting, processing and receiving blocks is presented.
3. Biotransceiver design: Biological circuits are designed for each block of the bio-
transceiver. The rates of different steps of gene regulation process are adjusted to
equalize the delay of parallel paths and to ensure the timely delivery of signals to the
next stages. The output signals of each part are designed such that the amplitudes
of these signals stays in the defined range ensuring analog or digital operation of the
consecutive circuit according to Hill function approximations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we review the principles
of gene regulation, and we present a basic biological circuit. Section 3.3 analyzes a ba-
sic biological circuit unit and Section 3.4 explains different gene-promoter configurations
which will be used to connect the basic units together. In Sec. 3.5, we propose a general
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transceiver architecture for genetically engineered bacteria based transceivers. Then, bio-
logical circuit designs for each block are provided in Section 3.6. Numerical results are
presented in Section 3.7. Finally we conclude our study in Sec. 3.8.
3.2 Biochemical Model for Biological Circuits
To incorporate biological circuits into MC, the underlying biological phenomena of gene
regulation in bacteria must be understood first. To regulate the expression of a gene, i.e., to
control the production of the protein coded by that gene, an external stimuli is applied to
the environment where the genetically engineered bacteria live. The external stimuli can be
created by adding reactive molecules in the environment or by changing the environmental
conditions such as light, pH, oxygen level [30]. According to the amount of the external
stimuli, bacterial cell adjusts the production rate of the protein coded by the gene. In MC,
the information can be encoded in the concentration, type, or arrival time of the molecules.
Here, we assume that the information is encoded in the concentration of the molecules, and
we investigate the gene regulation dynamics for the application of molecular concentration
signals as stimuli to biological circuits.
Changes in bacterial gene expression are often mediated by the regulator sites on DNA
called promoter. The promoter sites can bind to the molecules called transcription fac-
tors which control the expression level of the genes coded in DNA after the corresponding
promoter site. The basic unit is composed of a gene and its corresponding promoter spe-
cially designed to bind and respond to a transcription factor, which acts as an activator
enhancing the protein production or repressor inhibiting the protein production as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.2. The produced protein as the output of this basic unit might act as a
transcription factor for another.
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Figure 3.2: Gene regulation processes. (a) The transcription factor (TF) forms a polymer.
(b) TF binds to the promoter helping RNAP to separate DNA. (c) DNA is transcripted into
mRNA. (d) Ribosomes read the mRNA and produce the protein.
3.2.1 Chemical Kinetic Model of Gene Regulation
The regulation of a gene constitutes of multiple steps, namely, polymerization, promoter
binding, transcription, translation and natural decay illustrated in Fig. 3.2 [37]. In this
subsection, each step is explained in detail and the governing chemical reaction for each
step is provided.
1. Polymerization: Usually, the transcription factor added to the medium as the input
signal cannot bind the promoter directly. Multiple molecules of the transcription
factor bind to each other to take an active form which is suitable for binding. The
combination process of n molecules of transcription factor denoted with X is called
polymerization. When n increases, the cooperativity of that transcription factor in-
creases and the system becomes more robust to the abrupt changes of X . The poly-





where kp is the rate of forward polymerization reaction, and kp0 is the rate of the
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reverse reaction.
2. Transcription factor-promoter binding: The polymer of X binds to the promoter P
on DNA next to its corresponding gene forming a complex C. After this binding,
the promoter is activated and RNA polymerase denoted by RNAP sticks to the pro-





where kb is the rate of forward binding reaction, and kb0 is the rate of the reverse
reaction.
3. Transcription: If the transcription factor is an activator then the chemical affinity of
the promoter and RNAP increases which means that RNAP binds to the promoter
more easily resulting in a boost in mRNA production rate. If the transcription factor
is a repressor, then the chemical affinity decreases, so the mRNA production rate.
This step is called transcription since the information about the protein coded on
DNA is copied to mRNA. The mRNA production from the unactivated promoter,
i.e., P , corresponding to the basal level of protein production is described as
P+RNAP
α0−−→ P+RNAP+mRNA, (3.3)
where α0 is the basal mRNA production rate. The mRNA production from the
activated promoter, i.e., C, is described as
C+RNAP
α1−−→ C+RNAP+mRNA, (3.4)
where α1 is the regulated mRNA production rate.
4. Translation: Ribosomes in the cell bind to the mRNA produced in the transcrip-
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tion step and read the information on mRNA about the number, the order, and the
type of the aminoacids forming the output protein Y . Starting from one end of the
mRNA, ribosomes composed of rRNAs form a chain of aminoacids which will fold
and take its final form as the output protein. As the sequence of bases in mRNA
are interpreted as the chain of aminoacids, this step is called the translation which is
described by
mRNA+ rRNA
kt−−→ mRNA+ rRNA+ Y , (3.5)
where the transcription rate is given as kt.
5. Natural Decay: All the proteins are degraded by the enzymes in cell after they com-









where decay occurs for ith species with rate γi.
3.2.2 Reaction-Rate Equation Model of Gene Regulation
Chemical processes in gene regulation consist of discrete and stochastic components and
exhibit a very noisy behavior. When the number of molecules of each specie is large, the
change in concentrations can be accurately calculated by the law of mass action using RRE
[38]. Since in this work we are considering a population of bacteria containing thousands
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of bacterium, the number of molecules can be approximated by a continuous molecular
concentration and the chemical processes can be approximated by an RRE model, which
gives the mean of the stochastic molecular signals. This approach is widely adopted in MC
literature based on genetically engineered nanomachines and it is experimentally verified
in [39, 30]. The use of RRE model simplifies the analysis, where the effects of the number
of cells and the spatial distribution of cells are implicitly captured in the reaction rates. The
incorporation of these effects into the model as additional parameters is beyond the scope
of this study.
In our model, we consider that the differences between each individual bacteria are
assumed to be averaged out such that we observe the mean response of the population
[38]. Furthermore, the diffusion of the molecules into bacterium and out of bacterium
are not taken into consideration, since the diffusion takes places very rapidly compared
to translation and transcription processes [40]. Besides, it is considered that the environ-
ment contains plenty of oxygen and nutrients such that the bacterial population density is
maintained, and the bacteria have enough energy to express the regulated genes. Also, it is
assumed that the biofilms formed by bacteria are weak and they do not limit the diffusion
of molecules.
The derivation of RRE from the chemical reactions using the law of mass action is
explained in the Appendix. Using this method, we converted the chemical reactions of
gene regulation (3.1)-(3.6) into the reaction-rate equations (3.10)-(3.15). Accordingly the
rate of change of the input signal, i.e., the transcription factor, X , is given by
dX
dt
= kp0Xn − nkpXn − γXX, (3.10)
which is obtained by reactions (3.1) and (3.6).




n + kb0C − kbXnP − γXnXn, (3.11)
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which is obtained based on reactions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6).
The rate of change of the free promoter P is
dP
dt
= kb0C − kbXnP, (3.12)
whereas the rate of change of the bound promoter C is
dC
dt
= kbXnP − kb0C, (3.13)
which are obtained by reaction (3.2).
The rate of change of mRNA is obtained from reactions (3.3) and (3.4) as
d(mRNA)
dt
= α0P + α1C − γMmRNA. (3.14)
Finally, the rate of change of the output protein Y found from reaction (3.5) is
dY
dt
= kt(mRNA)(rRNA)− γY Y. (3.15)
The output protein concentration, Y , can be determined by solving the ordinary dif-
ferential equation (ODE) set (3.10-3.15). However when there are multiple transcription
factor-gene pairs, multiple coupled sets of ODE’s should be considered which is difficult
to solve analytically. In Section 3.3, methods for simplifying this ODE set are introduced.
3.3 Analysis of Regulated Gene Expression
RRE models capture the dynamical nature of biological processes. However, these mod-
els are not easy to analyze when the complexity of the biological circuit increases [41].
Here, we simplify (3.10)-(3.15) by using three approaches, namely, elimination of irrele-
vant species, time-scale differences, and Michaelis-Menten approximation [30].
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The model in (3.10)-(3.15) captures also the concentration of intermediate species like
transcription factor-promoter complexes and RNAP which are not the essential points of
interests. Thus, it is important to simplify the model by removing these irrelevant species
[30]. To do so, time scale differences between the fast reaction of promoter binding (3.2)
and the slow reactions of translation (3.5) and transcription (3.3,3.4) are exploited. We
consider that the fast reactions are in steady-state. Thus, we assume that there is not a











Due to the conservation of mass principle, the total amount of free or bound promoter
sites is constant, i.e., P + C = PT . Setting the equations for C and P at quasi steady-state,











with θX = (kb/kb0)n. The amount of mRNA molecules depends both on the concentration
of promoter sites bound to an activator or repressor, and on the amount of free promoters.
Since the production of mRNA depends linearly on P and C, mRNA decays at a constant
rate γM .
If the transcription factor is an activator, the contribution of C to mRNA production
is much larger than that of P , which is represented by α1 >> α0. Substituting the quasi-
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steady state expressions for C and P in (3.17) into (3.14) yields:
d(mRNA)
dt





where κ0 = α0PT and κ1 = (α1 − α0)PT .
If the transcription factor is a repressor, the contribution of C to mRNA production is
much smaller than that of P , i.e., α1 << α0. In this case, (3.14) becomes
d(mRNA)
dt





where κ0 = α1PT and κ1 = (α0 − α1)PT . In both cases, the parameter κ0, which is much
less than κ1, denotes a residual or basal activity considered to be 0.
The next step is translation, shown with the following equation derived from (3.15) in
the abundance of rRNA
dY
dt
= kt(mRNA)− γY Y. (3.20)




±(θX , X, n)− γM(mRNA),
dY
dt
= kt(mRNA)− γY Y,
(3.21)
where κ1 = (α1 − α0)PT . The expression f±(θX , X, n) is called Hill function. For the
activator case, Hill function becomes f+(θX , X, n) = Xn/(θnX +X
n) while for the repres-
sor case, f−(θX , X, n) = θnX/(θ
n
X + X
n). For gene regulatory networks, the exponent n
is considered to be large (n >= 2) according to the experimental data [42]. For large n,
the parameter θX has therefore a special meaning: it is a threshold value below which there
is practically no activity and above which activity is (almost) maximum. In the limit as n
tends to infinity, the Hill function becomes a step function.
Similar to electrical circuits, we can define analog and digital operation for biological
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circuits too [43]. In this study, we differentiate these two operation modes according to the
operation region of Hill function.
3.3.1 Analog Interpretation of Biological Circuits
For analog operation, we consider that the input concentration falls down to the interval
where the Hill function acts almost as a linear function [44]. Assuming an oscillatory
input X = θX + X0cos(2πf0t), we approximate the Hill function as f+(θX , X, n) =
1/2 + n
4θX
(X − θX) calculated by Taylor’s expansion for X0  θX . By applying Fourier
transform to (3.21), the transfer function of an activator can be found as
H(jω) =
κ1ktn
4θX(jω + γM)(jω + γY )
. (3.22)
The transfer function of an activator expressed in (3.22) shows low-pass characteristics.
Since mRNA decays much faster than the protein (γM  γY ), for frequencies higher than
γY , H(jω) decreases rapidly [45]. The analog operation of a basic biological circuit unit
illustrated in Fig. 3.2 can be seen in Fig. 3.3 where an input concentration signal with
multiple frequencies is applied. We observe that the higher frequencies are suppressed by
the biological circuit due to the low-pass characteristics of the biological circuit.
Since the repressor shows the same frequency domain characteristics, we conclude
that the basic biological circuit units can follow input signals up to critical frequency,
fc = γY /2π, which settles an upper limit for the operation frequency of biological circuits.
For the linear approximation of Hill function, the biological activator circuit resembles a
transistor which operates as an amplifier biased with a DC voltage [45].
3.3.2 Digital Interpretation of Biological Circuits
In electrical circuits, transistors are also used as digital switches. To obtain a switch from
biological circuits, it is considered that for the high cooperativity n, the Hill function be-
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Figure 3.3: Analog operation of the basic biological circuit unit. (a) Applied input signal,
i.e., the concentration of the transcription factor X is presented which is composed of the
mixing of three different frequencies 0.005, 0.007 and 0.01 Hz. (b) The output signal, i.e.,
the concentration of the protein Y is presented, which is smoother than the input signal.
(c) The frequency spectrum of the input signal. (d) The frequency spectrum of the output
signal whose higher frequencies are suppressed.
comes a step function [28]. For an activator, it is assumed that mRNA production is zero
below the threshold θX , and mRNA production is maximum above the threshold θX . It is
expressed as f(θX , X, n) = I(X > θX) for an activator and f(θX , X, n) = I(X < θX)
for a repressor, where I denotes the unit step function. The step function approximation
of the Hill function may not fully describe the transient response of a biological circuit but
it describes the state information of the circuit effectively [46]. For digital operation, the
input is defined as the molecular concentration signal alternating between the levels ‘0’ and
‘Nc’ µmol/V representing ‘0’ and ‘1’ bit according to the message. An input concentra-
tion signal x(t) to an activator behaving like a switch is assumed to be a pulse of amplitude
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Figure 3.4: Operation of the basic biological circuit unit. The output is produced when a
high enough input concentration is applied during a long enough time.
Nc and width T , i.e., x(t) = Nc for t < T and x(t) = 0 for t > T . The output protein
concentration y(t) can be calculated as y(t) = Yst(1 − e−γyt) by solving the differential
equation system in (3.21) where Yst = κ1kt/(γyγM) and the delay is τd = ln(2)/γy.
For the given input, the maximum value of the output depends on the duration of the
input, T . When the input pulse finishes, the protein production stops and the output con-
centration starts to decrease due to natural decay. Thus, the maximum value that y(t) can
reach is its concentration at t = T which is ymax = Yst(1 − e−γY T ). Then, the decaying
output concentration after t > T is expressed as y(t) = Yst(1− e−γY T )e(−γY (t−T )).
The output concentration y(t) decays exponentially. Even though it will take long time
to totally vanish because of exponential decay, y(t) will be significantly reduced after τy =
1/γY . The digital operation of the basic biological circuit unit can be seen in Fig. 3.4 where
in order to obtain digital pulses as outputs, the input molecule concentration should be long
enough and should have high enough amplitude.
Up to now, we considered a basic biological circuit unit comprising only a single pro-
moter and a single gene. By combining these units we can build more complex circuits.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: SISO Configuration. (a) The transcription factor A binds to the promoter ac-
tivating the production of the molecule B. (b) The transcription factor A binds to the pro-
moter and stops the production of B.
3.4 Interconnecting Basic Biological Circuit Units
To build functional circuits we need to connect the basic units together using three differ-
ent configurations, namely, single input single output (SISO), multiple input single out-
put(MISO), single input multiple output (SIMO) [28]. Using these configurations, an input
signal can be fed to different paths and signals coming from different paths can be merged.
3.4.1 Single Input Single Output Configuration
In SISO configuration, there is a single input transcription factor controlling the concentra-
tion of a single output protein. The activating characteristic is shown by an arrow in Fig.
3.5 (a) while the repressing characteristic is shown by a flat-end arrow in Fig. 3.5 (b). In
both figures, squares represent promoters, rectangles represent genes, where A is the input
transcription factor and B is the output protein produced from that gene.
3.4.2 Multiple Input Single Output Configuration
In this configuration illustrated in Fig. 3.6, a single gene is controlled by two activator
transcription factors A and C which may activate the gene either collaboratively or addi-
tively. If they work collaboratively, both of the transcription factors need to be present to
activate the gene and the mRNA production rate κ1f(θX , X, n) in (3.21) is replaced by
κACf(θA, A, n)f(θC , C, n). If they work additively, either of the transcription factors may
activate the gene independently and the total mRNA production rate is the sum of the con-
tributions of the two transcription factors. The total mRNA production rate in this case is
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expressed as κAf(θA, A, n) + κCf(θC , C, n). When one or both of the transcription fac-
Figure 3.6: Multiple Input Single Output Configuration
tors are repressors, the functions f(θA, A, n) and f(θC , C, n) are replaced by the repressor
Hill functions. This configuration serves for merging two signals coming from different
sources.
3.4.3 Single Input Multiple Output Configuration
In this configuration illustrated in Fig. 3.7, a promoter is controlling two different genes
producing proteins B and C simultaneously with the same rate. By using multiple outputs,
two molecular concentrations representing the same signal are obtained, where one may be
used for monitoring while the other is propagated to the latter parts of the circuit.
Figure 3.7: SIMO Configuration. The transcription factor A binds to the promoter produc-
ing the proteins B and C proportionally.
3.5 Biotransceiver Architecture
A transceiver for MC should be capable of sensing the environment, receiving signals from
other MC devices, processing the received and sensed information and finally transmitting
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Figure 3.8: Transceiver architecture for MC illustrating the connections between its func-
tional blocks.
the processed information as molecular signals. To this end, we propose the architecture
illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
In our transceiver architecture, we adopt a baseband pulse transmission scheme where
the molecular signals are subject to channel effects and noise. For the sake of simplic-
ity we adopt a coded modulation scheme. The transmitter modulates the bit sequence
{bk} received from the processor block and generates the symbol sequence {ak}. Then,
the transmit filter gT (t) generates a pulse according to the symbol {ak} and produces the
transmitted signal r(t). All types of MC channels such as diffusion-based, flow-based or
walkway-based distort the transmitted signal r(t) and add noise. To reconstruct the original
signal from the distorted signal s(t), a receiver filter followed by a detector is used which
regenerates the intended bit sequence {dk} from y(t). The sensor block of the architecture
collects data from the environment and generates a bit sequence {mk}. Then, the proces-
sor block merges the information generated in the sensor block {mk} with the information
coming from the other nanomachines {dk} and produce an output bit sequence {bk} to be
transmitted.
The link between two different bacteria populations can be constructed only if the
transmitted signal of one population is using the same type of molecule that the other
bacteria population is intended to receive. If all biotransceivers transmit different types
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of molecules, the identity of the biotransceiver will be inferred from the molecule type
which solves the addressing problem and also it will avoid self-interference. However, this
will require the production of different types of biotranceivers which is not that easy from
the biological point of view. Furthermore, scalability problems may arise when creating
a nanonetwork with a large number of biotransceivers. Otherwise, if all biotransceivers
transmit the same type of molecule, the production of biotransceivers will be relatively
easy despite the fact that it will cause inter-user interference, addressing and medium ac-
cess control problems. In our work, we focus on the physical layer, these challenges about
the link layer will be addressed in future research.
3.6 Biological Circuit Design for a Biotransceiver
Exploiting the mathematical abstraction provided in Section 3.2 and 3.3, and the intercon-
nections defined in Section 3.4, we design representative biological circuits for each block
of the biotransceiver architecture introduced in Section 3.5 for baseband pulse amplitude
modulation.
3.6.1 Transmitter
The function of the transmitter is the generation of molecular concentration signals r(t)
according to the data to be transmitted represented by the bit sequence {bk}. It consists of a
modulator which creates symbols {ak} from the bit sequence {bk} and a transmission filter




akgT (t− kT ), (3.23)
where T is the bit duration.
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Modulator
In MC literature, there are numerous modulation techniques such as concentration shift
keying, frequency shift keying, pulse position modulation, and molecular shift keying.
Since MC channels are often very slow [11], they do not support utilization of high fre-
quency carriers. The most suitable modulations techniques are On-Off Keying (OOK) and
M-ary amplitude modulation, where the information is encoded on the amplitude of base-
band MC signal.
For this design, we adopt M-ary amplitude modulation. Converting the consecutive bits
into different amplitude levels representing the symbols, requires many parallel biological
circuits. Here we consider a M-ary modulation scheme with M=4. Since a concentration




4A0, if (bk, bk−1) = (1, 0)
3A0, if (bk, bk−1) = (1, 1)
2A0, if (bk, bk−1) = (0, 1)
A0, if (bk, bk−1) = (0, 0)
(3.24)
where the Gray coding is used to minimize the error.
To implement this M-ary modulator, we propose the circuit in Fig. 3.9 where the con-
centration of the protein X1 is the input of the modulator representing bit sequence {bk}
and the concentration of the protein X3 is the output representing symbol sequence {ak}.
Here we assume that the circuit in Fig. 3.9 operates as a digital circuit as described in
Section 3.3.2.
The basic unit composed of P1 and G1 pair serves as a unit delay element. When k = i,
X2 represents the previous input bi−1 where X1 represents the input bi. In all the four
branches depicted in Fig. 3.9, the previous input is compared with the current input and
each branch is activated only for one of the possible input sequences {(1, 1), (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)},
respectively from the top to the bottom, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: M-ary modulator biological circuit. The input protein X1 represents digital bits
which are translated into M concentration levels in the output protein X3.
When activated, each branch produces the same output molecule but with different rates
κi1 which provides different amplitude levels as symbols. In ideal case, {ak} is composed
of impulses. However, in the practical biological circuits, according to Section 3.3.2, {ak}





(1− e−τt), if t < Tb
κi1kt
γX3γM
e−τTbe−(t−Tb), if t ≥ Tb
(3.25)




i(t−kT ). Thus, we can map {ak} to κi1kt/(γX3γM). Since kt, γX3 , γM are
the same for all branches, we can find κi1 as follows κ
P2&P3
1 = 3κ1o, κ
P4







Figure 3.10: Transmit filter biological circuit operates in analog mode and shapes the mod-
ulator output X3 into X8.
Here, as the color coding in Fig. 3.9 indicates, each branch is using different promoters
to establish the orthogonality. Since the delay of a basic biological circuits unit depends
only on the decay rate of the output protein as specified in Section 3.3.2, even though the
four branches include different promoters, they have the same delay td = ln(2)/γX3 . So
for all four branches, the total delay is tmodd = ln(2)/γX2 + ln(2)/γX3 .
Transmit Filter
The symbols {ak} are fed to the transmit filter gT (t) which generates a rectangular pulse
for each symbol ideally. In this study, we consider a simple low-pass transmit filter which
corresponds to the activator configuration depicted in Fig. 3.10 used in the analog operation
mode described in Section 3.3.1. Using the equation (3.22), the transfer function of ĝT (t)
can be expressed as
ĜT (jω) =
κP91 ktn
4θX3(jω + γM)(jω + γX2)
, (3.26)
where the output of the transmit filter, i.e., the output of the transmitter block is y(t) =
a(t)∗ ĝT (t). Note that since the modulator block is not ideal, the actual transmit filter gT (t)
is expressed as gT (t) = p(t) ∗ ĝT (t). To guarantee that the transmit filter operates always
in the analog mode, the concentration of input X3, i.e, the modulated signal a(t) must be
in the linear range of the Hill function, thus θX2 −
2θX2
n





Figure 3.11: Sensory biological circuit reports the changes in X4 to the processor by pro-
ducing the protein X5.
3.6.2 Sensor
Biological circuits can sense a variety of environmental conditions such as light, temper-
ature, and presence of food or poison. When there is a change in the environmental con-
ditions, the rate that the promoters activate the genes changes resulting in a change in the
concentration of proteins.
A basic sensory block can be composed of a single activator circuit operating in digital
mode. When the stimuli is above a threshold, the output protein concentration will go to
high level while the stimuli is below the threshold, the output concentration will drop to
0. By this sensor design, an on-off sensor or a hypothesis testing sensor can be build. An
example circuit is shown in Fig. 7.3. The sensor design can be extended to more sensitive
sensors with higher precision, by combining several of these 1 bit sensors.
The bit sequence mk represents the output of the sensor block and corresponds to the
concentration of X5. The concentration of X4 is denoted by d(t) and mk is
mk =

C0, if d(t) > θX4
0, if d(t) < θX4
. (3.27)
3.6.3 Processor
The processor considered in this study is composed of logic gates and memory elements
demonstrated to be implementable by synthetic biology studies [47].
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Logic Gates
Recently biologists have implemented all the logic gates in bacteria. Although complex
logic gates such as NAND, NOR can also be constructed by biological circuits, only NOT,
AND and OR gates are described in this work.
NOT: A NOT gate is a repressor circuit which produces molecule B when it is not
stimulated. When the transcription factor A is present, the promoter is repressed so the
gene becomes deactivated and molecule B production stops.
Figure 3.12: NOT gate composed of a repressing biological circuit where B is the logical
inverse of A.
AND: By the means of the MISO configuration described in Section 3.4.2, an AND gate
can be constructed using only a single basic biological circuit unit. The gene is activated
only when both of the transcription factors are present.
Figure 3.13: AND gate including two promoters which activate the gene collaboratively.
B1 is the logical ’AND’ of A1 and A2.
OR: The OR gate constitutes of two basic biological circuit units that produce the same
output molecule. When one or both of the inputs are present, the output protein is produced.
Since there is no isolation between biological circuit units, designing a circuit with
multiple logic gates requires choosing orthogonal, i.e., noninteracting promoters and genes
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Figure 3.14: OR gate composed of two parallel circuits which activate the same gene inde-
pendently. B1 is the logical ’OR’ of A1 and A2.
for each gate. This orthogonality problem prevents the multiple use of the same gate. On
the contrary, in electrical circuits, it is favorable to use the same gate for the whole design
due to transistor fabrication simplicity.
Memory
Memory in biological circuits is achieved by a toggle switch which includes two promoters
which are effected by two inducers [35]. One of the two inducers sets the switch into one
of the stable states, and the other sets it to the other stable state. Then, the toggle switch
holds the state even the inducers are drawn back.
Figure 3.15: Processor circuit having two promoters binding to inputs X5 and X6 which
are both required to activate the gene producing X7. This block acts as an AND gate.
In this study, an AND gate, combining the sensor data with the received data is used
as the processor as shown in Fig. 3.15. For example, the sensor measures the food level.
When the food level is above the threshold, the sensor gives a high output which allow the
processor to transfer the received data to the transmitter block. Thus, the bacterium relays
a message only if there is food.
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Figure 3.16: Receive filter biological circuit operating in analog mode which filters the
received signal X8 and outputs X9.
3.6.4 Receiver
This block identifies the incoming molecular signal, measure its amplitude and convert the
information encoded in the amplitude of the molecular signal to digital bits. For amplitude-
based modulation techniques, concentration band detector circuits [48] can be used to iden-
tify different amplitude levels. The received signal s(t) is first passed through a receive
filter gR(t) and y(t) is obtained. Then, the detector determines the intended bits by thresh-
olding y(t).
Receive Filter
In classical communication the receive filter is used to shape the pulse for optimal detection
in the presence of channel noise. The optimal filter is the matched filter when the noise in
the channel is additive white noise. However, with biological circuits it is not easy to create
the matched filter. Thus, a low-pass filter illustrated in Fig. 3.16 is used as the receive
filter to lower complexity of the receiver yet reducing noise. Using the equation (3.22), the
transfer function of gR(t) can be expressed as
GR(jω) =
κP131 ktn
4θX8(jω + γM)(jω + γX9)
, (3.28)
where the output of the receive filter is y(t) = s(t) ∗ gR(t). Note that to avoid self-
interference, the molecules used for r(t) and s(t) are different.
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Detector
In classical communication the output of the receive filter is sampled and applied to a
threshold detector. In this study, since sampling with biological circuits is not feasible,
we will directly apply thresholding to the filtered received signal y(t). In order to do so,
four parallel branches of biological circuits are designed as seen in Fig. 3.17 using acti-
vator circuits in digital mode where the promoter of each branch has a different activation
threshold. If y(t) is above that threshold that branch is activated and produce the output
molecule representing the bit sequences {mk}.
Figure 3.17: Detector circuit compares the filtered received signal X9 with the activation
thresholds of the four branches’ promoters on the left-hand side to detect which M-ary
amplitude level was transmitted. Then, the right-hand side generates the bit sequence ac-
cording to the detector concentrations.
Remembering (3.24) and assuming each symbol is equally likely, detection thresholds
of each branch expressed as θP13 = 3.5A0, θP14 = 2.5A0, θP15 = 1.5A0, θP16 = 0.5A0.
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The proteins X9, X10, X11, X12 are produced for the following intended bit sequences
X9 → {(1, 0)}
X10 → {(1, 0), (1, 1)}
X11 → {(1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1)}
X12 → {(1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1), (0, 0)}
(3.29)
from which we can deduce how to generate {mk} according to the these proteins. For the
first bit of {mk}, it is enough to check X9 and X11. If they are both present than they
activate the gene G11 which produces a pulse representing the first 1 bit of the sequence.
Then, for the second bit, it is enough to check X10. If it is present, then the gene G12 is
activated. To adjust the timing of the second bit, we include an intermediary stage afterG12
such that it is expressed as the second bit after the expression of the first bit.
3.7 Numerical Results
In this section, we investigate the operation of the biotransceiver proposed in Section 3.6.
The analytical expressions in time domain given in Section 3.3 and 3.6 are evaluated.
In this study, E. Coli is assumed to be the host bacteria for the biological circuits since
the genetic manipulation of E. Coli is well-studied in synthetic biology literature. The
evaluation parameters are taken from the literature and scaled up or down in the same
order. The promoter activity is κ1 = 10 [49], translation rate is kt = 150 h−1 [38], protein
decay rate is γY = 4.15 h−1 [50], mRNA decay rate γM = 10.05 h−1 [50], and bit duration
Tb = 30 min. For simplicity we assumed that decay rates and translation rates for every
promoter-gene pair are equal which in turn equalize the delay of each basic unit. Also, in
the rest of this section, the molecular concentration signals presented are all normalized
such that the maximum concentration of a pulse representing bit 1 is 1 µM.
Using libraries of genetic parts such as BioBricks [51], promoter-gene pairs which have
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parameters in the order of the designed values can be found. Then, to tune the parameters,
three different techniques may be used [29]. The first one is the iterative rational design
where the performance is experimentally evaluated at each step and the system design is
modified until a specific performance requirement is met. The second technique is creating
variants of the same circuits with different elements such as different promoters and testing
all the variants until a suitable one is found. The third technique is the directed evolution
which is based on mutation and selection. By using these techniques, the genetic circuit
components used in the abstract circuit design can be mapped to actual promoter-gene
pairs.







































Figure 3.18: Concentration of the input bits X1, intermediary signal X2, and the output
M-ary modulated signal.
3.7.1 Transmitter
Let us consider that there are two biotransceivers A and B. Assume that the processor of
A generates a bit sequence bk of two consecutive bits with perfectly rectangular digital
pulses that A encodes and sends to B. Assuming that the bit duration is Tb and the line code
is return-to-zero, the input X1 and the output X3 of the modulator described in Fig. 3.9
are considered for two consecutive bits ‘11’. In Fig. 3.18, it is observed that the symbol
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Figure 3.19: Concentration of the inputX3 and the outputX8 of the transmitter filter which
shapes the transmitted signal.
‘3’ is generated by the modulator according to (3.24). Note that the concentration signal
representing the symbol peaks after the second bit finishes which indicates the delay which
is approximately equal to the bit duration of 30 min.
After the symbols are generated the transmitter filter shapes the pulse as shown in Fig.
3.19. Here, X3, is the input signal representing the symbol level and X8 is the output of the
transmitter, i.e., the signal put into the channel r(t).
3.7.2 Receiver
The signal r(t) propagates through a diffusion based channel and it is distorted by the
channel noise assumed to be an Additive White Gaussian with zero mean and 0.05 µM
variance [22]. In Fig. 3.20, both the signal given to the channel, r(t), and the distorted
signal, s(t), are shown. Furthermore, the output of the receive filter y(t) shown in Fig.
3.20 compensates for the attenuation in the channel and filters the noise.
The filtered received signal y(t) is measured by the detector described in Fig. 3.17
which selects the symbol ′3′. Then, it generates the corresponding bit sequence ’11’, i.e.,
the original information sent by the transceiver A, as shown in Fig. 3.21. Note that the
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Figure 3.20: Concentration of the transmitted signal r(t), the received signal with noise s(t),
and the filtered signal y(t).
generated bits do not have perfectly rectangular shapes but the existence of two different
peaks indicates the generation of two consecutive ’1’ bits.
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter of the PhD thesis, a biotransceiver design for MC using genetically en-
gineered bacteria is presented. First, the operation principles of biological circuits are
modeled with RRE and both the digital and analog interpretations of biological circuits
are provided. Then, the interconnections of basic biological circuits are defined. Using
this mathematical framework, a biotransceiver architecture tailored for MC environment
is proposed. The biological circuit designs for every block of the proposed biotransceiver
are presented. Numerical results show that biotransceivers have long delays and very low
operation speeds. However, they can operate in parallel within the small cell volume.
Therefore, genetically engineered bacteria can achieve a very high computational density
in terms of the number of operations per time per volume [52]. Furthermore, since the
human body already contains billions of bacteria, usage of genetically engineered bacteria
as nanocommunication devices inside human body will reduce biocompatibility problems.
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Figure 3.21: The filtered signal s(t) and the signal representing the generated digital bits dk
by the detector.
Thus, genetically engineered bacteria is a perfect candidate for biomedical applications of
nanocommunication networks such as diagnosis and treatment of lethal diseases, health
monitoring, drug delivery, bio-hybrid implants.
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CHAPTER 4
TRAVELLING WAVE CHANNEL MODELS AND IMPACT OF SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR FOR BACTERIAL CHEMOTAXIS CHANNEL
4.1 Motivation and Related Work
In this chapter of the PhD thesis, we concentrate on a specific type of MC where bacteria are
utilized as information carriers, which we term as bacterial nanonetworks [24], in contrast
to 3 where bacteria are utilized as MC devices. This is based on a number of bacterial
properties that includes the ability to move following a chemical gradient, i.e., bacterial
chemotaxis, and ability to hold DNA plasmids that store encoded information as well as
mechanisms to transfer them within the population, i.e., conjugation. Chemotaxis and
conjugation play crucial roles for the survival of the bacteria. By chemotaxis, bacteria sense
the gradient of molecules in the environment and bias its motion towards the attractants and
away from the repellents to find more suitable environment for themselves [53]. Besides
moving, bacteria also respond and adapt to its environment by exchanging DNA plasmids
among them by conjugation such as plasmids containing genes for antibiotic resistance
[54].
In bacterial nanonetworks, messenger bacteria pick up information encoded in DNA
plasmids from the source using the conjugation process, move actively in the environment
following a chemical gradient released from the destination and delivers the information to
the destination as illustrated in Fig 4.1. Therefore the reliability of this channel depends on
the number of bacteria reaching to the receiver. The programmability by genetic engineer-
ing and the widespread availability of bacteria who can survive in many diverse and harsh
environmental conditions make bacteria a promising information carrier for MC. Further-




Figure 4.1: (a) Bacterial communication in ideal environment. (b) Bacterial communica-
tion in realistic environment.
potential for fast delivery of a huge amount of information between MC nodes and make
bacterial nanonetworks stand out among other MC techniques [24].
Researchers have studied bacteria as an information carrier for MC in [27, 55, 24, 56,
57] which analyze the communication performance of the channel in terms of end-to-end
delay, reliability as well as capacity. These studies approach the problem by considering
that there is no other bacteria in the environment than the messengers. However, in nature
bacteria always are present within microbiomes consisting of several different populations
engaging in social behavior with one another [58]. The objective of this study is to inves-
tigate the social behavior of bacterial nanonetworks where populations of bacteria interact
with each other and the incorporation of it into the design of artificial bacterial nanonet-
works.
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Bacteria have a highly complex form of community structure that is maintained by dif-
ferent types of social interactions such as competition, cooperation, and cheating leading
to formation of biofilms, production of antibiotics, bacteria-host interactions, production of
infectious diseases, and developmental processes such as sporulation [58, 59, 60, 61]. Co-
operative behavior manifests in many forms such as hierarchical organization, cooperative
sensing, foraging and collective learning. However, during the cooperative process, certain
bacteria can switch to selfish behavior in which they do not contribute to the production
of public goods but benefit from the ones produced by others. If the ratio of cheaters in-
creases to a critical level, this may even lead to the collapse of the community. On the other
hand, competition occurs when bacteria fight for the limited nutrient sources by inhibiting
other populations’ reach to the resources [62]. In order to evaluate the performance of a
bacterial nanonetwork, the social interactions among bacteria and their impact on the infor-
mation transmission must be investigated. Since all these interactions affect the number of
messenger bacteria reaching the receiver, the communication performance of the bacterial
nanonetworks will be affected. In our study, we present a realistic environment for MC uti-
lizing bacteria as information carrier where we consider both cooperative and competitive
social interactions, and analyze their effects on the communication channel performance,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. In particular, we analyze the effects of social interactions between
the populations, and how this affects the bacterial propagation, which in turn affects the
communication channel.
We can summarize the main contributions of this chapter as follows:
• For the first time in literature, we study the bacteria nanonetwork channel on the pop-
ulation level utilizing Keller-Segel model and traveling wave solutions to investigate
the propagation of bacteria carrying information.
• For the abundant nutrient case where the diffusion of the chemoattractant is strong
and the consumption by bacteria is negligible, we identify the chemotactic response
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to the nutrient gradient and derive closed form solutions for bacterial density at the
receiver, as well as the delay and the attenuation of the bacterial channel.
• We investigate the impact of social behavior on the chemotactic response of the bac-
teria, and analyze the effects of cooperation, competition and cheating on the delay,
attenuation and data rate of the channel.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we present the Keller-
Segel model for bacterial propagation and we derive the bacterial density, as well as the
delay and attenuation of the bacterial nanonetwork channel. In Section 4.3, the data rate in
bacterial nanonetworks is calculated from the bacterial density. Then, in Section 4.4, we
analyze the social behavior of bacteria, where we characterize the effects on their chemo-
tactic response and derive the delay and attenuation when the population faces cooperation
or competition. The numerical results are given in Section 4.5 and the chapter is concluded
in Section 4.6.
4.2 Traveling Wave Model of Bacterial Chemotaxis
4.2.1 General Bacterial Chemotaxis Model
Chemotaxis is the movement of the bacteria in response to chemical changes in the envi-
ronment to relocate towards favorable environments. This behavior is observed in many
bacterial species such as E. coli, Salmonella enterica, Pseudomonas aeruginosa which
possess flagella [63]. In this study, we give a generic propagation model applicable to all
motile chemotactic bacteria populations.
Bacterial chemotaxis is studied both at the single-cell level [64] as well as the popula-
tion level [65] to reveal the causes and mechanisms of the motility process. One approach is
using the Keller-Segel model, which presents a system of two coupled differential equations
that describes the aggregation of motile bacteria under the influence of diffusing chemoat-
tractants. Besides being the most adopted model for chemotaxis, we chose to use this model
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due to its intuitive simplicity, analytical tractability and the ability to estimate the behavior
of bacterial populations accurately [66].
The general form for the Keller-Segel model is expressed as [67]
∂n(r, t)
∂t
= ∇(µ(n, S)∇n− nχ(S)∇S) + f(n), (4.1a)
∂S(r, t)
∂t
= DS4(S) + g(n, S)− h(n, S), (4.1b)
where n(r, t) denotes bacterial cell density, S(r, t) denotes chemoattractant concentration,
µ is the random motility coefficient of the cells, χ(S) is the chemotactic sensitivity, DS is
the diffusion coefficient of chemical attractants, g(n, S) is the production rate of chemoat-
tractant, h(n, S) is the degradation rate of the chemoattractant, and f(n) represents the
additional growth term capturing the reproduction of bacteria. Furthermore, t denotes time
and r is the distance to the origin where the messenger bacterial population is inoculated
initially.
In the literature, each term in (4.1) takes different forms depending on the properties of
the bacterial population and the culture environment. An extensive overview can be found
in [65]. The random motility coefficient, i.e., µ(n, S) in (4.1) assumed to be a constant
µ, accounts for the random, unbiased motion of a bacterial cell [66]. The chemotactic
sensitivity, χ(S), is the response of a bacterium to the chemoattractant gradient which is
modeled as χ(S) = χ0/S, which accounts for the saturation of the bacterium response
when the attractant concentration is high.
The growth term, f(n), represents the increase in the bacterial cell density arising from
the replication process. This term may be neglected when the time-scale of the bacteria
movement are considered to be faster than the replication process [68] which is the case in
our study since we consider that the time frame in which the bacteria will reach the receiver
is significantly less than the reproduction time. For time intervals larger than the replication
time of the bacteria, a population control mechanism can be used by genetically engineer-
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ing the bacteria [69] which maintain a stable population without growth by programmed
cell death [70]. Therefore, we can assume that the messenger bacteria population under
consideration has no growth.
The chemoattractant S defined in the Keller-Segel model in (4.1), may represent either
a nutrient source or a cell-to-cell signaling molecule attracting other bacteria. In this study,
we set the chemoattractant to be a chemical gradient emitted from a nutrient source, e.g.,
glucose, and is co-located with the receiver nanomachine. Furthermore, we consider that
the bacteria does not produce any nutrient, i.e., g(n, S) = 0, and decay of the nutrient is at
a fixed rate, i.e. h(n, S) = h0n+ kS.
The Keller-Segel model in (4.1) provides a nonlinear set of partial differential equations
which is not easy to solve analytically for most cases due to the coupling between the two
equations. To decouple the equations, we consider the case where the diffusion of the
attractant is strong (DS large) and its consumption by bacteria is negligible (h0 → 0). In
the next section, we investigate the solutions for (4.1) in the strong attractant diffusion case.
4.2.2 Traveling Wave Solutions for Strong Attractant Diffusion
We consider the asymptotic case for the Keller-Segel model, where the diffusion of the
chemoattractant is strong (DS is large) compared to its consumption, i.e, bacteria do not
change the attractant concentration while sensing the attractant gradient [71]. It is consid-
ered that the attractant in this case is the nutrient whose concentration is given as S(r, t).
Also, we assume that the nutrient source which is co-located with the receiver generates
nutrients at a constant rate to establish a steady-state nutrient concentration in the environ-
ment. Since the consumption by bacteria does not affect the nutrient concentration profile,
we consider that h0 = 0 which makes the diffusion equation for the nutrient density, S(r, t),
independent of the bacterial density, n(r, t).
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= 0, (r → ±∞) (4.3)
S = 0, (r → ±∞) (4.4)
where the initial conditions are defined as:
n(r, 0) = g(r), t = 0. (4.5)
Then, we can easily solve for the concentration of the nutrients S(r, t) considering
a continuous release from the receiver considered as a point source co-located with the
receiver at rr establishing a steady-state expressed as
S(r, t) = S0e
−( |r−rr |ρ ), (4.6)
where S0 is the nutrient release rate from source and ρ =
√
DS/k is the exponential mean
distance depending on the diffusion coefficient DS and decay rate k. For distances larger
than ρ, the nutrient concentration drops below to 1/e of its initial concentration. Since
now the nutrient density is known, the response of the bacteria to this density needs to be
determined.






which leads to a constant value for the strong attractant diffusion case due to the cancella-
tion of the r dependent terms in the expression of nutrient density S(r, t) found in 4.6 and
the definition of chemotactic sensitivity, χ(S) = χ0/S.
Let’s assume that the diffusion of species is weak compared to the chemotaxis so that we
can use the method of multiple scales to solve the problem analytically [71]. Considering
the constant γ, now we look for a solution to (4.2) in the traveling wave form expressed as
n = φ(r − γt, t), (4.8)
where φ(x, t) is the solution for γ → 0.
We consider that the bacteria population is inoculated into the environment at a single
point which corresponds to an initial bacterial density expressed as g(r) = N0δ(r) where
N0 is the total number of bacteria in the inoculated population. Then, the bacterial density











where γ = χ0/ρ is the wave speed.
4.2.3 Delay and Attenuation
In the bacterial channel, when the transmitter has a message to send, it instantaneously
releases messenger bacteria that contains the information encoded into the plasmid, with a
cell density N0 at time t = 0. We consider that the transmitter is located at r = 0. The
release of the bacteria into the channel from the transmitter sets the initial condition of the
bacterial cell density for (4.2).
The propagation of the message is defined as the movement of bacteria released from
the transmitter towards the receiver governed by the equations in (4.2). When a threshold
number of bacteria reach the receiver, the message is considered to be delivered. Hence,
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we are interested in the density of bacteria at the receiver n(r, t)|r=rr , where rr is the
receiver location. Because of the slow nature of diffusion and chemotaxis, not all the
bacteria released from the transmitter will reach the receiver. Also, it requires a significant
amount of time for a threshold number of bacteria to reach the receiver and successfully
deliver the information. Therefore, we are interested in finding the delay and attenuation
characteristics of the channel.
The delay of the channel, τd, is defined as the time required for the bacteria to reach the
receiver, i.e., the time that the traveling wave solution for the bacterial cell density reaches









The attenuation of the channel, Γ, is defined as the ratio of the total number of released
cells by the transmitter to the peak bacterial density of the traveling wave at the receiver,









4.3 Data Rate in Bacterial Nanonetworks
In the previous section we derived the bacterial density at the receiver as well as the delay
and attenuation in bacterial nanonetworks. Since the information is encoded on the bacte-
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rial density, any change in it directly effects the data rate of the network. In this section, we
derive the maximum data rate for binary transmission with ON-OFF keying.
We consider that the transmitter releases bacteria with intervals of bit period Ts, where
N0 bacteria are released to transmit bit 1 and no bacterium is released to transmit bit 0. The
released bacteria follow the traveling wave model described in Section 4.2.2. To detect the
maximum density of the incoming bacterial density wave, the receiver samples the bacterial
density at τd and decides whether bit 0 or 1 was sent.
Ts corresponds to the separation between two consecutive pulses distinguishable from
each other. When Ts increases, the information transmitted in unit time becomes lower.
To maximize the data rate, Ts should be minimal. To find the minimum separation Ts,
we look for the effects of the previously transmitted pulses on the current pulse. Since
the attenuation in the channel significantly increases with time, we assume that only the
immediate previous pulse interfere with the current pulse. We choose Ts such that the
tail of the bacterial density of the previous pulse, does not exceed 10% of the maximum
bacterial density of the current pulse, i.e., np(rr, τd + Ts) = 0.1nc(rr, τd). Therefore the





4.4 Social Behavior Analysis for Bacterial Channel
In the nature, bacteria form communities which frequently contain multiple populations
[60]. The survival of the bacterial community relies on its complex community structure
as well as the coordination between multiple populations. To adapt to the environmental
conditions which sometimes become harsh for bacteria to live in such as starvation, extreme
temperatures, hazardous chemicals [72], bacterial populations interact through cell-to-cell
communication.
There are many types of social interactions that is associated with bacteria such as co-
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operation, competition and cheating [61]. A good example that exhibits dynamic social
interaction between the bacteria happens during fluctuations of nutrient resources. Bacteria
may assist and support each other to discover nutrient sources or act selfishly and block
other species from reaching the scarce resources. In the following subsections, we inves-
tigate how this social behavior affect the performance of the bacterial channel. The two
basic social interaction, namely, cooperation and competition, are chosen to be studied in
this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Bacterial density against distance in presence of a cooperative population.
(b) Bacterial density against distance in presence of a competitive population. (c) Bacterial
density against distance in presence of a cooperative population with cheaters. (d) Bacterial
density for against distance in presence of cooperative and competitive populations.
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4.4.1 Impact of Cooperation on Chemotaxis
The cooperative process is achieved when the bacteria cooperate through cell-to-cell sig-
naling. This signaling process is used to attract other bacteria towards them when they
are closer to nutrient sources as illustrated in Fig. 4.1-b [59]. In the bacterial nanonet-
work scenario, we assume to have two populations. The first population is defined to be
the messenger population with the encoded DNA plasmids, while the second cooperating
population that is closer to nutrient sources will emit chemoattractant molecules to attract
the first population.
To incorporate the effects of cooperation into our model, first we define bacterial cell
density of the first population as n1(r, t) and the bacterial cell density of the second popu-
lation as n2(r, t). Also, we denote the concentration of the attractant emitted by the second




= ∇(µ∇n1 − n1χ1(S)∇S − n1χ2(Q)∇Q), (4.15)
where χ(S) is the chemotactic sensitivity of the first population to S whereas χQ(Q) is the
chemotactic sensitivity of the first population to Q. The nutrient density S is expressed as
in (4.6).
The bacterial cell density for the second population is written similarly as
∂n2(r, t)
∂t
= ∇(µ∇n2 − n2χ(S)∇S). (4.16)
We consider that the second population consists of non-motile bacteria hence its bacterial








where Q0 is the release rate of the attractant molecule.
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Furthermore, we assume that this steady-state profile gives rise to a chemotactic re-
sponse found as







which is similar to (4.7) where γ belongs to the case without any social behavior. Let’s
define γcoop = γ + γQ where γQ = χQ/ρcoop. According to (4.9), γ represents the speed of
the traveling wave. Hence, when cooperation takes place, the speed of the traveling case
increases by γQ representing the attraction effect of the cooperating population. Moreover,
since the wave is arriving to the receiver sooner, it has less time to diffuse which leads to
lower attenuation.
Following a similar derivation to (4.9) in Section 4.2, we obtain the bacterial cell density











where basically we replaced γ with γcoop. The bacterial density profile with and without
cooperation is illustrated in Fig. 4.2-a which shows that with cooperation the bacterial
density waves move faster.









Even though cooperation benefits both populations, eventually there will be individuals
in each population who will breakdown the cooperation by pursuing their own interests
[73], and these are called ”cheaters”. The cheaters will avoid the cost of producing coop-
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eration molecules while still benefiting from the cooperation. When the ratio of cheaters to
cooperators increases significantly, cheaters will dominate the population and the coopera-
tion between the two populations will be disrupted [61]. To reflect the impact of cheaters,
the cooperative chemotactic response γcoop(r) can be refined by the cheater frequency ξ,
which is defined as the ratio of the number of cheaters in the cooperative population to the
total number of bacteria in the cooperative population. Then, the chemotactic term in (4.15)
becomes (1 − ξ)n1χ2(Q)∇Q. ξ = 0 represents the case where there is no cheating while
ξ = 1 represents the case where all cooperative bacteria became cheaters and disrupted the
cooperation totally.
4.4.2 Impact of Competition on Chemotaxis
When the nutrient sources are scarce, bacteria populations which are spatially close to
each other compete by releasing repellent chemicals to keep the others away from the
nutrient sources as shown in Fig. 4.1-b [72]. The repellents only affect the other bacterial
populations if they are from the same species or if they are genetically close so that the
competitors identify and respond to the repellents.
Now, let’s consider that we have two sibling populations where the first population
is the messenger population and the second population is the competitor of the first one
which was already in the environment before the release of the messenger population. The
bacterial density of the messenger population is expressed as
∂n1
∂t
= ∇(µ∇n1 − n1χ(S)∇S + n1χP (P )∇P ), (4.22)
where χ(S) is the chemotactic sensitivity for the attractant S, while χP (P ) is the chemo-
tactic sensitivity for the repellent P . Note that, since P is a repellent, the sign in front of
the second term of the right hand side is negative. The nutrient density S is expressed as in
(4.6).
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We consider that the second population consists of non-motile bacteria and its bacterial
cell density has also established a steady-state profile centered at rcomp. Similar to the at-
tractant concentration in the cooperation case in (4.17), the repellent concentration P (x, t)
is expressed as follows







where P0 is the release rate of the repellent molecules and DP is the diffusion coefficient
for the repellents.
Then, the chemotactic response in case of competition is found as γcomp = γ − γP ,
which is similar to (4.18). Note that there is a negative sign representing the repellent gra-
dient that makes the bacteria move away from the poisonous source. Then, the chemotactic
response to P is found by γP = χP/ρcomp. Since γcomp represents the speed of the travel-
ing wave, we can conclude that according to the strength of competition, the speed of the
traveling wave is decreasing accordingly. Since the traveling wave is slower, the bacteria
will arrive to the receiver later and will diffuse more into the environment, leading to higher
attenuation.
Similar to (4.19), we obtain the bacterial cell density for the messenger population in











where basically we replaced γcoop with γcomp. Fig. 4.2-b illustrates the slow moving bacte-
rial density that results from the competition process.










4.4.3 The Impact of Joint Cooperation and Competition
Often bacteria live in microbiomes where there are multiple populations cohabiting the en-
vironment. When messenger bacteria is assumed to live in such an environment, there may
be multiple populations that they interact with cooperatively or competitively. Each popu-
lation will effect the propagation of the messenger bacteria in different strengths according
to its distance to the messenger population and the diffusion properties of the chemoattrac-
tant/chemorepellent it releases. To combine the effects of every population present in the
environment we can modify the bacterial density expression as follows
∂n1
∂t









where Ncoop is the number of cooperating populations, Ncomp is the number of competing
populations, χ2,i is the corresponding chemotactical sensitivity of ith population, χP,i is
the corresponding chemotactical sensitivity of ith population, Qi is the density of the ith
cooperative population, and Pi is the density of the ith competitive population.
Following similar derivations to Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, the bacterial cell density for
















By substituting γ in the expression of delay given in (4.11) and the attenuation expres-
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Fig. 4.2-d illustrates the bacterial density under the effects of both cooperation and compe-
tition.
4.5 Numerical Results
In this section, the analytical results obtained for the performance of bacterial nanonet-
work channel as they undergo social interactions are numerically evaluated. First, we study
the case of cooperation and investigate the delay and attenuation of the channel for various
transmitter-receiver distances. Then, we conduct a similar study for the case of competition.
For the numerical evaluations, E. coli is chosen to be the bacterial species for the messen-
ger, cooperator and competitor populations due to the abundance of experimental studies
on the interactions of E.coli populations. The parameter values are taken from [74] which
studies the bacterial density of E. coli bacteria subject to multiple attractant/repellents en-
vironments, and from [75] for chemotactic coefficients. The random motility coefficient
of bacteria is set at µ0 = 1.5 × 10−5cm2/s. The chemotactic sensitivity coefficient χ0
for the nutrient is taken as χ0 = 4.1 × 10−4cm2/s and the chemotactic sensitivity for co-
operation and competition molecules are taken as χQ = χP = 1.5 × 10−5cm2/s. The
initial bacterial density is taken as 108 cells/mL and the length of the observation chamber
is considered to be 4 cm as in [75]. The transmitter is located in the middle of the cham-
ber and the receiver’s location is varied from 0.01 − 0.05 cm which limits the maximum
transmitter-receiver distance to 0.05 cm.
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Figure 4.3: Delay of the channel against the transmitter-receiver distance for (a) Coopera-
tion. (b) Competition. (c) Cooperation with cheating. (d) Joint cooperation and competi-
tion.
4.5.1 Impact of Cooperation
Delay of The Channel
In Fig. 4.3-a, the impact of cooperation on the delay of the bacterial channel is illus-
trated. We evaluated the channel delay for rcoop = 0.05 cm and 0.1 cm and for χQ =
1.5× 10−5 cm2/s and 4.5× 10−5cm2/s. It is observed that cooperation reduces the delay
of the channel significantly in all cases. It is also observed that with decreasing rcoop the
delay is decreasing. These results can be attributed to the closeness of the transmitter to
the cooperative population producing attractants with a steeper gradient. Due to the steeper
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gradient, the messenger bacteria are drawn faster towards the receiver based on (4.18). Fur-
thermore, it is observed that the higher the chemotactic sensitivity χQ, the smaller is the
delay. This follows from the fact that the messenger bacteria are more sensitive to cooper-
ative molecules with higher χQ which increases the strength of the chemotactic response,
which in turn increasing the speed of the bacterial density wave according to (4.18). Note
that a small increase in rcoop causes larger deviation in delay than an increase in χQ due
to the fact that while χQ is directly proportional to delay, rcoop has a more complex effect.
Firstly, with smaller rcoop, the cooperative population gets closer to the receiver, i.e., the nu-
trient source which increases their energy to use for cooperation. Secondly, due to smaller
distances between the cooperative population and the messenger population, the molecule
exchange gets easier.
In Fig. 4.3-c, the impact of cheating on delay is illustrated where µ0 = 1.5×10−5cm2/s,
rcoop = 0.05 cm, χQ = 4.5×10−5 cm2/s. Since cheating occurs when some of the bacteria
in the population stop cooperating, it deteriorates the positive effect of cooperation. When
the cheating frequency, ξ, is 0.05, i.e. there are only 5% cheaters, the delay is almost
overlapping with the case without cheating, i.e., ξ = 0. However, when the cheating
frequency rises to 0.5, the delay increases since 10% of the population is not involved in
the production of cooperative molecules reducing the positive effect of cooperation.
Attenuation of The Channel
In Fig. 4.4-a, the impact of the cooperation on the attenuation of the channel is inves-
tigated. We evaluated the attenuation for rcoop = 0.05 cm and 0.1 cm and for χQ =
1.5×10−5 cm2/s and 4.5×10−5cm2/s to reveal the effect of these two factors defining the
strength of the cooperation. It is observed that when the cooperative population is closer,
i.e. rcoop is short, the attenuation is improved. As rcoop decreases, the attraction between the
messenger bacteria and the cooperative bacteria increases yielding a faster bacterial density
wave. Since according to (4.9), the amplitude of the bacterial density is time-dependent,
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Figure 4.4: Attenuation of the channel against the transmitter-receiver distance for (a) Co-
operation. (b) Competition. (c) Cooperation with cheating. (d) Joint cooperation and
competition.
faster moving bacterial waves are less attenuated. Similarly, for higher chemotactic sensi-
tivities χQ, the bacterial waves are less attenuated. As χQ increases, the attraction between
the messenger and the cooperative bacteria increases which in turn increases the speed of
bacterial density wave subject to less attenuation. Finally, Fig. 4.4-a shows that coopera-
tion improves the attenuation of the channel even if it is not as significant as in the case of
delay.
In Fig. 4.4-c, the impact of cheating on attenuation is illustrated where µ0 = 1.5 ×
10−5cm2/s, rcoop = 0.05 cm, χQ = 4.5× 10−5 cm2/s. Similar to the delay of the channel,
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cheating can annihilate the positive effects of cooperation when the cheating frequency
is high. For the cheating frequency of ξ = 0.05, i.e. there are only 5% cheaters, the
attenuation is not greatly affected. However, when the cheating frequency rises to 0.5,
half of the population quit participating in cooperation, and this results in the attenuation
becoming more severe and getting closer to the attenuation level without any cooperation.
Maximum Data Rate
In Fig. 4.5, we illustrated the effect of cooperation where rcomp = 0.2 cm, χQ = 4.5 ×
10−5 cm2/s. It is observed that the maximum data rate is decreasing with increasing dis-
tance since the bacterial density wave is widening while traveling as shown in Fig. 4.2. Due
to this widening effect, the previous symbol’s bacterial density wave overlaps more with
the current symbol’s bacterial density wave requiring to slow down the rate of transmis-
sion. Furthermore, Fig. 4.5 shows that the cooperative behavior improves the maximum
data rate. This follows from the fact cooperation lowers the delay which in turn lowers the
widening of the bacterial density wave. Thus, we can transmit more frequently without
overlapping waves which results in increased data rate.
4.5.2 Impact of Competition
Delay of The Channel
In Fig. 4.3-b, the impact of competition on the delay of the bacterial nanonetwork channel
is illustrated. The delay of the channel is evaluated for rcomp = 0.05 cm and 0.1 cm and for
χP = 1.5×10−5 cm2/s and 4.5×10−5cm2/s. It is observed that competition leads to higher
delay for all the considered cases due to the negative effects on the bacterial chemotactic
response as discussed in Section 4.4.2. Another observation is that the lower rcomp, i.e.,
the closer the competitive population to the messenger, will result in lower delay since
the competitive effects driving the messenger bacteria away from the receiver are stronger
when the second population gets closer. Moreover, when the chemotactic sensitivity of the
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messenger bacteria to the competition molecules χP are higher, the chemotactic response
to the competition gets stronger and decreases more the speed of the bacterial density wave.
Hence, the bacterial wave travels slowly causing a higher delay. Note that, since the delay
is inversely related to rcomp, a small increase in rcomp causes larger deviation in delay than
an increase in χP which is proportional to delay.
Attenuation of The Channel
Fig. 4.4-b presents the attenuation of the channel and the effects of competition on the
attenuation. The attenuation is evaluated for rcomp = 0.05 cm and 0.1 cm and for χP =
1.5×10−5 cm2/s and 4.5×10−5cm2/s. With decreasing rcomp, the competitive interaction
between the messenger and competing population rises which leads to a stronger attenua-
tion. This arises since strong competitive repulsion slows down the bacterial density wave
whose amplitude gets attenuated by the time dependent term in (4.24). Similarly, for higher
chemotactic sensitivities χP , the bacterial waves are less attenuated. As χP increases, the
repulsion between the messenger and the cooperative bacteria increases which in turn de-
creases the speed of bacterial density wave subject to greater attenuation. Finally, Fig.
4.4-b shows that the attenuation has worsened with competition for all cases compared to
the attenuation without any competition.
Maximum Data Rate
In Fig. 4.5, we illustrated the effect of cooperation where rcomp = 0.2 cm, χQ = 4.5 ×
10−5 cm2/s. Fig. 4.5 shows that the competitive behavior deteriorates the maximum data
rate. This is due to the increasing effect of competition on delay which causes more widen-
ing of the bacterial density wave. Hence, the previous symbol’s bacterial density wave
overlaps more with the current symbol’s bacterial density wave requiring to slow down the
rate of transmission.
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4.5.3 Impact of Joint Cooperation and Competition
To illustrate the effect of joint cooperation and competition, we considered that there are
one cooperative and one competitive populations in the environment interacting with the
messenger population. We considered four cases where we explore the effects of the dis-
tance and the chemotactic sensitivity of neighbor populations on the delay and attenuation.
Delay of the Channel
In Fig. 4.3-d, the joint effect of cooperation and competition on the delay is illustrated.
Firstly, we consider the case where the chemotactic sensitivities of the cooperative and
competitive populations are the same , i.e, χQ = χP , whereas the cooperative population
is farther from the competitive population, i.e., rcoop > rcomp. In this case, since the com-
petitive population is closer to the messenger population, competitive behavior is dominant
which reflects as a higher delay than the no social interaction. Similarly, in the case where
χQ = χP and rcoop < rcomp, the cooperative behavior is dominant leading to a decreased
delay.
Secondly, we consider the case where the distances of neighbor populations are the
same, i.e., rcoop > rcomp, whereas the chemotactic sensitivity of the cooperative popula-
tion is higher than the competitive one, i.e., χQ > χP . In this case, cooperative behavior
is dominant since the messenger population is more sensitive to the cooperative behavior
which shifts the delay in the cooperative direction to a value lower than the social inter-
action case. Similarly, in the case where rcoop = rcomp and χQ < χP , the competitive
behavior is dominant leading to an increased delay.
Attenuation of the Channel
In Fig. 4.4-d, the joint effect of cooperation and competition on the attenuation is illus-
trated. Firstly, we consider the case where the chemotactic sensitivities of the cooperative
and competitive populations are the same , i.e, χQ = χP , whereas the cooperative popula-
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Figure 4.5: Maximum data rate of the channel
tion is farther from the competitive population, i.e., rcoop > rcomp. In this case, since the
competitive population is closer to the messenger population, competitive behavior is dom-
inant which reflects as a higher attenuation than the no social interaction case. Similarly, in
the case where χQ = χP and rcoop < rcomp, the cooperative behavior is dominant and the
attenuation becomes lower.
Secondly, we consider the case where the distances of neighbor populations are the
same, i.e., rcoop = rcomp, whereas the chemotactic sensitivity of the cooperative population
is higher than the competitive one, i.e., χQ > χP . In this case, cooperative behavior is
dominant since the messenger population is more sensitive to the cooperative behavior
leading to a lower attenuation than the social interaction case. Similarly, in the case where
rcoop = rcomp and χQ < χP , the competitive behavior is dominant and the attenuation is
higher than the no social interaction case.
4.6 Conclusion
The use of bacteria has been proposed for molecular communications due to their motility
property as well as the fact that DNA plasmids with encoded information can be carried
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by them. This MC technique is defined as bacterial nanonetworks. In this study, we first
present the Keller-Segel model that describes the dynamics of the bacterial chemotaxis
process. This is followed by expressing a traveling wave solution for the density of the
propagating bacteria through chemotaxis, where the delay and attenuation of the bacterial
nanonetwork channel are derived. Using this traveling wave modeling approach, the social
behavior of bacteria, namely, cooperation, cheating and competition, is analyzed in terms
of their effects on the delay and the attenuation of the channel. The numerical results show
that the social behavior have a significant effect on the channel characteristics (the species
we considered is E. coli). The cooperation between the bacteria improves the channel by
lowering the delay and the attenuation. However, the benefits of cooperation are short-
lived when the bacteria switch towards cheating behavior, and the performance worsens
as the frequency of cheaters increases. Furthermore, the results show that the competition
between the bacterial species deteriorates the channel by leading to higher delay and heav-
ier attenuation. The objective of this study is to provide a model for the propagation of
bacteria transferring information in the presence of other microorganism that may interact
either positively or negatively depending on the environmental condition. By analyzing
their interaction behavior, this will result in efficient design of bacterial nanonetworks that
is realistically found in their natural environments.
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CHAPTER 5
DISTRIBUTED MODULATION SCHEMES FOR BACTERIAL CHEMOTAXIS
CHANNEL
5.1 Motivations and Related Work
In this chapter of the PhD thesis, we focus on biomedical applications of MC where bi-
ological components and systems are utilized to create artificial communication systems.
This new paradigm for developing communication networks could pave the way for new
forms of healthcare monitoring solutions, where artificial communication systems are de-
veloped from biological components and are integrated with the human body [76, 77, 78,
5]. This could lead to an in-body network system that provides fine granular sensing and
early detection of diseases.
Numerous models for molecular communication have been proposed, including diffu-
sion based systems where molecules that represent information are diffused into the envi-
ronment [19], as well as FRET [16], and calcium signaling [79]. Besides these models,
another approach is utilizing organisms as information carrier, and specifically bacteria.
Bacteria have a number of properties that have been used to create molecular communica-
tion. In [12], the quorum sensing process was utilized to transfer information. In quorum
sensing, the bacteria coordinate and signal each other by producing the molecules known
as AHL (acyl homoserine lactone) according to their local population density. A bacte-
ria population will produce AHL molecules that diffuse and travel through the microfluidic
channels to a receiver which is another population of bacteria. Through the quorum sensing
process, the receiver can sense the density of the population transmitting the signal.
In [80], programmed bacteria that emit attractants and repellants are used to localize and
track targets. Through their cooperative communication process, the bacteria can search the
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environment in a timely and efficient manner. This form of searching process can provide
new solutions towards localization of diseased cells that are malignant. Another technique
that has been proposed is utilizing the motility properties of bacteria and their ability to hold
plasmids, which can potentially be used to encode and store information [55]. The motility
is usually achieved through the flagella that extend from the bacteria body, enabling the
bacteria to swim in a fluidic medium. Based on these properties, the bacteria nanonet-
work is established by having the bacteria pick up plasmid with encoded information from
a transmitter nanomachine, and swimming towards a receiver to unload the plasmid [81].
However, an issue with this form of information delivery is the process required to encode
the information into the plasmids, and engineering the receiver to decode this information
by first removing the plasmid from the bacteria, and searching through the DNA to find
the genes that hold the encoded information. It requires a mechanism that can read the
DNA which is not an easy task. A simpler approach is to use bioluminescence to decode
the information by modulating the quantity of bacteria rather than the genes carried by the
bacteria. The intensity of the bioluminescence indicates the modulation of the bacteria.
Furthermore, information transfer in bacterial nanonetworks create long delays. To mit-
igate these delays we create parallel transmission mechanisms by introducing distributed
receivers which are spatially separated. Using engineering plasmids, information carrying
bioluminescence genes are distributed among bacteria groups to create plasmid diversity.
We use multiple transmitter-receiver pairs, each bound to a different combination of the
distributed genes, which are distinguished by the spatial separation, i.e., the receiver of
each pair illuminate at a different location which leads us to create distinguishable paral-
lel paths. Hence, the information transfer rate can be improved by sending information
simultaneously from these parallel paths, i.e., distributed receivers.
The proposed modulation technique is achieved through different combinations of genes
carried by the bacteria that can lead to bioluminescence. In this study, we focus on four
different combinations of the genes on the plasmids, leading to M distributed receivers.
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According to the information that are to be transmitted the corresponding bacteria will
be released from the transmitter. Bacteria will swim towards one of M receivers to bind
and conjugate with the non-motile bacteria that are stationary. Upon successful binding,
the genes that are transferred and combined in the receiver bacteria will enable biolumi-
nescence. We refer to this form of modulation as Distributed modulation for bacterial
nanonetworks (For the rest of the article we will only refer to Distributed modulation).
In this study, we first simulated the bacteria propagation behavior in 3D to determine
the probability distribution for the first passage time of bacteria which is modeled as an In-
verse Gaussian Function. Then, we introduce Binary Density Modulation, M-ary Density
Modulation, and Distributed Modulation schemes. We compare these schemes by evaluat-
ing the performance metrics such as the bit error probability as well as the achievable rate,
where we vary the distances between the transmitter and receivers, as well as the average
transmit power which corresponds to the quantity of bacteria released from the transmitter.
The results from our analysis show that the Distributed Modulation scheme outperforms
the other two schemes due to the minimization of ISI that can result from bacteria emitted
during previous time slots. This in turn leads to higher achievable rates. The results also
found that the achievable rate changes with the time slot length, since distinct bacteria for
different symbols can be concurrently emitted from the transmitter, leading to smaller time
slots required for each symbol transmission.
The contributions of this chapter can be listed as
• We determined of the first hitting time parameters of Brownian Motion by simula-
tions conducted with BSim based on the physical parameters of system.
• We introduced the plasmid diversity and distributed receivers concepts to create di-
versity in bacterial nanonetworks.
• We proposed three modulation schemes and derived the corresponding probability of
errors and achievable rates where distributed modulation outperforms the others and
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stands out as a reliable candidate for modulation.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.3 introduces the system model for bac-
terial nanonetworks by presenting the background information on the genes programmed
into the plasmid leading to bioluminescence. In Section 5.2, an extensive literature review
is given. In Section 5.3.2 the propagation model of the bacteria is presented. In Section
5.3.3 the bioluminescence occurring upon the reception of bacteria at the receiver is de-
scribed. Section 5.4 presents the detailed model of the modulation schemes, while Section
5.5 presents the performance evaluation comparison between the three different schemes.
Lastly, Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Related Work
Bacterial nanonetworks are studied in the literature from many different perspectives. In
[25], the fundamentals of bacterial networks are discussed. The encoding and decoding
of information on bacterial plasmid by conjugation are defined in communications engi-
neering perspective. Furthermore, the motion of bacteria carrying plasmid messages inside
various environments is defined as the propagation of the information. In [24], a simula-
tion model is developed to study the channel capacity in bacterial nanonetworks. In both
of these studies, bacteria is considered to move following run-and-tumble cycles as in our
work, however, the motion is not analytically modeled. [25] only simulates the propaga-
tion channel but does not calculate any other communication metric whereas [24] does not
consider the loss due to random motion of bacteria but incorporates it as a term in delay.
Another perspective to bacterial nanonetworks is presented in [82] where a simulation
is performed to characterize the dynamics of bacterial nanonetworks. The BNSim is tool
developed which takes into account chemotactic movement of bacteria, genetic circuits and
intercellular interactions among bacteria for drug delivery applications. In [78], a mathe-
matical model for capturing the dynamics of bacteria populations are derived for biological
applications. In [77], a statistical physics model is proposed to study the dynamics of dense
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networks of bacteria coupled with intercellular communication of bacteria. These studies
focus mostly on swarming of the bacteria and how the bacteria population is distributed
into the environment and whether they accumulate on the target.
Furthermore, in [83] a non-equilibrium statistical physics inspired model is proposed
to study biological communication defined in many levels such as inside cell, intercellular,
and interkingdom levels. [83] proposes new metrics for information theory where there
is no definition of individual transmitter or receiver but each cell performs both functions.
The mutual information is here defined between the concentration of an intracellular entity
such as quorum sensing molecules and the physical behavior of bacteria such as biolumi-
nescence.
Another perspective considered in [84], presents the information spreading with oppor-
tunistic communications in bacterial nanonetoworks using an epidemic approach similar
to Delay Tolerant Networks and model analytically the number of bacteria receiving the
plasmid carrying the information in a complex bacterial nanonetwork.
Despite all the previous efforts in the literature, there are still many problems in deter-
mining how to use the bacteria and their swarming capabilities in order to create efficient
biological communication networks. Prior body of work concentrates on modelling and
simulating the organization of bacterial populations and their motion with respect to envi-
ronmental cues.
Our approach in this study combines different elements from state-of-the-art to move
one step closer to realizing bacterial nanonetworks. Our work analyzes the performance of
communication systems that can be build on top of these elements in terms of the achiev-
able rate. Furthermore, we devise the novel concept of plasmid diversity and distributed
receivers which improves the information transfer rate.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of genes luxA, luxB, luxC, luxD, and luxE distributed between the
bacteria. The collection of all five genes will lead to bioluminescence.
5.3 System Model
Although previous works have proposed various modulation schemes for molecular com-
munications, the majority of these works were focused on diffusion based systems [85],
[86], [87]. The objective of our proposed approach is to develop a modulation scheme im-
proving the data rate using bacterial properties. We utilize in total three different properties,
namely, engineering plasmids, motility, as well as the conjugation process.
Engineering plasmids: Besides the chromosome, bacteria also have a circular DNA
molecule that is known as plasmid. In Synthetic Biology, plasmids are usually engineered
with different combination of genes that provides the bacteria new traits. One of these
traits is engineering bioluminescence in the bacteria to emit visible light. We assume that
the transmitter and receiver bacteria acquired a combination of lux genes by the engineer-
ing of plasmids before being deployed in the environment. Currently, it is very common
and easy to modify the genetic material of bacteria using techniques like CRISPR [88].
Furthermore, the genes that we chose for this study, namely, lux genes which encodes bi-
oluminescence proteins are very thoroughly studied in the literature and it is well-known
how to create plasmids comprising of lux genes [89] since bioluminescence is frequently
used as a reporting mechanism of the genomic level events [90].Bacterial cells produce
light if they have all of the following five genes, namely, luxA, luxB, luxC, luxD, and luxE
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[91]. In the event that any of these five genes are missing, no light will be produced. How-
ever, the bacteria may be able to pick any of these genes from plasmids of other organism
in order to have the full collection that will lead to light emission. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.1. Bioluminescence is very common in marine bacteria such as Vibrio fishieri, but
the gene sequence responsible for luminescence can easily be transferred to other bacteria
such as E. coli which is the bacteria considered in this study.
Motility: Bacteria are able to mobilize by utilizing flagella, which are hair like struc-
tures that extend from the body. In order to achieve motility, the flagella will form a single
body that will act as a propeller to enable the bacteria to mobilize between different loca-
tions [92].
Conjugation: Bacteria are able to transfer and pass plasmids between each other. This
process is known as conjugation. During conjugation, the bacteria will come together and
form a physical connection through the pilus that allows copies of plasmids to be trans-
ferred [93]. Bacterial conjugation is a natural DNA transfer mechanism for bacteria [94,
95] which creates significantly dynamic genomes where lots of genes can be deleted or in-
serted easily. When two bacteria come close to each other they make a physical connection
by joining their pili. Then, the plasmid of the donor bacteria gets nicked and a single strand
DNA is transferred to the recipient cell. Both cells synthesize complementary DNA strands
and both plasmids become circular again. Conjugation may happen between both the same
species of bacteria or different species however the plasmid transfer rate is higher between
similar strains. The plasmid transfer rate changes between 10−6 to 10−3 [96, 97].
These three different properties allow us to create molecular communication links for
bacterial nanonetworks, which are illustrated in Figure 5.2. The information is coded
through the genes luxA, luxB, luxC, luxD, and luxE that are inserted into the plasmid of the
motile bacteria contained in the transmitter. The receiver consists of non-motile bacteria
(i.e, the flagella have been removed) which is located at a distance d apart. We considered
that all pairs are parallel to each other as shown in Figure 5.2, so that no pair has advantage
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of modulation using bacterial nanonetworks with distributed re-
ceivers. The transmitter contains motile bacteria, while the receiver contains non-motile
population. In this example, the digital bits ”0010” is to be sent from the transmitter to the
receiver. Each population of bacteria at the transmitter and receiver have combination of
genes that will lead to bioluminescence (e.g. for digital bits ”00”, the transmitter bacte-
ria contain luxA, while the receiver non-motile bacteria contain luxBCDE). (a) the motile
bacteria are initially stored within the transmitter, (b) the bacteria are released from the
transmitter, (c) the conjugation process at the receiver between the motile and non-motile
bacteria.
over the others. However, in a more elaborate situation where the a priori probabilities of
each symbol are known, the transmitter-receiver distance of the pair transferring the most
probable symbol may be smaller to increase the rate.
We assume that the time is slotted and the transmitter releases N0 genetically encoded
bacteria at the beginning of each time slot which lasts Ts sec. Furthermore, we assume that
the transmitters and receivers are perfectly synchronized. The synchronization may be es-
tablished using quorum sensing which activates certain intracellular mechanisms only when
the bacteria population reaches a threshold [98], or using the extracellular noise common
to all cells which induces collective dynamics [99], or a blind synchronization algorithm
which implements the non-decision directed Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion for the
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Figure 5.3: The transmitter model [expl]
estimation of channel delay [100].
5.3.1 Transmission Model
The transmitter contains compartments storing the bacteria with different gene combina-
tions representing two digital bits, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The transmitter can be mod-
eled as a container with chemical latches opening and closing to release bacteria as shown
in Figure 5.3. The opening and closing process of the latch can be stimulated chemically.
In order to have a reusable transmitter, a nutrient harvesting process can be mounted into
the nutrient storage [56]. In Figure 5.2, the bits ”00” consist of the transmitter motile bac-
teria plasmids having luxA, while the non-motile bacteria are the receiver having luxBCDE
genes in their plasmid. Therefore, the combination of genes for each pair of bits between
the transmitter and receiver is unique. At the beginning of each time slot, the transmitter
releases these bacteria into the medium where they propagate randomly.
Since the bacteria follow a Brownian motion, bacteria will be dispersed in the environ-
ment and only a portion of the released bacteria will be able to reach the receiver. In the
following section we will introduce a propagation model for the motile transmitter bacteria.
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5.3.2 Propagation Model
Bacteria can follow either a random or directed motion. When there is no specific source
of attraction, bacteria move in the environment randomly following a Brownian motion
model. When there is a source of attraction such as nutrition, light or magnetic field,
bacteria move towards it following a chemotactic movement model [101]. In this study, we
assume that there is no specific source of attraction in the environment.
The Brownian motion of bacteria is governed by a sequence of run-and-tumble process.
This means that they run straight at constant speed v for a random time duration tr, then
tumbles without changing position for tt, and choose a new direction with a random angle θ,
and this is followed by the run phase. Repeating this sequence, the bacteria move randomly
in the environment. To characterize this movement, we ran 3D simulations in a confined
environment to obtain the properties of the first passage time of bacteria released from the
transmitter reaching the receiver. In particular, we performed 3D discrete time simulation
of bacteria using run-and-tumble model for ∆t time intervals.
The simulation is conducted using BSim[102] simulator, an agent-based computational
tool to model the dynamics of bacterial population moving in a 3D environment. For the
simulation, a 3D container of 1mm3 size is considered, where the surfaces of the container
are solid. As the size of the container is quite big considering the size of the bacteria and the
velocity of the bacterial movement, the collisions and reflections between the bacteria and
container walls can be ignored for our total simulation time. The receivers and transmitters
are set at opposite sides from the center of the container at equal distances. Four transmit-
ters and four corresponding receivers are placed for various distances. Both the transmitters
and receivers are circular in shape with a very small radius. The bacteria are considered to
successfully reach the target once it collides with that receiver. In order to determine the
impact of successfully reaching the target, the radius of the receivers are varied for various
runs. We assume that the population of bacteria moving inside the container will remain the
same during the transmission period due to sufficient supply of nutrients [12]. A sample of
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Figure 5.4: Initial state of simulation environ-
ment.
Figure 5.5: Bacteria are released from the
sender (green coloured).
Figure 5.6: Bacteria are moving away from
the sender.
Figure 5.7: Some of the bacteria reached to
different receivers.
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Name Value
Temperature 305 K
Viscosity 2.7e-3 Pa s
Radius of the bacteria 1 µm
Flagella force 1 pN
Mean time to end a run 0.86 sec
Mean time of end a tumble 0.14 sec
The maximum tumbling angle 180 degree
Boltzman constant 1.38e-23
Number of Bacteria 10000
Max. Bacteria lifetime 6 hours
Distances 500, 1000, 1500 µm
Receiver radius 100, 200, 300 µm
Simulation duration 6 hours
Timestamp 0.01 seconds
the transmitter and receivers locations, their initial state, the bacteria release and movement,
as well as their propagation towards the receivers are illustrated in Figure 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and
5.7 respectively. For our simulation, we have considered three different distances between
the transmitters and corresponding receivers and 3 different receiver volumes. There are
two states of bacterial movement, which are running when the flagella are rotating counter
clockwise and tumbling when the flagella are rotating clockwise. The tumbling angles are
random values and follow a gamma distribution. The maximum tumbling angle is set as
180 degree. Other parameters for the simulation is listed into Table 5.1.
Since it is known that the first passage time of the random walk is represented by an
inverse probability distribution function [103], we compared our simulation results with an
inverse Gaussian pdf. The distribution obtained from the simulation for the first passage
time of a bacterium at the receiver is very similar to an inverse Gaussian distribution, as














Table 5.2: Fitted Inverse Gaussian Parameters
Distance (µm) RX Volume (µm3) ν λ
500 100 2993.37 1044.080
500 200 2971.459 1092.047
500 300 3033.642 1113.672
1000 100 5880.463 4594.112
1000 200 5726.056 4651.549
1000 300 5742.775 2532.088
1500 100 8083.802 11887.945
1500 200 8017.303 11568.980
1500 300 8126.618 11760.664
where the coefficients λ and ν depend on the run-and-tumble parameters of the bacteria,
the distance between transmitter and receiver, and the receiver volume.
By curve-fitting we compute λ and ν from our simulation setup for a range of transmitter-
receiver distance and receiver volume (Table 5.2). This characterization of the bacterial
motion enables us to model the propagation of bacteria between different locations.





If N0 bacteria are released from the transmitter at the beginning of the time slot, we can
compute the number of bacteria arriving to the receiver, Na, with the following binomial
distribution
Na(N0) ∼ Binomial(N0, q). (5.3)
When the number of bacteria released from the transmitter, N0 is large, this binomial
distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ2) where the mean and
variance are [85]
µ = N0q, σ
2 = N0q(1− q). (5.4)
According to Figure 7, it is observed that the probability distribution function for the
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first passage time has a long tail. Therefore, there will be bacteria arriving to the receiver
after the intended time slot causing inter-symbol interference between each symbol sent
in consecutive time slots. Hence, the total number of bacteria arriving in the current time
slot, i.e., for the current symbol, is reformulated by adding the bacteria released in this time
slot and the remaining bacteria released in the previous time slots causing the inter-symbol
interference. If the time slot length is very large, the ISI effects will be lower but data rate
will be slowed down too since there is more time between consecutive symbols. Hence,
we choose the time slot length as short as possible after which the pdf of arrival of bacteria
becomes flat. In other words, we choose the time slot length as the point where the pdf
drops below 0.00005. In this study, for distances d = 500, 1000, 1500 µm with a receiver
volume of 100 µm3, the time slot lengths are chosen as Ts = 1774, 4690, 7383 seconds,
respectively.
Figure 5.8: Probability Distribution Functions (PDF) of the arrival time of the bacteria for
various distances (receiver volume = 100 µm3).
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When we calculate the probabilities that bacteria released in previous slots arrive in
the current time slot, it is observed that the largest contribution comes from the immediate
previous time slot. For example, for d = 500µm and receiver volume of 100µm3, the
probability that a bacteria arrives in the current time slot q is 0.6, whereas the probability
from the immediate previous slot qp = 0.17, and the probability for the third and forth
slots are 0.07 and 0.03, respectively. Hence, we can assume that only the previous time
slot contributes to the inter-symbol interference. This leads us to define the total number of
bacteria arriving to the receiver as follows
NT (sc, sp) = Na(nsc) +Np(nsp), (5.5)
where nsc is the number of bacteria released in the current time slot and nsp is the number
of bacteria released in the previous time slot, and the number of bacteria released in the
previous slot but arriving in the current time slot is denoted as Np(nsp). The sc represents
the symbol sent in the current time slot and sp represents the symbol sent in the previous
time slot.
Np(nsp) can similarly be approximated by a Gaussian distributionN (µp, σ2p) where the
mean and the variance are
µp = nspqp σ
2
p = nspqp(1− qp), (5.6)
where qp is probability of bacteria which was released in the previous time slot arriving in





Since Na and Np are independent Gaussian random variables, the probability distribu-
tion of NT (sc, sp) becomes also Gaussian distributed N (µT , σ2T ) with mean and variance
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µT = µ+ µp σ
2
T = σ
2 + σ2p. (5.8)
The NT bacteria who arrived to the receiver will conjugate and transfer their message
to the receiver bacteria according to the reception model discussed in the next section.
5.3.3 Reception Model
When the motile bacteria from the transmitter reach the receiver, they conjugate with the
non-motile bacteria in the receiver to transfer the plasmids, in order to create the full set
of genes required for bioluminescence. The number of conjugated receiver bacteria Nr
increases with every incoming motile bacteria from the transmitter. Hence, the intensity
of light due to bioluminescence increases with the number of incoming bacteria at the
receiver. In this section, we denote the measured light intensity as L(sc, sp) and we express
it in terms of the total number of bacteria released from the transmitter arriving to the
receiver NT (sc, sp).
Since the conjugation process takes a couple of minutes [93] which is very short com-
pared to the propagation time in the order of hours [55], we can neglect the time required
for conjugation.
In a bacteria population, conjugation does not take place between all the bacteria. Only
a certain ratio of motile bacteria from the transmitter will conjugate with the bacteria at
the receiver. We call the ratio of conjugated bacteria to the organisms released from the
transmitter as transfer frequency and it is denoted by αc. Hence, the number of receiver
bacteria which are conjugated with the transmitter bacteria is found as Nr = αcNT . The αc
is a parameter that relates to the bacterial species as well as environmental genetic factors
[105].
When the density of conjugated bacteria reaches a critical density, the receiver starts
shining light significantly. This phenomenon is called quorum sensing where bacterial
cells produce a small autoinducer molecule which diffuses in and out of the cell whose
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concentration increases with the increasing bacterial cell density. The bioluminescence
genes are controlled by this autoinducer molecule. When the autoinducer concentration
increases above a threshold level, the bioluminescence genes become active and the light
becomes observable.




= vANr − dAA, (5.9)
where A is the autoinducer concentration, vA is autoinducer production rate and dA is the
autoinducer degradation rate.
The autoinducer forms a complex with bacterial cell receptors with a probability of
ρ(t). The dynamics of this probability is described by [106]
dρ
dt
= −κρ+ Aγ(1− ρ), (5.10)
where κ is the dissociation rate and γ is the complex formation rate, and ρ represents the
probability that autoinducer forms a complex with cell receptors.
When cell receptors are bound with the autoinducer, it activates the lux genes associated
with bioluminescence. Although the detailed biochemistry of bioluminescence is unknown,
the gene expression can be approximated by a two-step process for the production of the
bioluminescent proteins and the light as
dS
dt
= (b0ρ+ a0)− b1S
dL
dt
= a1S − b2L,
(5.11)
where L is the amount of light, S is a post-transcriptional messenger, and b0, a0, a1, b1, b2
are constants [106]. a0 represents the basal production of bioluminescence proteins in the
absence of autoinducer [91], b0 represents the production rate of the post-transctriptional
messenger in the presence of autoinducer, a1 is the rate of light production, b1 denotes the
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decay rate of the post-transcriptional messenger and b2 denotes the decay rate of light.
















In our study, the receiver is a population of bacteria whose members are noisy inher-
ently. However, the effect of the discrepancies and uncertainties between each bacterium
is less significant when the response of the population is studied instead of the response
of each individual bacterium. Hence, we assume that the noise in the reception process is
negligible compared to the noise resulting from the propagation process which is the main
source of noise in this study.
In Section 5.3.2, we have found that the number of bacteria arriving to the receiver NT
has a Gaussian distribution with mean µT and variance σ2T . Thus, the number of conjugated
bacteria Nr can be easily described also by a Gaussian distribution with mean αcµT and
variance αc2σ2T .
Since the steady-state autoinducer concentration A is a linear function of the number
of conjugated bacteria Nr, the probability of the autoinducer concentration also follows a
Gaussian distribution with mean µA = (vA/dA)αcµT and mean σ2A = (vA/dA)αc
2σ2T .
According to (5.13), the probability distribution of ρ is changing nonlinearly with au-
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where fAs is the Gaussian probability distribution of As.






In Section 5.3, we described the bacterial propagation model as well as the reception model
that will indicate a successful transfer of plasmids at the receiver. We investigated the prop-
agation of bacteria from transmitter to the receiver and the reception by bacteria located in
the receiver. Based on our simulation, as well as previous works, we have found that the
propagation of bacteria suffers very long delays, which in turn will affect the end-to-end
data rate of the communication system. In order to increase the rate of the information
transfer, we suggest two modulation schemes exploiting the engineering plasmid property
that allows us to program different combination of genes.
5.4.1 Modulation with a Single Receiver
In this modulation scheme, a single transmitter and receiver pair is considered.
Binary Density Modulation
When the information to be transmitted for the time slot is the symbol 0, no bacterium is
sent from the transmitter. Since there is no transmitter bacterium arriving to the receiver, no
bioluminescence is observed. However, when the information is the symbol 1, N0 bacteria
is released from the transmitter at the beginning of the time slot and when they deliver
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the message to the receiver bacteria by conjugation, the receiver bacteria produce visible
light. To detect the information sent, the light intensity is compared to a threshold above
which symbol 1 is decoded and below which symbol 0 is decoded. This modulation scheme
resembles to an ON-OFF Keying modulation for conventional communication system.
We assume that the symbols for binary density modulation si can be either 0 or 1. Also,
we assume that all symbols are equiprobable and independent of each other. For binary




P (sc)P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) (5.17)
where P (sc) is the a priori probability of transmitting symbol sc and P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) denotes
the probability of incorrect decoding given the current symbol, where ŝc is the current
received symbol.
Since there are ISI effects, it is necessary to take into account the interference of the
previous symbol on the current symbol. Thus, the incorrect decoding probabilities are
expressed in terms of previous symbol as follows
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) =
1∑
sp=0
P (sp)P (ŝc 6= sc|sc, sp), (5.18)
since the transmitted symbols are independent and the incorrect decoding probability P (ŝc 6=
sc|sc, sp) depends on the current and previous symbols.
If we set the threshold for light intensity to τL, the incorrect decoding probabilities
become
P (ŝc = 1|sc = 0, sp) = P (Ls(sc, sp) > τL|sc = 0, sp) (5.19)
P (ŝc = 0|sc = 1, sp) = P (Ls(sc, sp) < τL|sc = 1, sp) (5.20)
The light intensity Ls(sc, sp) is found by replacing the number of released bacteria for
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the current and previous symbols nsc and nsp for NT (sc, sp) in (5.5) with
nsi =

N0, if si = 1
0, if si = 0
(5.21)
The threshold depends on the camera system used to measure the light and might
change with the experimental setup, i.e., the sensitivity of the camera, ambient light, growth
conditions of the bacteria and the bacteria species.











where FLs(sc,sp) is the cumulative density function of the pdf of Ls(sc, sp) derived in (5.16).
M-ary Density Modulation
In M-ary density modulation, instead of using two symbols, we can introduce M sym-
bols, i.e., M levels of bacterial density representing log2(M) bits. By thresholding the
bioluminescence intensity at the receiver with M − 1 thresholds, one of these M levels
can be decoded. This modulation scheme resembles to an Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)
modulation from conventional communication system.
We consider the case M = 4 representing 2 bits of information where transmitted sym-
bols are {0, 1, 2, 3} corresponding to {0, N0/3, 2N0/3, N0} released bacteria at the trans-
mitter, respectively. For the rest of the text, M-ary density modulation refers to the modu-
lation with M = 4. We further assume that all symbols are equally likely and independent
from each other.




P (sc)P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) (5.23)
where P (sc) is the a priori probability of transmitting symbol sc and P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) denotes
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the incorrect decoding probability given sc, where ŝc is the current received symbol.
To take into account the effect of ISI, we further elaborate (5.23) by conditioning it
with the previous symbol sp. We express the incorrect decoding probabilities given sc
when sp ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} as
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) =
3∑
sp=0
P (sp)P (ŝc 6= sc|sc, sp), (5.24)
since the current and previous symbols are independent of each other.
To detect the 4 transmitted levels, 3 thresholds are needed. If we set the thresholds for
light intensity to τL0 , τL1 , τL2 , where τLi differentiates between ŝc = i and ŝc = i + 1, the
incorrect decoding probabilities become
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc = 0, sp) = P (Ls(sc, sp) > τL0|sc = 0, sp) (5.25)
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc = 1, sp) = P (Ls(sc, sp) < τL0 or Ls(sc, sp) > τL1|sc = 1, sp) (5.26)
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc = 2, sp) = P (Ls(sc, sp) < τL1 or Ls(sc, sp) > τL2|sc = 2, sp) (5.27)
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc = 3, sp) = P (Ls(sc, sp) < τL2 |sc = 3, sp) (5.28)
The light intensity Ls(sc, sp) is found by replacing the number of bacteria released for
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current and previous symbols nsc and nsp in NT (sc, sp) in (5.5) with
nsi =

N0, if si = 3
2N0/3, if si = 2
N0/3, if si = 1
0, if si = 0
(5.29)
The incorrect decoding probabilities given in (5.25), (5.26), (5.27), (5.28) can be found
by using the pdf of Ls given in (5.16).





















where FLs(sc,sp) is the cumulative density function of the pdf of Ls(sc, sp) derived in (5.16).
5.4.2 Modulation with Multiple Receivers
In this section, we introduce a novel modulation scheme called distributed modulation
using bacterial nanonetworks where multiple transmitter and receiver pairs are used. Since
the detection of the light is realized by a camera, the light intensity at different location in
an image can be measured. Hence if we place M receivers in the environment spatially
separated from each other, we can create a new modulation scheme where the transmitter
between each pair no longer represents one bit but log2(M) bits as shown in Figure 5.2. In
this study, we consider that M = 4, i.e., but the analysis can easily be extended to include
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more receivers. When an information 00 is to be sent, the associated transmitter releases
bacteria which propagate in the environment reaching the complementary receiver.
Each transmitter-receiver pair is associated with one of the following symbols {0, 1, 2, 3}
and only one transmitter-receiver pair is active at each time slot. Since we assume that the
a priori probabilities of symbols are not known, we place the pairs such that transmitter-
receiver distance is the same for all pairs. If it is known that a symbol has a higher prob-
ability, then the transmitter and the receiver of the corresponding pair can be positioned
closer to increase the rate. Since we have 4 different transmitters and receivers, there are
4 light intensities to measure corresponding to each receiver which we denote as Ls,i for
ith receiver. Each receiver is assumed to have the same threshold τL. If the light intensity
of a receiver is above τL, the corresponding symbol will be received. We assume that all
symbol are equally likely and independent of each other.




P (sc)P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) (5.31)
where Psc(sc) is the a priori probability of transmitting symbol sc and P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) de-
notes the incorrect decoding probability given sc, where ŝc is the current received symbol.
Since all 4 transmitter-receiver pairs are parallel P (ŝc 6= sc|sc) is the same for all symbols,
i.e, for all tx-rx pairs. Hence, (5.31) becomes
Pe = P (ŝc 6= sc|sc). (5.32)
To incorporate the effects of ISI, we condition the incorrect decoding probability with
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the previous symbol sp and express it as




P (sp)P (ŝc 6= sc|sc, sp, sp 6= sc)
+P (sp = sc|sc)P (ŝc 6= sc|sc, sp, sp = sc),
(5.33)
where the first term corresponds to the case where the previous symbol is not equal to the
current symbol, i.e., the previous symbol was sent from a different transmitter. One source
of error in this case is that remaining bacteria from the previous symbol activating the
receivers for the other symbols than the current one. The other source of error is that there
is not enough bacteria released from the transmitter of the current symbol to activate the
corresponding receiver. The second term of (5.33) represents the case where the previous
symbol is equal to the current symbol. In this case, the number of bacteria from the previous
symbol is added to the number of bacteria for the current symbol. The only source of
error is that there is not enough bacteria to activate the intended receiver. There is no
possibility that the other receivers will be activated since there is no remaining bacteria
from the previous slot for them.
If we set the thresholds for the light intensity to τL for each pair, the incorrect decoding
probabilities are expressed as
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc, sp, sp 6= sc) =
= P (L(sp 6=sc)s,sp > τL|sc, sp, sp 6= sc)
+ P (L(sp 6=sc)s,sc < τL & L
(sp 6=sc)
s,sp < τL|sc, sp, sp 6= sc),
(5.34)
P (ŝc 6= sc|sc, sp, sp =sc) =
= P (Ls,sc
(sp=sc) < τL|sc, sp, sc = sp).
(5.35)
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Figure 5.9: Probability of error for different modulation schemes for varying distances (a)
Binary Density Modulation. (b) M-ary Density Modulation. (c) Modulation with Dis-
tributed Receivers.
L(sc,sp)s,sc is found by replacing nsc and nsp in NT (sc, sp) in (5.5) with nsc = N0 and with
nsp =

N0, if sc = sp
0, if sc 6= sp
(5.36)
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L(sc,sp)s,sp is found by replacing nsc and nsp in NT (sc, sp) in (5.5) with nsc = 0 and with
nsp =

0, if sc = sp
N0, if sc 6= sp
(5.37)
The incorrect decoding probabilities (5.34, 5.35) can be found by using the probability
distribution of Ls given in (5.16).






















where FLs,i(sc,sp) is the cumulative density function of the pdf of Ls(sc, sp) derived in
(5.16).
5.4.3 Achievable Rate
We define the achievable rate R that maximizes the mutual information between the trans-
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In this section, to compare the performance of the three different modulation schemes we
evaluate the probability of bit error and achievable rates against the average transmission
power per bit for each type of the modulation that we proposed in Section 5.4. In this study,
the transmission power is defined as the number of bacteria released from the transmitter.
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Figure 5.10: Bit Error Probability comparison between Binary Density, M-ary Density, and
Distributed Modulation schemes.
For fair comparison between modulation schemes, the average transmission power per bit,
i.e, average number of bacteria released per bit is used. Firstly, we use the simulations
from Section 5.3.2 to observe the arrival times of bacteria for varying transmitter-receiver
distances. The inverse Gaussian model that we fitted to the simulation for the arrival time
shows that the arrival probability does not change significantly after a certain time due to
its long flat tail. Hence, we chose d = 500, 1000, 1500 µm with a receiver volume of 100
µm2, the time slot lengths are chosen as Ts = 2557, 6159, 9095 seconds, respectively as
discussed in Section 5.3.2.
Using these Ts values, the probability of error and achievable rate of the three dif-
ferent modulation schemes are evaluated for optimum thresholds values which are found
by minimizing the probability of errors for varying transmission powers. In Figure 5.9, the
probability of errors for each modulation scheme are shown for varying transmitter-receiver
distances. For all modulation schemes, probability of error is decreasing significantly with
the increasing average transmission power per bit, i.e., the number of bacteria released from
the transmitter which is expected. When the number of bacteria released from the trans-
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mitter increases, the number of bacteria arriving the receiver in- creases in turn increasing
the correct detection probability. This decrease in probability of error is less significant
for M-ary density modulation since increasing transmission power increases the separation
between symbol levels while also contributing to the ISI where the residual bacteria from
the previous symbol cause errors. Furthermore, as seen from Figure 5.9, the distance has a
considerable effect on probability of error for all three modulation schemes. Since the bac-
teria propagate randomly, it is harder to reach the receiver when they have to travel longer
distances which results in an increase in probability or error.
To compare the probability of errors of the proposed modulation schemes, the proba-
bility of errors are converted to bit error probability for fair comparison. In Figure 5.10, bit
error probabilities for d = 500µm are plotted versus the average transmission power per
bit. Distributed modulation and the binary density modulation perform very similarly, the
probability of error decreases with the increasing transmission power per bit. However, for
M-ary density modulation, increasing the transmission power does not ameliorate the bit
error probability.
In this study, we considered M-ary modulation with M = 4, transmitting log2(M) = 2
bits per symbol. The achievable rates comparison between binary and M-ary modulation
with M = 4 is illustrated in Figure 5.11. For M-ary modulation, the achievable rate in-
creases very quickly with increasing transmission power whereas for binary modulation,
the achievable rate requires a lot of power for a small increase in rate.
Similarly, the achievable rates of M-ary density modulation and distributed modulation
schemes are compared in Figure 5.12. Asymptotically, both schemes reach the rate of 2
bits per/slot as expected. However, to attain the same rate, distributed modulation requires
larger quantity of less transmission power than the M-ary density modulation. Considering
the distributed modulation’s lower error probability and higher rate, it can be considered as
an efficient modulation scheme.
Another factor influencing the achievable rate is the length of time slot. To examine
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Figure 5.11: Achievable rate for binary density and m-ary density modulation.
its effect, the achievable rate versus time slot length is presented in Figure 5.13 for various
transmission powers. When the duration of the time slot increases, there are more bacteria
reaching the receiver and delivering its message. Hence, the rate per time slot increases.
However, when the time slot becomes too large, this rate is divided by the large time slot
length which in turn decreases the rate per second.
5.6 Conclusion
Bacterial nanonetworks is one proposed model for molecular communication that utilizes
bacteria as information carriers between the transmitter and receiver. While this bio-
compatible approach can allow information to be transmitted up to millimeter distances,
there are numerous complexities in developing encoding techniques of the plasmids at the
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Figure 5.12: Achievable rate for m-ary density and distributed modulation.
transmitter, as well as decoding at the receiver. A simpler approach could be achieved
through ON-OFF keying where the population of the bacteria represents the digital bits
that are to be transmitted. However, the long propagation period of the bacteria leads to
low data rate. In order to improve the performance, this study proposed incorporating an-
other property which is the encoding of different combination of genes into the plasmid,
where the different combinations can represent a series of bits. The transmitter motile bac-
teria will swim towards the non-motile bacteria at the receiver to conjugate and transfer the
plasmids with the encoded genes. This will lead to the non-motile bacteria at the receiver
to receive a full set of genes that will lead to bioluminescence. Through these different
combination of genes, parallel transmission of bits can be achieved, and this in turn will
lead to lower bit error probability as well as higher achievable data rate. The performance
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Figure 5.13: Achievable rate for m-ary density and distributed modulation.
evaluation compared the distributed modulation scheme presented in this study with the
Binary Density Modulation as well as the M-ary Density Modulation scheme, and found
that the performance improvement can be established for varying distances, quantity of
bacteria emitted, as well as time slots. This proposed approach has shown how incorpo-
rating other known cellular functions, such as engineering different combination of genes
into the plasmids, can be incorporated into bacterial nanonetworks to further improve their
performance. This would, therefore, lay the foundation for incorporating other function-
alities and properties in the future to further improve the performance and open up new
opportunities for novel healthcare applications.
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CHAPTER 6
MICROBIOME-GUT-BRAIN AXIS AS AN INFRASTRUCTURE FOR INTERNET
OF BIO-NANOTHINGS
6.1 Motivations and Related Work
The IoBNT is envisioned to be a heterogeneous network of electronic and biological de-
vices, deployed inside and outside of the body as shown in Fig. 6.1, communicating
through different means, ranging from electromagnetic waves and coupling, electrical and
mechanical stimulation, to Molecular Communication (MC) [1]. Electronic devices com-
prise implantable and wearable electronic devices such as brain implants, pacemakers, and
smart watches, whereas biological devices comprise manipulated natural cell and tissues
or man-made synthetic ones such as engineered immune system cells, engineered gut mi-
crobes, and artificial cornea.
Developing the IoBNT communication network infrastructure requires the following
main prerequisites: (i) integrating accurate and predictable models of communication and
networking parameters, (ii) minimizing the interference with natural body functions in
order to prevent any psychological or physical discomfort, (iii) interconnecting hetero-
geneous devices (electrical and molecular), (iv) accessibility from outside the body in a
minimally invasive fashion.
These requirements greatly reduce the practicality of classical telecommunications so-
lutions, especially for realizing intra-body IoBNT links [2]. The direct contact of the
IoBNT devices with the human body, where cells and multicellular organs naturally com-
municate and interconnect into networks, suggests the possibility to exploit these biologi-
cal communications for the interconnection of these devices. Therefore, in this chapter we
detail a conceptual framework for the realization of a network infrastructure where artifi-
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Figure 6.1: The Internet of Bio-NanoThings paradigm.
cial communications between wearable/implantable devices are realized by exploiting
natural biological communications systems in the human body.
The focus of the conceptual framework introduced in this chapter will be the Microbiome-
Gut-Brain Axis (MGBA), where electrical signals propagating through the nervous sys-
tem are converted to molecular signals that influence the gut microbial communities, and
vice versa. The information propagates by means of natural communication links and in-
terfaces, which are present in the nervous system, the endocrine system, and the immune
system [107]. The holistic nature of the MBGA encompasses electrical and molecular
communication domains and interfaces between them. The accessibility of MBGA from
the external environment through the alimentary canal, and the presence of microbial cells,
which are genetically programmable as biological devices, make this system particularly
interesting to explore in light of the IoBNT paradigm. A direct connection with the MGBA
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Figure 6.2: Microbiome-Gut-Brain-Axis IoBNT communication network infrastructure.
will also provide a large amount of data about the health of the central and autonomous
nervous system, as well as the gut.
The objective of this chapter of the PhD thesis is the present an application of bacteria-
based MC for IoBNT where natural MC channels in the body involving native bacteria
of the gut and the enteric nervous system are suggested to form an infrastructure for the
communication of artificial information to interconnect implantable devices.
We specifically focus on the utilization of the MGBA as an IoBNT communication
network infrastructure to transmit and receive information generated by and/or directed
to electronic and biological devices, as shown in Fig. 6.2, where this infrastructure is also
envisioned to communicate with the external environment through dedicated molecular
(alimentary canal) and electrical (wireless data transfer through skin) interfaces.
To this end, we present a methodology that comprises both analytical and experimental
efforts. The analytical effort builds on top of neuroscience and bioinformatics to abstract
and model with reliable mathematical expressions the propagation of device-sourced infor-
mation through biological tissues utilized as communication channels, which include the
modeling of i) electrical communications between devices connected through nerves in the
gut muscle, enteric, and autonomic systems; ii) molecular communications involving bio-
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logical devices and natural gut microbes through interactions with hormones, metabolites
and neurotransmitters, and iii) the heterogeneous electrical and molecular communications
interface between the gut and the central nervous system. The experimental effort is based
on the design of a unique integrated network probe device composed of a hub connected
to an ensemble of electrical and molecular stimulation and sensing interfaces. This probe
device is intended to be first utilized in an in vitro environment, which is composed of an
innovative gut-on-a-chip system able to co-culture cells that compose the MGBA. Then, an
implantable version of the probe, which explores wireless power and data transfer technol-
ogy to establish connectivity with the external environment, is to be utilized into laboratory
rats to collect in vivo data on the MGBA communications. On top of these models and
experiments, as part of our methodology we introduce design elements, opportunities, and
challenges to realize the aforementioned IoBNT network infrastructure.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 6.2, we detail how analytical models of
communication channels for device-to-device communications can be derived from models
of biochemical processes underlying the MGBA. In Sec. 6.3, we describe a methodology
to design devices to derive empirical data to complement the analytical channel models in
in vivo and in vitro settings. In Sec. 6.4, based on the MGBA-based channel models, we
describe the main element of a network infrastructure of IoBNT applications, as well as the
main features of a simulation environment to aid the design of such networks. Finally, in
Sec. 6.5, we draw our conclusions.
6.2 Analytical Methodology
The MGBA refers to the bidirectional communication network between the brain and the
gastrointestinal tract, which in general includes the Central Nervous System (CNS), the
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS), the Enteric Nervous System (ENS), the gastrointesti-
nal tract, and its microbiome [107]. According to recent studies [108, 109, 110], through
the MGBA, the gut microbiota influences brain functions, behavior, stress and pain modu-
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lation systems, and brain neurotransmitter systems, whereas the brain controls gut motility,
gut wall permeability and microbial composition. On the one hand, the electrical stimu-
lation sent from the CNS goes through the autonomic nerves reaching the enteric nerves,
enteric muscles, and further the cells in the intestinal walls, surrounded by the gut mu-
cosa. The incoming electrical signals are transduced to molecular signals by these cells
and then released to the gut lumen (internal space of the gut) in the form of secretion of
acids and mucus, and immune system products. These molecular signals affect the commu-
nication among gut microbes and alters their community composition [111]. On the other
hand, the changes in the gut microbial community interactions, composition, or secretion
of compounds such as hormones, metabolites and neurotransmitters, at the gut mucosa
are detected by the cells in the intestinal walls as molecular signals, which are transduced
to electrical signals by these cells and propagate back to the CNS through the ENS and
ANS [110].
Along with the fundamental expertise accumulated on molecular communication and
nanonetworks [112], in recent years the ability to successfully apply fundamental commu-
nication engineering abstractions, concepts, and modeling strategies to characterize biolog-
ical systems has been demonstrated. Examples can be found in the study of drug propaga-
tion in the cardiovascular system [113], information flow through engineered bacteria [114]
and gut microbes [115], and communications via peripheral nerves [116].
In this study, by stemming from some of the aforementioned examples, we describe
the ambitious challenge of modeling the complete, complex, and heterogeneous MGBA
communications. In this direction, it is essential to define physical channel models of elec-
trical communications through nerves and muscles; molecular communications involving
gut microbes and their interactions with hormones, metabolites and neurotransmitters; and
the transduction between electrical and molecular communications through the MGBA.
Within each of the aforementioned modeling efforts, the MGBA-based channels need to be
characterized in terms of
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(i) admissible input-output value and frequency ranges within biocompatible bound-
aries,
(ii) delay between a stimulation onset and the sensing of its consequences after propaga-
tion through the channels,
(iii) noise and variability of the input-output response,
(iv) cross-talk with natural communications and with other simultaneous stimulations.
6.2.1 Physical Channel Models of Communications Through Enteric and Autonomic
Nerves, and Muscle Activity
The modeling of electrical communication channels through the MGBA stems from neu-
roscience literature [117], where the processes underlying electrical signal propagation
through neurons are described. Different options for electrical stimulation and electrical
activity sensing should be considered for transmitting information signals between devices
through the ENS. These signals should be minimally interfering with the natural gut func-
tions, but at the same time exploiting any possible stimulation pattern to maximize the
information capacity between a stimulation and a sensing location.
Previous efforts on modeling the information transmission through neurons by commu-
nication theory focus on the propagation of signals carrying natural information but lack
the methodology describing how artificial information can be transmitted without interfer-
ing with the natural information flow. In particular, in [118], the authors develop a physical
channel model of the neuro-spike propagation between two interconnected neurons investi-
gating the probability of error and delay. In [119], a specific part of the neuron, the synapse,
is investigated to characterize the propagation of the spiking rate function between neurons.
In [120], multiple synaptic paths directed to a single postsynaptic terminal is modeled and
the information rate per spike is derived. This work has been extended to compute the
ergodic capacity of the synaptic Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication
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channel [121]. Another approach models neuron-to-neuron communication by a frequency
response dividing it into intra-neuronal and inter-neuronal blocks [122].
To tackle the problem of transmitting information signals between devices interfaced
with neurons, we briefly review the system proposed in [116, 123]. In particular, this
system utilizes the so-called subthreshold electrical stimulation, which potentially al-
lows the propagation of artificial information from one end of the neuron to the other end
minimally interfering with the natural neuro-spike communications occurring at the same
neuron.
As shown in Fig. 6.3, we consider the Sender, which modulates the injection of elec-
trical current Ii(t) into the soma according to the signal to be transmitted. The Channel
corresponds to the membrane potential perturbation resulting from the current injection,
and its propagation along the axon. The Receiver recovers the transmitted signal by read-
ing the membrane potential Vo(t) at a distance x from the soma along the axon. This system
can be described with a linear channel model by leveraging the quasi-active model of the
neuron’s membrane from neurophysiology literature [124]. This linear model of electrical
signalling through a single neuron is valid only when the membrane potential maintains
a value less than Vth, named subthreshold condition, which typically ranges from -60 mV
to -55 mV, where there is no stimulation of a neuro-spike, or Action Potential (AP) [117].
This threshold defines the admissible input-output values of this communication system.
An analytical model of the transimpedance (Vo/Ii) of a single neuron is derived as function
of the input frequency components. By studying this model for the propagation of elec-
trical signals through a neuron, the frequency range, the attenuation, and the delay can be
extracted as parameters that will be the constraints for the design of modulation and coding
techniques and medium access control protocols, described in Sec. 6.4.1.
To obtain channel models of electrical communications in the MGBA over its neurons,
the aforementioned studies should be complemented by existing mathematical and compu-
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Figure 6.3: Scheme of a single-neuron-based communication system [116].
the natural communication processes in enteric nerves, their interconnections with the au-
tonomic nerves, and the impact of these communications on muscle dynamics. Models
describing the chemistry, the morphology, and the connectivity of the ENS neurons can be
found in the literature [125]. In addition, the result of electrical signals in the ENS such
as muscle contractions and mucosal secretion are observable and measurable [126]. These
two properties make the ENS stand out in terms of possibility to obtain quite accurate mod-
els compared to other parts of the nervous system [127]. For this aim, biophysics-based
mathematical models of individual neurons, e.g., Intrinsic Sensory Neurons (ISN), should
be considered. ISNs are the building blocks of ENS since they connect every neuron type
in the ENS and make recurrent connections with themselves [128].
To capture the peculiarities of the enteric neurons, the aforementioned channel models
should be revisited by considering cross-talk interactions with natural AP-based communi-
cations through leaky-integrate-and-fire models [129] coupled with the After-Hyperpolarizing
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(AH) potential characteristic of enteric neurons, which represents the decrease of the mem-
brane potential below the resting potential following the peak of the AP [127]. Furthermore,
the synaptic models should be refined for different types of enteric neurons adopting either
slow [130] or fast [131] Excitatory PostSynaptic Potential (EPSP) at the receiving neu-
ron. The observable output of the ENS, i.e., the mechanical contraction of smooth muscles
stimulated by electrical signals, can be modeled based on the conductance model [132] of
muscle fibers.
On top of these models describing single neurons and connection of neurons, the topol-
ogy of neuron interconnections is built either randomly into anatomically relevant mesh
structures [132] or following the topology extracted by experiments. In addition, models of
the interconnection with the autonomic nerves, and the correlated myoelectrical activity of
the smooth muscle should be incorporated, as described in [125]. Noise should be also con-
sidered by integrating stochastic models, such as [133, 134]. Another noise source is the
person-to-person variability in the ENS mesh structure, which should be taken into account
to increase the reliability of the communication channels in the IoBNT infrastructure.
6.2.2 Physical Channel Models of Communications Through the Gut Microbial Community
As part of the conceptual framework detailed in this study, communication channels in the
gut are based on the paradigm of MC [1], where the transmission, propagation, and recep-
tion of information is realized through molecules and chemical reactions. In particular, in
our framework the communications through the gut are based on the release and sensing of
molecules and/or the manipulation of the microbial community composition in the mucosa
and lumen. The release of molecules can be realized through ingestion, injection, or by
engineered microbes, and sensing can be realized through excretion samples, biological
sensors, or engineered microbes as well. As in Sec. 6.2.1, this information transmission
should be minimally interfering with the natural gut functions, and at the same time maxi-
mize the information capacity of these channels.
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To evaluate the feasibility of such channels, the theoretical information transmission
performance in terms of mutual information has been estimated in [114] for an E. coli bac-
terium, and in [115] for other two gut bacteria species. This estimation is based on the
bacteria metabolism, defined as the complex network of chemical reactions that underlie
the conversion of chemical compounds to energy, cellular building blocks, and waste. The
transmitted information is encoded into the release rate, concentration, molecule type or re-
lease times of chemical compounds in the proximity of the bacterial cells, where the chem-
ical compounds participate in metabolic chemical reactions within the bacterial cells as
shown in Fig. 6.4. These chemical reactions are chained into pathways, where input chem-
ical compounds are broken down generating energy, and at the same time biomass, i.e.,
cellular components, are built up consuming energy. The transmitted information is modu-
lated at the microbes into changes in the cell’s behavior such as the growth (biomass) rate,
and rates of uptake/secretion of chemical compounds to/from the environment in response
to the released chemical compounds. These changes then reflect into the gut microbial
community behavior and composition. The transmitted information can then be received
by another device by means of the aforementioned sensing techniques, or transduced by
the MBGA into nervous system activity, as described in Sec. 6.2.3.
To model the aforementioned communication system at a single microbe cell, in [115]
the cell metabolism is abstracted as a series of two channels, i.e., the Enzyme Expression
Regulation Channel and the Metabolic Reaction Channel, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Advances
in DNA sequencing and metagenomics studies provide a wealth of data on the gut mi-
crobes, their metabolism, and their interactions, including their organization into interde-
pendent consortia [135], such as the gut microbial community. The methodology proposed
to obtain these channel models stems from bioinformatics techniques for metabolic net-
work modeling and simulation applied to these data, i.e. GEnome-scale Modeling (GEM)
and Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) [136]. The results obtained in [115] in terms of mu-
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Figure 6.4: Scheme of a molecular communication channel based on microbial
metabolism [115].
gut microbial community to propagate information. In particular, it is observed that the
encoding of information into different compounds results into different values of mutual
information, which opens the road for optimizing these communication channels with a
proper design of information encoding schemes based on molecule release.
To generalize the aforementioned channel models to cover multiple microbe cells and
possibly the entire microbial community, a potential approach is to combine multi-community
metabolic simulation techniques [137, 138], and ecological models of microbial commu-
nity dynamics and stability [139] with the theory of diffusion-based and advection-based
molecular communication, e.g., as utilized in [113] to model the propagation of information
in the cardiovascular system. For the former, mixed-bag FBA and multi-species FBA con-
sider a joint metabolic model of multiple species in steady state, possibly interacting [137],
while dynamic FBA (dFBA) [140] focuses on the temporal dynamics of a metabolic model
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for a single input chemical compound at a time. In contrast, an approach based on eco-
logical mathematical models [139] can include the effects of variable perturbations to the
community evolution, such as when microbes are added to the community, or flushed away.
A diffusion-based molecular communication channel model, able to represent the diffusion
of the molecules between microbes within the mucosa and along the lumen can be derived
from the mathematical expression of the molecular diffusion through mucus, e.g., in [141].
By combining these diverse models, similar communication channel metrics as mentioned
in Sec. 6.2.1 can be derived. In addition, the cross-talk with natural processes should also
be evaluated in terms of how much a particular stimulation pattern could result in an un-
healthy perturbation of the microbial community dynamics.
6.2.3 Communications from/to Nervous System to/from Gut Microbiome
The MBGA is characterized by an intercommunication of the aforementioned electrical
and molecular channels detailed in Sec. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, respectively. We intend to har-
ness this feature to develop a communication gateway between devices interfaced to dif-
ferent systems, i.e., from gut (mucosa, lumen) to the nervous system (ENS, muscles) and
vice versa. To model this intercommunication, we propose to consider the following main
mechanisms:
(i) the modulation of gut microbial community composition alters the chemistry in the
gut with consequent modulation of the ENS activity;
(ii) the modulation of the microbial metabolism results in a modulation of secrete metabo-
lites, such as Short-Chain Fatty Acids (SCFA), that have neuroactive properties, or
in neurotransmitter themselves, which again modulate the ENS activity;
(iii) the release of signaling molecules (that are small molecules different from the metabo-
lites) by neurons alters the microbial community interactions
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(iv) the muscular activity, e.g., a contraction, can mechanically displace the gut micro-
biota and even change its composition.
As a consequence, the ENS activity model and the microbial metabolic models should
be combined with models of the release of signaling molecules and electrical/molecular
signal transduction mechanisms, respectively. Furthermore, a biomechanical model such
as in [142] and its connection to the ENS model, in particular the myoelectrical activity
of the smooth muscle and the aforementioned ecological models, is required to account
for the muscular activity. All these modeling efforts should be tuned and validated by
in-vitro and in-vivo experiments, projected in Sec. 6.3. In addition, the propagation of
molecules across the intestinal wall and tissues can be modeled according to diffusion and
convection equations [143]. Unlike previous literature on diffusion-based MC models [114,
19], analogous to free-space channel model in wireless communication, the transport in
interstitial space, where molecules should navigate around the cells, diffuse inside and
outside of cells is analogous to channel models with reflection and refraction in crowded
environments.
6.3 Experimental Methodology
The analytical methodology proposed in Sec. 6.2 is based on physiological models of the
MGBA and its components. These models are in part sourced by existing literature, where
available, and in part complemented and tested with the results of the experimental method-
ology described in this section. In this direction, a complete gut-on-a-chip (GOAC) model
[144] able to grow samples of the gut tissues, their innervation, and the gut microbial com-
munity, with stimulation and sensing interfaces for in vitro experiments will be developed
for testing electrical and molecular (6.2.2) channels individually, and their interconnec-
tion as described in respectively Sec. 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3, respectively. Subsequently, in
vivo experiments will be conducted on rats using the Integrated Network Probe Device
(INPD) described in Sec. 6.3.1, capable of spanning all possible stimulation and sensing
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Figure 6.5: Scheme of the design of the integrated network probe device proposed for the
experimental methodology described in this study.
modalities of interest for the development and the validation of the MGBA communication
channels, towards the realization of the intrabody IoBNT communication network infras-
tructure described in Sec. 6.4.
6.3.1 Devices for Experimental Validation of MGBA Channel Models
To support the experimental methodology, interfaces to sense/actuate signals on different
MGBA parameters, as well as hub devices that integrate these signals, are envisioned to be
utilized both for in vitro and as an INPD for in vivo experiments, as described in Sec. 6.3.2
and Sec. 6.3.3, respectively. This device will record and control signals to/from all the
components constituting the MGBA communications such as electrical signals through
ANS, ENS, the gut muscular tissue, and molecular signals such as the concentration of
molecules (hormones, metabolites, neurotransmitters), as well as the microbial community
composition. To this end, we envision a design with multiple electrical and molecular in-
terfaces to electrical and molecular stimulators and sensors, i.e., Bio-NanoThings (BNT),
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and one or more Hubs that connect these interfaces to the outside of the body through a
wireless power and data transfer link compatible with the Enercage-HC2 system presented
in Sec. 6.3.3, as illustrated in Fig. 6.5. These interfaces will implement the transmitters
and receivers introduced in Sec. 6.2. After the testing stage, these interfaces and their
connected circuits can be separated from the aforementioned hubs and be the bases to de-
sign standalone wearable and implantable IoBNT devices capable of communicating via
intrabody MGBA channels.
6.3.2 In vitro Experimental Platform based on Organ-on-a-chip Device
The in vitro GOAC environment is expected to mimic actual gut functions in a more con-
trollable, low noise environment as a first step towards in vivo experiments, allowing us to
refine the channel models developed using the methodology described in Sec. 6.2, and sub-
sequently the accuracy of the simulator described in Sec. 6.4.3. Organ-on-a-chip (OOAC)
microfluidic devices aim to create minimal functional units of tissue or organs by recon-
stituting key structural and physical features. Researchers have fabricated chips to model
several tissues and organs, including liver [145], hearth [146], kidney [147], lung [148], in-
testine [149], and muscle [150], among others. For example, a human GOAC microfluidic
device has been developed to study interactions between on-chip cultured human intesti-
nal epithelial cells and the gut microbiome in a setting that mimics the human intestinal
microenvironment [151]. In such systems, selected in vivo human gut components can be
incorporated to create an in vitro gut-on-a-chip system. The microfluidic nature of OOAC
systems can be exploited to establish a well-defined and controllable microenvironment for
the envisioned GOAC capable of monitoring and controlling pH, temperature, delivery of
nutrients/oxygen/drugs, and removal of waste. Physiological peristaltic motions, i.e., the
natural muscular contractions, can also be mimicked at the chip level through integration
of vacuum side chambers to study the mechanical activity.



































































Figure 6.6: Schematic of a) the hub and b) the biological interfaces of the integrated net-
work probe device, and c) in-vivo experimental arena.
MGBA communication channels where the individual communication links can be isolated
and tested. Also, this platform limits noise and variability among the individuals compared
to an in vivo setting, which helps in the definition of general models. Moreover, this in
vitro platform will be also utilized to test the devices and interfaces designed considering
the criteria described in Sec. 6.3.1 to assure accurate operations and biocompatibility before
conducting in vivo experiments. In this controlled environment by tuning system param-
eters to extremes, limits of operation without damaging tissues and altering the microbial
balance will be examined.
While GOAC systems can achieve control over specific individual aspects of the tis-
sue environment, existing examples are still relatively simple compared to the actual gut
ecosystem. To create a GOAC more reflective of the physiological function under test is a
challenge that needs to be addressed. Other challenges include culturing human intestinal
cells, living microbiota and enteric nerves in the same chip while maintaining cell viability.
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6.3.3 In vivo Experimental Platform
Following the in vitro experiments, refined channel models for communications over the
MGBA and tested devices capable of interfacing with the MGBA will be integrated to
be tested further in an in vivo experimental platform. In order to capture other unexpected
properties of the actual body environment and dynamically measure communication param-
eters, in vivo experiments should be on animal models. In preclinical studies, researchers
prefer to use small animal models such as rodents because of lower cost, rapid growth, ease
of maintenance, and similarity of their biological and behavioral characteristics to those of
humans. Here, we describe our methodology based on rat models, which are very suitable
to observe the overall effects on a living subject in its natural environment.
A wireless experimental arena, called EnerCage-HC2, will host the rats to provide
more natural conditions for long time continuous experiments than conventional methods
which limit their mobility by tethered wires [152, 153, 154]. Any device implanted in the
rat will be connected to the cage using magnetic induction links for wireless power and
data transfer. The EnerCage-HC2 system, presented in [155], is built around a standard
homecage using a new 4-coil inductive link which powers wirelessly and communicates
with a stimulating headstage [156]. Wireless power, in the EnerCage system, is delivered
in the near-field domain at 13.56 MHz, a Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
approved operating frequency for Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) applications.
For in vivo experiments, a novel device implanted in the rat’s body as shown in Fig. 6.6
is needed to stimulate and record electrical and molecular signals exchanged over the
MGBA to test the aforementioned MGBA channels. The details of design for this im-
plantable device which will be directly in contact with MGBA components such as nerves
and gut microbes via its interfaces, as described in Sec. 6.3.1. This device will also be con-
nected to the EnerCage-HC2 to relay commands from outside the body to the device and the
information collected from the body to the outside during the tests. Using this device, the
limits of operation to interfere with the natural body functions and to alter cells or tissues
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will be tested in order to define electrical and molecular signals’ limits for biocompatibil-
ity. While passing electrical signals through neurons or molecular signals through tissues,
the time, frequency and location that is not used by the natural functions will be identified
similar to cognitive radio networks where secondary users use spectrum left vacant by the
primary users. Furthermore, long term experiments should be conducted to observe and
minimize the effects of electrical signals stimulating neurons on the degradation of neu-
ral fibers or the effects of molecular signals stimulating bacteria on the composition and
livelihood of the gut microbiome.
6.3.4 Integrated Network Probe Device Hub
A compact novel hub should be serving as the main part of the INPD that operates wire-
lessly in conjunction with the existing smart in vivo experimental arena, Enercage-HC2,
described in Sec. 6.3.3. The integrated hub should include electronic circuits to drive elec-
trical and molecular interfaces, and process them to be transmitted to outside the body. The
electrical interfaces are electrodes that record and stimulate smooth muscle activity from
gut serosa muscle membranes, i.e., membrane found on the outer wall of the organs of the
abdominal cavity, record local neural activity from enteric, vagus nerve, i.e., nerve running
through brain to abdomen controlling hearts, lungs, and digestive track, and autonomic
nervous systems, and the molecular interfaces are the biosensors to detect microbial activ-
ity and concentrations of molecules, such as neurotransmitters, hormones, and metabolites
in the gut mucosa. A rendered view of the wireless hub system, including its interfaces with
the target biological environment of the MGBA, is depicted in Fig. 6.6-a and b. Moreover,
the location of the hub in the rat body under the skin, and its utilization in the EnerCage
experimental arena, are illustrated in Fig. 6.6-c.
Even though an ultrasound-powered, mote-sized Implantable Medical Device (IMD)
has been recently proposed to record neural activity from the peripheral nervous system
[157], to the best of our knowledge, the researchers do not demonstrate the functionality
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of that system on a freely behaving animal. Moreover, electronics for joint stimulation and
recording of enteric nerves, muscles, and microbial activity have not yet been considered
or demonstrated. Hence, a novel design is required for the implantable hub adopting a
System-on-a-Chip approach (SoC) for ultimate miniaturization. The SoC should utilize
ultra-low power and ultra-low noise Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) design
techniques to deal with multiple stringent constraints imposed on the interface modules and
wireless powering and communication in a wireless smart arena. These constraints include
the following:
• non-uniform and non-linear responses from the biosensors and electrodes,
• strong rejection of artifacts coming from the stimulator on the recording side,
• reliable power transfer in every location of the smart experiment arena with record-
setting RF-to-DC power conversion efficiency,
• sub-threshold operation of the analog front-end for ultra-low power operation,
• minimum silicon footprint for cost reduction and ease of implantation with minimal
damage,
• input-referred noise well below that of the transducer.
In addition, bio-compatibility should be kept in mind when designing and fabricating
the hub. For example, in an effort to minimize the heat generated in the wireless power de-
livery and management blocks to prevent possible tissue damage, and satisfy the regulatory
requirements, such as electromagnetic power specific absorption rate (SAR), the wireless
power transmission link should operate at relatively low frequencies with minimal absorp-
tion in the tissue, minimum power consumption, and minimum area to be implantable. This
is a challenge but not a major concern, since the operating frequency in molecular sensing
systems is within Hz range [158], while in neural recording system is within tens of kHz
range [159], hence wireless transmission link can be used sparsely to generate less heat.
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Finally, considering the difficulties in placement and attachment in a moving environment,
such as the gut, the hub will be assembled on a compact and flexible substrate, which can
be surgically implanted under the skin or in the abdominal area (point A in Fig. 6.6-c),
close to where molecular and electrical sensors/actuators should be implanted (point B in
Fig. 6.6-c).
Recording channels should employ ultra-low-noise amplifiers, followed by ultra-low-
power data converters to prepare data packets for transmission via EnerCage to a computer
outside of the cage. The same computer should be programmed to initiate modulation of
the nerves and muscle systems based on closed-loop algorithms that analyze the incoming
data or animal behavior. The SoC should also include data/clock recovery and efficient
stimulation circuits to convey outside-sourced information to the nervous and muscular
systems. A power management unit will convert wireless RF power to multiple DC sup-
plies required by other circuit blocks in the hub. The main blocks of the implantable hub
presented in Fig.s 6.6-a and -b are the transmission front-end, the reception front-end, data
recovery, and the power management unit, detailed in the following.
Transmission Front-End
While molecular signals can be stimulated externally by the ingestion of a pill or in-
jection of a substance which does not require specific circuitry at the implantable hub,
here we focus on the hub requirements for the electrical stimulation of the nerve cells
through the neural interfaces detailed in Sec. 6.3.5. Conventional nerve stimulation stud-
ies mostly focus on Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS), which has been widely accepted as an
effective therapy method for the partial cure of Parkinsons disease, tremor, and dystonia
[160, 161]. In the electrical stimulation methods, Voltage-Controlled Stimulation (VCS),
Current-Controlled Stimulation (CCS), and Switched-Capacitor Stimulation (SCS) are the
most common topologies. VCS enables power-efficient stimulation; however, variations
in the electrode position and accordingly in the electrode impedance [162] over time com-
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plicates limiting and balancing the stimulation charge [163, 164]. Whereas CCS provides
precise charge control and safe operation, it has low power efficiency due to the dropout
voltage across its current sources [165, 166]. SCS, designed in [167], takes advantage of
both the high efficiency of VCS and the safety of CCS using capacitor banks to transfer
quantized amount of charge to the tissue. We have presented the first integrated wire-
less SCS SoC with inductive capacitor charging and charge-based stimulation capabilities,
which can improve both stimulator efficiency and stimulus efficacy in DBS in [168]. The
amount and the shape of the stimulus current for different stimulation scenarios for muscle
and nerve manipulation can be adjusted via a current steering Digital to Analog Converter
(DAC), which can be controlled by the user through the wireless link of the EnerCage.
Reception Front-End
A multimodal-sensing module that captures signals from the enteric nerve system, the gut
microbial activity, and muscular movements to realize signal reception from both electrical
and molecular channels should be developed. For nerve and muscle activity sensing, it
is required to detect ultra-low voltage levels on the order of micro volts [152, 169], which
should be considered in conjunction with the ultra-low energy consumption requirements of
an IMD imposed by wireless powering [170]. For detecting molecules and microbial activ-
ity via biosensors, the reception circuit will require current detection components with wide
range sensing capability and high linearity performance [171]. For this, it is key to identify
the low-end sensitivity, i.e., the minimum detectable signal for the system. The design of
low-current detection instrumentation pertaining amperometric bio-sensors is widely ex-
plored in [172].
Another important challenge to realize the reception front-end is the adaptation of the
electronic system to biological systems in terms of accommodating very different time
scales. In fact, the dynamics of a biomolecular event, such as a change in the gut micro-
bial composition, may happen in a longer time frame than electrical events at the nervous
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systems, i.e., minutes or even hours compared to milliseconds. Therefore, the electronic
system should be designed to accommodate a very long integration time with respect to
more classical electrical systems [173].
To digitize the sensed analog signal, following the reception front-end, a new hybrid
ADC architecture should be developed, which combines ultra-low power, high resolution,
and small footprint specifications. Following the ADC, digitized electrical and biochemical
signals should be compressed, packetized, and wirelessly transmitted from inside the host
body to the Internet via EnerCage and a computer.
Power Management Unit
Since the integrated hub is considered to be small and arbitrarily placed, electromagnetically-
coupled Wireless Power Transmission (WPT) links pose a challenge, as demonstrated in
[174, 175]. The Power Management Unit (PMU) may overcome this challenge by includ-
ing an active voltage-multiplying rectifier, a duty-cycled wireless charging system, and a
power-control loop. This unique PMU should operate in a way that each IMD, regardless
of its orientation inside the host body, utilizes the lowest amount of power trickling into
the entire array of implants, while ensuring correct bio-signal acquisition, pre-processing,
ADC, and back telemetry operations.
6.3.5 Neural and Molecular Gut Interfaces for the Integrated Network Probe Device
In this section, we investigate possible solutions for neural and molecular interfaces con-
nected to the implantable hub (wirelessly or wired depending on the location of the interest
area) in order to stimulate and sense electrical and molecular signals at different locations
of the MGBA. The stimulated and sensed data should be processed to obtain the parameters
of the underlying physical channels discussed in Sec. 6.2.
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Electrical and Mechanical Activity Sensors and Stimulators
Recording and stimulation of the central nervous system (i.e., brain and spinal cord) is
heavily studied and various types of microelectrodes capable of capturing and influencing
the electrical activity of CNS such as the Utah Microelectrode Array [176] and the Michi-
gan Probe [177] are been introduced. At the same time, the recording and stimulation of
the ENS capable of interfacing with enteric neurons and gut muscles have not been fully
explored to date. The motility of the gut, and the complex intestinal wall structure pose
challenges for stable placement and efficient operation of electrodes to be implanted for
this purpose. To design and develop electrodes specifically tailored for enteric neuron in-
terfacing, the membrane potentials and conductance of enteric neurons, which are different
than previously studied systems, should be taken into account [178]. Besides, the aspect
ratios should be adjusted to suit the target areas varying with respect to the gut layer of
interest. The particular geometry of the electrodes and their coating should be also tailored
to minimize tissue damage and provide bio-compatibility.
Molecular (Hormones, Neurotransmitters, Metabolites) Sensors and Stimulators
As mentioned above,the gut microbiota and the ENS interface through neural and hor-
monal signals between immune cells, enteric neurons, smooth muscle cells, interstitial
cells, and the gut microbiome. Furthermore, gut microbes can influence the ENS by pro-
ducing hormones which act as local neurotransmitters (e.g., GABA (gamma-aminobutyric
acid), serotonin, melatonin, histamine, acetylcholine), by Short-Chain Fatty Acids (SC-
FAs) (e.g., butyric acid, propionic acid and acetic acid), and by generating catecholamines
in the lumen of the gut [107, 179]. Therefore, the effect of gut microbes on the MGBA
can be studied by the manipulation of gut microbial community composition through the
modulation of neurotransmitters, food, antibiotics, and probiotics.
The first step for designing molecular sensors and stimulators is to utilize the in vitro

































































































Figure 6.7: (a) The communication processes involved in MGBA stimulation and sensing.
(b) The corresponding proposed physical channel models and IoBNT network infrastruc-
ture components.
ment allows to simulate the effect of the release of molecular signals to manipulate the mi-
crobial community composition in real time. While the optically transparent nature of the
GOAC device will allow optical measurements and imaging, platinum surface electrodes
integrated on the system can be used for electrochemical detection of molecules [180, 181]
such as hormones, neurotransmitters, and metabolites in real time. Over multiple rounds
of stimulation, the amount and kinetics of the interaction of molecules of interest with the
microbial community can be analyzed in real time. To realize sensors able to test electri-
cal to molecular channels, neurons will be stimulated using the electrodes within a range
of frequencies and amplitudes, and the corresponding molecular sensors will be tuned to
observe the corresponsing changes in the lumen by electrochemical sensors in terms of
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concentration of hormones, neurotransmitters, and other relevant molecules.
In addition to the aforementioned interfaces, necessary to generate and transmit signals
through the MGBA, supplementary capability of measuring additional pertinent informa-
tion from the gut environment should also be included in the implanted electronics, with
sensors to evaluate the correlation between the MGBA communications channels and other
physiological parameters, such as stress-strain, pH, temperature, heartbeat rate, and blood
pressure.
6.4 Internet of Bio-NanoThings Communication Network Infrastructure
To interconnect IoBNT devices through the MGBA channels investigated analytically and
experimentally with the methodologies described in Sec. 6.2 and Sec. 6.3, respectively, a
network infrastructure needs to be defined regulating access to resources for all biological
and electrical devices as shown in Fig. 6.7-a. Resources in this context can be considered as
the limited number and variability of molecules in the environment, the energy consumed
by the devices for transmission and reception, and the transmission time and location clear
of natural communications in the body. The components of this infrastructure constitute
channel coding, medium access, and modulation/demodulation (modem) modules, tailored
to the transmission of information via electrical or molecular stimulation, the propagation
of information along MGBA, and the reception of information via electrical or molecular
sensors, as shown in Fig. 6.7-b.
By jointly investigating neural/muscular and molecular/microbial medium access, chan-
nel coding and modulation in a cross-layer fashion, we aim to increase the data rate as
high as possible to approach the theoretical channel capacity over MGBA channels deter-
mined by the models described in Sec. 6.2. The design of the infrastructure including
these modules should generate electrical or molecular signal waveforms within the ad-
missible input-output value and frequency ranges while minimizing delay and noise, and
minimizing disruption to the natural communications in the MGBA necessary to maintain
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its homeostasis (healthy state). Furthermore, the wired structures of neuronal communica-
tion and the wireless structure of bacterial communication should be exploited to develop
a reliable addressing through the MGBA. By taking into account the peculiarities of the
MGBA, in the following we will discuss the cross-layer design of electrical and molecular
infrastructure components.
6.4.1 Electrical Infrastructure Components
The electrical infrastructure components are responsible for stimulating and sensing the
electrical activity for electrical communications through channels based on enteric and au-
tonomic nerves, where the underlying biological processes of electrical signal propagation
will be leveraged to design novel modulation, channel coding, and medium access solu-
tions for IoBNT. Considering the subthreshold communication described as in Sec. 6.2.1
over a single neuron as illustrated in Fig. 6.3, the sender should limit the current injected to
the soma such that it does not create a membrane potential exceeding the threshold which
in turn creates a “spike” to carry the information to the next neuron over the synapse [123].
If an amplitude modulation scheme is considered for this communication link, the mod-
ulator component of the sender should select current levels representing symbols within the
subthreshold potential range [182] with the modulation depth limited by the subthreshold
noise [134]. To avoid crossing the threshold, i.e., interfering with natural communications,
the medium access component should avoid the simultaneous transmission from multiple
sources, whose input currents when summed up might create a membrane potential larger
than the threshold. Besides, the channel coding component should increase the frequency
of symbols corresponding to lower membrane potentials so that even when multiple sig-
nals are summed up, there is less chance of crossing the threshold. All these three modules
should be jointly designed to accommodate more users with higher data rates while still
keeping cross-talk to natural communications below the limit.
Furthermore, the synaptic transmission, which is the release of molecules called neuro-
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transmitters by a pre-synaptic to a post-synaptic neuron capturing these neurotransmitters,
brings a new dimension to the waveform design. Since in ENS, neurons operate with more
than one type of neurotransmitter [183], the type of neurotransmitter can be used either to
add one more dimension to the amplitude-frequency domain of modulation, or to assign
different neurotransmitters to different users allowing simultaneous transmission over the
same channel.
6.4.2 Molecular Infrastructure Components
The molecular infrastructure components are responsible for stimulating and sensing molec-
ular activity to realize molecular communications through the gut mucosa and lumen, as
described in Sec. 6.2.2, where the intestinal wall, gut microbial communities, and food in-
take contribute to the molecular composition of the gastrointestinal tract. The microbes’
behavior in terms of uptake and consumption of chemical compounds, and their growth rate
will be leveraged to design novel modulation, channel coding, and medium access solutions
for IoBNT. Joint design of these three components is necessary due to the requirement of
minimal disruption to natural communication occurring in the gut.
Keeping disruption to natural communications over MGBA at minimum for molecular
signals translates into avoiding dysbiosis, i.e., the disruption of microbial balance in the
gut, which might cause severe diseases such as Crohn’s disease or colorectal cancer [184].
Considering the microbial community structure described in Sec. 6.2.2, and illustrated in
Fig. 6.4, the excess or lack of a chemical compound can interfere with the metabolic re-
actions, and in turn disrupt the growth balance of the community. To avoid a break in
this balance, information should not be encoded on the properties of a molecular signal
composed of probiotics promoting the reproduction of only one microbial species in the
medium. If a concentration based modulation scheme is adopted where molecular signals
are represented by chemical compound concentrations, the modulator should adjust the
concentration levels such that any change in these will still transmit the information but not
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disrupt the community structure [138]. The medium access module should also contribute
to keeping this balance by regulating the simultaneous access to the chemical compounds
while trying to give enough resources to all the transmitters for a timely and successful
information delivery. Medium access control techniques tailored for molecular commu-
nication such as amplitude division multiple access and molecular code division multiple
access schemes can be adapted to the MGBA environment to satisfy the aforementioned
requirements.
6.4.3 Biomolecular Intrabody Network Simulator
A new simulator for heterogeneous intrabody communication networks should be devel-
oped as part of the framework to aid the design of MGBA-based IoBNT networks. This
simulator will incorporate the physical channel models described in Sec. 6.2 and aid in the
estimation of the performance of these channels as well as the aforementioned network
infrastructure components in terms of attenuation, delay, noise, capacity, cross-talk and
interference.
Even though several open-source network simulators exist today, such as ns-3 [185],
these cannot be directly used for biomolecular intrabody communication because: (i) these
simulators are built on top of well-defined propagation models for electromagnetic or
acoustic communication, where instead we would require computational models describ-
ing the underlying biological processes; (ii) these simulators are developed with the classic
network protocol stack in mind, where instead the limited capability of IoBNT devices will
requite to design the infrastructure in a cross-layer fashion as discussed in Sec. 6.4.
The main challenges of a biomolecular intrabody network simulator are discussed be-
low:
• Computational models: Considering the complex and massively interacting gut-
microbiome structure, creating a complete model for simulating the gut, capable of
accounting for all the microbial species and all the different tissues throughout the
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nine meters of the gastrointestinal tract, poses a great challenge. Existing models,
focusing either on a specific tissue or specific interaction in the gut, should be in-
tegrated to built a spatio-temporal multiscale representation of the gut ranging from
nanoseconds to years and from molecules to systems. A challenge to achieve this
goal stands in incorporating the complete physical structure of the gut and its po-
tential changes to the models. Another challenge arises from the need of immense
computational power and vast amounts of storage to run these computational models,
which can be addressed by high performance computing.
• Flexibility to design modulation, channel coding, and medium access schemes: Con-
sidering the biochemical nature of signaling, a distinction between different commu-
nication stack layers is not as straightforward as in classical networking [1]. The sim-
ulator should provide flexibility to design modulation, channel coding, and medium
access, as well as allowing cross-layer design for both electrical and molecular chan-
nels.
• Performance evaluation: To provide insightful results, the simulator is required to
compute not only communication parameters such as delay and achievable rate, but
also other parameters representing biocompatibility constraints and the constraints
on the proposed devices such as measuring cross-talk with natural communications
and metabolic burden on genetically engineered bacteria. The simulator should also
be able to obtain results in multiple spatio-temporal scales as mentioned above.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter of the PhD thesis presents fundamental challenges in the development of a
self-sustainable and bio-compatible network infrastructure to interconnect the next-generation
electrical and biological wearable and implantable devices, i.e., Internet of Bio-NanoThings.
Microbiome-Gut-Brain Axis is investigated as a possible infrastructure to build this net-
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work of Bio-NanoThings inside the human body. The challenges and the requirements
to realize the proposed infrastructure are addressed and the analytical and experimental
methodologies are given as a roadmap for future studies. This novel communication con-
cept using MGBA as an intrabody communication infrastructure will provide transforma-
tive bio-inspired communication systems and network architectures, with future impact on




INTERNET OF BIO-NANOTHINGS FOR EARLY DETECTION OF
INFECTIONS
7.1 Motivationd and Related Work
The state-of-the-art diagnostics, monitoring, and therapy in clinical settings are limited by
the imprecise nature of current methods and use of devices that are either external, or when
implanted, suffer from large size. A breakthrough is eminent since we are at a critical
crossroad in bio-medical research in which our ability to miniaturize sensors and electron-
ics is unprecedented, and our understanding of biological systems enables manipulation
and control of behavior of cells. These technologies will be leveraged to create Inter-
net of Bio-NanoThings (IoBNT), first introduced in [2], as a paradigm-shifting concept
for communication and network engineering, which tackles challenges of developing effi-
cient techniques for the transfer of information, communication, and networking within the
biochemical domain, while enabling a connection to the electrical domain of the Internet
through a bio-cyber interface.
IoBNT is envisioned to be a heterogeneous network of nanoscale bio-electronic com-
ponents and engineered biological cells, so called Bio-NanoThings (BNT), communicating
via electromagnetic waves, and by molecular communication, as illustrated in Fig.7.1. The
objective of this concept is to directly interact with the cells enabling more accurate sens-
ing and eventually control of complicated biological dynamics of the human body in real
time. The approach taken in IoBNT requires the engineered cells to sense, process, and
communicate among each other and with external devices that provide remote and min-
imally invasive ways of interrogation in the IoBNT concept. The realization of IoBNT
starts with the design of implantable submilimeter BNTs which are capable of sensing bio-
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Figure 7.1: IoBNT Concept.
chemical information in the human body and transmitting the sensed information remotely
to a wearable hub outside of the body.
In this chapter, we discuss how IoBNT concept may be applied to early detection and
mitigation of infectious diseases. Existing technologies for the detection of infections are
usually based on the culture of microbial organisms causing the infection found in the
samples collected from the patients or using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) requiring
bulky devices heating and cooling the samples and reagents for enzymatic reactions to
identify the molecular structure of microorganisms. IoBNT framework separates itself from
these existing technologies by enabling in vivo continuous monitoring of infections through
implanted nanoscale sensors detecting communication among infectious organisms within
the body. Then, these sensors report to a wearable mobile hub which forwards the collected
data to healthcare professionals. Hence, the patient does not need to visit a laboratory to get
tested and also infections can be detected early, even before symptoms appear, prompting
the patient to seek medical advice. This way, the risk of premature death of vulnerable
patients can be reduced.
Early detection of infections is very critical especially for cancer patients who are at
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immuno-suppressive state after chemotherapy and vulnerable to serious infections which
is a major reason for mortality. As another example, in the case of cystic fibrosis, a genetic
disorder with no cure, mostly affecting lungs, infections occur wave by wave and cause the
death of the patient. Thus, early detection of lung infections will improve both the quality
of life of cystic fibrosis patients and increase their life expectancy. Moreover, detecting
infections at an early stage in at risk patient populations will allow the timely administration
of antibiotics and other drugs shortening the stay in hospital for treatment and decrease
mortality [186], and both resulting in significant reduction in healthcare costs. In addition
to this, with the rise of antibiotic resistance among infectious bacteria, treating infections
is becoming more and more challenging for health professionals. Applying the wrong
antibiotic delays the therapy and can reduce the survival rate as much as five-fold [187].
Furthermore, this IoBNT application can be used to track the efficiency of antibiotics.
This framework not only benefits individuals’ health but also contributes to public
health. In the case of an epidemic or pandemic, the continuous monitoring of infections
provided by IoBNT systems is very valuable. Especially since they are already integrated
with mobile devices and remote data analytics tools; IoBNT can be easily configured for
tracking, tracing, and quarantining people.
The proposed system will continuously monitor the tissues at risk of serious infection
to detect it earlier than conventional methods which requires culturing the bacteria in a
laboratory to increase its quantity to detectable levels, which typically takes 48-72 hours
[188]. While alternative molecular methods such as enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent as-
say (ELISA) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) provide higher sensitivity and speci-
ficity within a shorter assay time, they require complex instrumentation and skilled opera-
tors limiting their use to clinical laboratories. As such, these methods are not suitable for
continuous in vivo monitoring for early detection of infections.
The approach considered in this study is based on the proposed system eavesdropping
on the quorum sensing (QS) communication among infectious bacteria in the tissue by
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Figure 7.2: Overview of PANACEA System.
distributed BNTs which host electronic devices and highly miniaturized bio-sensors. QS
is a method of communication where bacteria coordinate their behavior by exchange of
molecules. By listening in to QS via BNTs, the spatio-temporal distribution of abnormally
growing bacteria in tissue can be obtained to detect an infection even before the patient
shows symptoms. QS signals are transformed into electrical signals measured and con-
verted into raw data relayed through the coil/antenna to the wearable hub, which may come
in the form of a patch, bandage, or smartwatch. The wearable hub forwards the raw data
via access networks such as wi-fi or cellular systems to the Internet where it is processed
and delivered to interested parties such as healthcare institutes and emergency services, and
send an actuator information if required. Fig. 7.2 summarizes the overview of a design of
IoBNT for infection detection application.
Besides the early detection of infections, we can use IoBNT framework to help us with
the mitigation of infections by incorporating active and passive drug delivery systems. For
passive drug delivery, external devices can be configured to release the pre-programmed
drug recipe or send a message to patients to take the personalized medicine. For active drug
delivery, a mechanism can be incorporated in the implantable devices to release drugs.
Although numerous studies have been conducted in IoBNT paradigm focusing on the
communication and networking aspects, there is a lack of validation platforms. Imple-
menting devices that can receive and process biochemical domain signals, i.e., the building
blocks of IoBNT is not a trivial task. A broad expertise from various fields, such as genetic
engineering of bacteria, bio-nano molecular sensing, and implantable and wearable bio-
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interface designs is needed. Hardship of bringing a multi-disciplinary expertise makes it a
daunting task for researchers. As a firs step of creating validation platforms for IoBNT, we
introduce a novel design for a device serving as a BNT, capable of working in biological
environment.
The research on IoBNTs will make contributions in many broad directions discussed
in the following sections of this chapter which we divide into two, namely, development
of Bio-NanoThings depicted in light of the advancements in synthetic biology and nan-
otechnology discussed in Section 7.2, and development of communication channels and
networks among Bio-NanoThings and the Internet discussed in Section 7.3. Finally, we
conclude the chapter by future research directions and challenges.
7.2 Development of Bio-NanoThings
The first aspect of the framework described in this chapter is the development of Bio-
NanoThings which are main devices of IoBNTs. In this section, a realistic design solution
for a hybrid Bio-NanoThing is described for the first time in literature and required fea-
tures of BNTs for infection detection application are discussed. A BNT device, consists of
mainly three parts: a bio-nanosensor, a sensor-interface chip, and a coil/antenna. BNTs can
be utilized for detecting the quorum sensing signals of infectious bacteria and for wirelessly
transferring the sensed data of infection to a wearable hub outside of the body as depicted
in Fig. 7.2. The miniature BNT can be deployed both as implantable and wearable device
in the body.
In this section, we focus on the design and fabrication of a novel sub-millimeter sized
bio-nanosensor, its interface chip, and a coil/antenna as the components of BNT as illus-
trated in Fig. 7.2. First, we introduce various sensing modules and explain the methods of
implementing the bio-nanosensor. Then, we move on to the design of ultra-low power in-
terface circuits with wide range of sensing capabilities and high-efficiency wireless power
transfer circuits along associated coil/antenna.
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Figure 7.3: Bio-sensor with a) direct electro-chemical, b) bacterial sensor, c) optical mea-
surement.
7.2.1 Bio-nanosensor
An infection is the invasion of various healthy human tissues by pathogenic bacteria that are
multiplying and disrupting tissues’ operation, causing diseases. To detect it with IoBNT, we
design BNTs exploiting quorum sensing communication of bacteria infecting human body
detected by bio-nanosensors. Quorum sensing is the major cell-to-cell communication
mechanism where bacteria produce and release chemical signal molecules whose external
concentration increases as a function of increasing cell-population density[189]. Therefore,
by sensing the concentration of its quorum sensing molecules, it is possible to estimate the
density of the infectious bacteria population.
There are many alternative ways to design the biosensor of BNT. An alternative method
can be the direct detection of QS molecules of the bacteria of interest via antibodies [190]
attached to a transducer, depicted in Fig. 7.3.a. Other methods include utilizing an-
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other species of bacteria as a detector in the sensor. The engineered bacteria of the bio-
nanosensor sense MC signals generated by the infectious bacteria and catalyze a chemical
process to produce an electro-active product [191], as depicted in Fig. 7.3.b or produce
light detected by the transducer which converts light into electrical current, depicted in Fig.
7.3.c.
Researchers widely utilize bacterial sensors with engineered synthetic pathways for
molecular sensing [192]. The main advantage of bacterial sensors is that they are equipped
with membrane receptors evolved to interact with the target of interest with high sensi-
tivity and specificity. In the bacterial sensor, a genetically engineered E. coli K12 strain,
which is harmless to human, can be employed to bind to QS molecules and produce an
optical signal as bio-luminescence/fluorescence or molecular signals easy to be detected
by electrochemical sensors. An E. coli strain either expresses the lux genes (light output)
or catalyzes a chemical process to produce an electroactive product (chemical output). For
physical transduction, electrochemical, mass-based, magnetic, or optical approaches can
be evaluated and compared for the highest achievable specificity and sensitivity.
In this study, we elaborate on bacterial sensors for QS with light output and opti-
cal transducers, both already having established design processes. The design of bio-
nanosensor has two steps. First step is designing a microfluidic reservoir that harbors the
bacterial sensor colony. The reservoir should be sealed with a porous membrane with pores
small enough to entrap the bacteria while allowing diffusion of QS molecules. Second step
is designing an optical transducer that consists of light emitting diodes for excitation and
a photo-diode array placed in close proximity of the colony to detect low levels of fluores-
cence emission from the bacterial sensor colony. Over the photo-diode array, a distributed
Bragg reflector that specifically blocks the excitation wavelength to maximize the sensi-
tivity, can be constructed. Finally, the bacterial sensors needs to be introduced into the
chamber and immobilized on the functionalized surface.
From micro-electro-mechanical systems’ perspective, to develop the proposed bio-
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nanosensor architecture, there are many challenges to be tackled: (i) Bacterial sensor
growth: Ideally, we would like to have a constant number of live bacterial sensors that
only as act chemical transducers. Live bacteria however replicate. Hence, keeping the
bacterial sensor population steady within the reservoir is a major challenge. (ii) Bacte-
rial noise: Live bacteria interact with the environment and adapt. Therefore, the effect of
stochastic behavior of bacteria on the sensor performance should be analyzed. There are
approaches to address these challenges, namely, physical and chemical means for popu-
lation control. Physical approaches include use of confinement of bacteria mechanically
[193], thermally [194] or optically [195]. Mechanical confinement makes use of mem-
branes to force a monolayer of bacteria. Thermal control is based on joule heating through
integrated heaters on the perimeter of the colony. Likewise, structured UV illumination
is used to inactivate bacteria in the perimeter regions. For chemical control, bacteriostatic
antibiotics such as tetracycline as well as selectively patterned antibacterial coatings such
as silver nanoparticles [60] are other alternatives to balance the death and reproduction rate
within the bacterial colony. (iii) High sensitivity: The overall sensitivity of the system will
depend on the efficiency of individual transduction steps and their integration. To opti-
mize device sensitivity, the bacteria strains that produce more fluorescent molecules per
sensed quorum sensing molecule through evolution should be identified. Photodiodes, and
the filter can be designed to help minimize cross-talk. An array of photodiodes under the
colony as well as use of lenses to focus light from large area bacteria population onto the
photodiodes might also help to solve this challenge. (iv) Specificity: It should be confirmed
that the detection is specific to the molecule of interest. Bacteria species have diverse
quorum sensing molecules ranging from N-acyl homoserine lacton (AHL) molecules for
Gram-negative bacteria to modified oligopeptides (autoinducer peptides, AIP) for Gram–
positive bacteria. Bacterial sensors are genetically engineered to only respond specifically
to the quorum sensing molecule of interest unique to the infectious bacteria that is being de-
tected. Hence, many bacterial sensors developed for biological studies of quorum sensing
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can be incorporated in the bio-nanosensor alleviating the specificity challenge.
7.2.2 Sensor-Interface Chip
To increase the reliability of the infection detection system in the decision making mech-
anism, we consider to have more than one modality. Therefore, a multimodal-sensing
paradigm, incorporating both optical (florescence/bioluminescence) and electro-chemical
sensing mechanisms, that maximizes both sensitivity and specificity of BNTs should be
adopted. Even though florescence/bioluminescence has been studied extensively and used
in various biomedical applications [196, 173, 197, 198, 199], detection of low light is still
a key challenge. Similar to low light detection, in electrochemical sensing, it is required
to detect ultra-low current levels on the order of picoamperes to nanoamperes [200], which
should be considered in conjunction with ultra low power requirement in an implementable
medical device (IMD). In an effort to minimize the heat generated in the wireless power
delivery and management blocks, and prevent possible tissue damage in compliance with
regulatory requirements, such as specific electromagnetic power absorption limits [201,
202] a low µW-level sensor-interface chip is necessary. Considering these requirements,
the sensor-interface chip has mainly four parts:
Analog front-end (AFE)
AFE circuit, which interacts with bio-nanosensors, requires a current and/or impedance de-
tection circuit with wide range sensing capability and high linearity performance preferably
at various frequencies [171]. Another important issue for the AFE circuit is the adaptation
of the electronic system to biological systems. The timing between two appearances of a
biological event may take a very long time, i.e., minutes or even hours range. Furthermore,
this may happen very slowly. Therefore, the electronic system should be capable of long
integration time [173]. At the same time, aggressive duty cycling that significantly reduces
the average power consumption of the circuit down to low µW level should be deployed.
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Beside low power sensing and long integration capability, to minimize the effect of in-body
noise to the sensed data, the AFE circuit should be very low noise.
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
specific absorption rate (SAR) ADCs are among the lowest power consuming architectures
with amazingly low 0.88 pJ per conversion levels reported in [203]. However, to achieve
both low power and high resolution, they occupy a large area on chip. Delta-sigma ADCs
can achieve high resolution at relatively low power levels and very small foot-prints [204].
However, they need high clock frequency and generate large data volume those need to be
decimated in the digital domain. Existing ADC circuits need a trade off between large-
area occupation and low-power consumption. In [158], on the other hand, researchers
sensed fluorescence produced by bacteria through a simplified discrete-time comparator-
based ADC, which quantifies with threshold crossing. A solution for BNT might be a
new hybrid ADC architecture by combining the ultra-low power highly popular SAR ar-
chitecture for most significant bits (MSB), with high resolution and and small foot-print
delta-sigma modulation for the least significant bits (LSB) [205].
Power management IC
In this proposed system, the wireless reading range of BNTs is projected to be more than
15 cm, so that the physicians are able to eventually implant BNTs at a desired location
within the body. Therefore, the anticipated amount of delivered power even after optimiza-
tion of the multi-coil wireless power transmission (WPT) link [206, 207] would be around
several tens of µW. This is a major challenge but not a major concern, because the oper-
ating frequency in bacterial sensing systems is in Hz range. Thus, in an adaptive heavily
duty-cycled architecture, it is possible to build an extremely efficient charging mechanism
to harvest the low incoming electromagnetic energy from the wireless power link, store it
in high charge density, yet very small off-chip capacitors - boosting the voltage level [208,
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209] - and use it over a short period of time when the bio-nanosensors are activated, the
AFE conditions/pre-processes the acquired signals, the ADC samples and digitizes them,
and the back telemetry link send the resulting data to the wireless/wearable hub outside the
host body.
Wireless data transmitter
Following ADC, digitized optical and biochemical signals are compressed, packetized, and
wirelessly transmitted from inside the host body to the external wearable Internet hub.
Since the available power to the BNTs will be limited to µW level, load shift keying (LSK)
or passive back telemetry can be incorporated. Beside the back telemetry switch, the data
communication block includes forward data modulation, encoding, and encryption (if nec-
essary) to improve data integrity and security. Since the optimal power carrier frequency
might be in the range of hundreds of MHz range, the L and C values are much smaller;
therefore, the back telemetry link can offer a much higher bandwidth than what has been
demonstrated in the traditional 13.56 MHz RFID links. In this system, a high bandwidth
is not desired because of transmitting high volume of data. Instead, it is desired to apply
aggressive duty cycling and the need to send small amount of collected data in a very short
period of time. Using impulse-radio based transmission, which eliminates carrier signal to
save power, is an alternative mean of data transmission which can be incorporated in this
IoBNT application.
7.2.3 Coil/Antenna
WPT plays an increasingly important role in energizing IMDs that are either too small
or inefficient for primary batteries to power [210]. Although researchers have consid-
ered powering smaller IMDs via ultrasound, laser, and ultra-high frequency (UHF) fields
[211], WPT to IMDs is still considered the safest and most reliable technique to establish
power/data link between one or more transmitter (Tx) and one or more receiver (Rx) coils
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that are electromagnetically coupled in the near field [212, 213, 214]. Since these IMDs
are small and arbitrarily placed, the design of an electromagnetically coupled WPT link
poses a great challenge. The link should deliver enough power to the load (PDL) while
ensuring that the temperature and human body exposure to electromagnetic (EM) field re-
main within safe limits. EM exposure is defined by the specific absorption rate (SAR) that
should not exceed 1.6 W/kg for safe operation within 3 kHz 300 GHz band [202]. The
essential components of WPT are coil and antenna. Hence the design of coil/antenna needs
special concentration. The operating frequency, f, and the EM field intensity strongly im-
pact the Tx-Rx coil/antenna geometry design, power source characteristics, power transfer
efficiency (PTE), and PDL. In an effort to increase the received power on a small mm-sized
in-body coil, the optimization of the coil design and the choice of f are key aspects of the
overall design.
Power efficient and reliable energy harvesting and wireless communication links based
on magnetic induction requires a precisely designed miniaturized coil to connect BNTs to
the wearable hub, which is a key challenge.
7.3 Communication Networks Among Bio-NanoThings
Since the severity of infection is directly related to the amount of infectious bacteria, it is
the target to be detected using BNTs, described in Section 7.2. To this end, we consider
quorum sensing (QS) of bacteria as an indicator of infection. QS is a cell-to-cell communi-
cation mechanism where bacteria produce and release chemical signaling molecules whose
concentration reflects bacterial cell density [215] as explained in Section 7.2. By measuring
the spatio-temporal concentration of QS molecules unique to target bacteria by a network
of submilimeter sized BNTs deployed in tissues in large numbers, we can estimate the
amount of infectious bacteria and learn about the progress of the infection.
QS communication of bacteria can be abstracted using molecular communication the-
ory which studies the information exchange through emission, propagation, and reception
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Figure 7.4: End-to-end model for MC Channel for infection.
of molecules [1]. MC theory focuses on the biological communication mechanisms based
on transport of molecules for the information flow among biological cells, tissues, and
organisms spontaneously evolved in nature. According to the transport media, different
channel models can ve devised such as diffusion-based, flow-based, and molecular mo-
tors [112, 216, 217, 218]. Our prior works on bacteria-based molecular communication
specifically on how to use bacteria as biotransceiver device for MC [219] and as active
message carriers [220, 221]. MC paradigm helps with modeling the principles of multi-
scale molecular and biological phenomena realistically without the over-complication of
system biology models, and the limitations of experimental approaches. MC abstraction of
QS helps us to model and analyze the propagation of QS molecules from the infection site
to BNTs providing us a tool to estimate the original location and amount of bacteria at the
infection site.
7.3.1 MC Channel for Infection
The amount of infectious bacteria can be considered as the message transmitted by the
concentration of QS molecules diffusing through tissue reaching BNTs. This channel can
be represented with an end-to-end model similar to [112] as shown in Fig. 7.4.
The first process in this MC channel is the transmission process, i.e., production and
release of QS molecules by infectious bacteria. This QS mechanism can be modeled by
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one of the many QS models [222] considering a population of bacteria as a single entity
and abstracting all the intermediate biochemical reactions to reduce the system to a set
of coupled nonlinear differential equations. In the transmission process, the differences
among individual bacterium in a population and the random spatial distribution of bacteria
can be introduced as noise sources.
The next step is the propagation process, i.e., the transport of QS molecules through the
tissue where they diffuse through the cells and in fluid between the cells. As a starting point,
only local infections where infectious bacteria is yet to reach bloodstream are considered.
The movement of small molecules such as QS molecules in the interstitial space (small
spaces between biological structures) occurs by diffusion and convection modeled by the
general mass transport balance depending on the flow velocity of the interstitial fluid, the
diffusion coefficient, and the reaction rates that account for consumption, degradation and
binding to the cells. The values of the transport coefficients are determined by the structure
of the interstitial space and the physicochemical properties of QS molecules.
Unlike the previous studies on diffusion-based MC model [112], which is analogous
to free-space channel model in wireless communication, the transport in interstitial space
is more complex where QS molecules should navigate around the cells, diffuse inside and
outside of cells that is analogous to channel models with multipath, shadowing, reflection
and refraction in a crowded environment. The noise for the propagation process arises from
the random nature of diffusion and the dynamic properties of interstitial fluid such as flow
rate and pressure.
The last step is the reception process where QS molecules arrive to the vicinity of
BNTs and may be detected by the bio-nanosensors. As decribed in Section 7.2 bacterial
bio-nanosensors which sense the concentration of QS molecules by the receptors of bacte-
ria coupled to generation of bioluminescence and/or fluorescence detected by photodiodes
constitute the MC receivers. The speed of this signal transduction is limited by the time
required to produce bioluminescence, fluorescence or electroactive proteins (reporter). The
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delay arising from this phenomena can be compensated by a very sensitive photodiode that
can even detect one reporter protein.
To estimate the number of bacteria from the concentration measured by BNTs, we need
to fully understand all these three processes, and analyze the delay, the attenuation and the
noise of each process. The delay and attenuation models dictate the sensor and receiver
design to maximize the infection detection. The capacity of this MC channel derived using
the models describing these processes and the respective noises represent the accuracy of
the estimation of infection.
In a more realistic infection scenario, multiple tissues in an organ might be infected
simultaneously creating multiple transmitters at different locations. However, BNTs can
sense a limited area around themselves. Hence, multiple BNTs can be deployed to monitor
multiple transmitters in a larger area. This resembles a MIMO MC system with multiple
transmitters and multiple receivers as shown in Fig. 7.5. QS molecules follow different
paths while arriving to different BNTs located far from each other. Hence, the received
QS concentrations experience different delay and attenuation profiles. By combining the
data sensed by all BNTs, it is possible to more accurately detect the level of infection and
generate a map of probable infection locations. By exploiting these multiple channels,
novel localization techniques can be developed for MC that will indicate the infection sites
in this scenario. This MIMO model is also useful to determine the locations and the amount
of BNTs that is needed to implant in the body for an efficient detection and whole coverage
of organs at risk.
7.3.2 MC Channel for Drug Delivery
To create a closed loop system, the proposed IoBNT application can include an actuator
mechanism implemented in a passive or an active drug delivery form. For passive drug de-
livery, humans in the decision loop can be incorporated by including healthcare providers’
opinions into the delivery logic. According to that, an external device that releases the pre-
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Figure 7.5: End-to-end model for MC Channel for infection.
programmed drug recipe or sends a message to patients to take the personalized medicine
might be configured. For active drug delivery, a drug can be released directly from BNTs
or the wearable hub. As an extension of QS eavesdropping concept, another alternative
actuator mechanism is quorum quenching, i.e., prevention of quorum sensing by disrupting
the signaling. By interrupting their quorum sensing communication and preventing quo-
rum sensing controlled virulence mechanisms, infectious bacteria may be prevented from
infecting healthy tissues [223].
Besides modeling bacterial infection, MC paradigm has also been used for modeling
drug delivery systems (DDS) as an abstraction of the propagation of drug particles in the
body [224, 225] which can be used for the mitigation of infection by administering an-
tibiotics. By bringing abstractions traditionally used to characterize the functions of net-
working and computing systems, MC can formulate DDS problems in a way to be tackled
with the mathematical tools used in communications, such as stochastic analysis, informa-
tion theory and control theory. The biodistribution of drugs through the blood vessels is
modeled with particle advection and diffusion combined with other physicochemical pro-
cesses such as absorption, reaction, and adhesion. However, this model studies only the
drug injected in blood vessels. Other passive drug delivery methods such as orally admin-
istered antibiotics requires the abstraction of absorption of drugs through gastro-intestinal
system and mixing in the blood from MC perspective. For active drug delivery systems
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such as implanted and dressing/patch drug delivery, the controlled drug release should be
incorporated into MC paradigm.
7.4 Communication of BNT Networks with Internet
BNT networks are composed of mixed types of devices such as electronic and cell-based,
as well as various types of communication such as MC and near field communication as
shown in Fig. 7.2. In order to enable IoBNT operation, the realization of the interfaces
between different domains is essential. This will provide the seamless interconnection of
cyberspace and the biological environment towards the ultimate goal of “cell-connected-
to-Internet”.
The most challenging interface in IoBNT is the transduction of MC signals into elec-
trical signals, which can be realized by RIMORs, where the sensor bacteria receive MC
signals in the form of QS molecules and generate bioluminescence and/or fluorescence that
is captured by photodiodes creating a current. Since this interface is dependent on the sen-
sor bacteria, it is acquiring the inherent noisy behavior of biological systems. Furthermore,
since sensor bacteria need time to produce bioluminescence and/or fluorescence proteins,
this interface adds delay on top of the already large propagation delays in MC.
Another challenge is that MC networks require their own protocols due to peculiarities
of MC channels and the limited computation capability of MC devices. The networking
protocols for MC are extensively studied such as the TEC-SMART MAC protocol, am-
plitude source addressing. The next challenge for heterogeneous IoBNT networks is to
find a solution to integrate these protocols with conventional network protocols on cyber
side of IoBNTs. It is critical to develop novel protocols for IoBNT networks satisfying the
requirements of both the molecular world and electrical world of networks.
After being converted into electrical signals, the data coming from MC channels is for-
warded to outside of the body by BNTs to a wearable hub using near-field communication
techniques. Magnetic-induction, ultrasound or radio frequency can be used to ensure both
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the data and power delivery to the implanted BNTs. This wireless and wearable controller
hub is responsible to transmit data received from BNTs to the Internet. Standard protocols
such as BLE or NFC can be used for data transmission. A compact flexible printed circuit
board (Flex-PCB), which can be easily attached to the body in the abdominal area, e.g.
in the form of a patch, close to where BNTs are implanted, or a device similar to a smart
watch can form the wearable hub.
7.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we quantitatively illustrate the feasibility of the IoBNT framework described
in the previous sections targeting specifically infections caused by Pseudomonas aerugi-
nosa (P. aeruginosa) bacterial species, a leading cause of hospital-acquired infections.
P. aeruginosa is resistant to a large spectrum of antibiotics and can infect various organs
such as lungs, urinary tract, kidney, and skin [226] which can even lead to death [227]. P.
aeruginosa infections affect the most the patients who are struggling with other diseases
such as cancer, cystic fibrosis and burns, thus with weak immune system. Infection in
cancer patients is associated with 8.5% of all cancer deaths at a cost of $3.4 billion per year
[228]. Most of cystic fibrosis patients are infected by P. aeruginosa which by the time they
reach the age 7 and after that they suffer chronical lung infections increasing the rate of
mortality [229].
In clinical laboratories, plate culturing is used to determine the presence of P. aerug-
inosa in the samples collected from the patients. Plate culturing is the gold standard for
bacteria detection which is the method of multiplying bacteria inoculated in Petri dishes
with predetermined culture mediums for identification of the species. Typically, it takes P.
aeruginosa 16-24 hours to grow from streaking onto plates in rich medium [230]. The aim
of our simulations is to show that in case of an infection, the IoBNT framework discussed
in this study can detect the presence of the bacteria earlier than 16-24 hours time period to
be considered as an early detection.
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For the simulation scenario, we consider a wound infection where bacteria first attach
to damaged skin and colonize the wound which is pretty common in burns [231]. During
the growth of bacteria in the wound, quorum sensing is fundamental to the initiation, prop-
agation, and maintenance of acute P. aeruginosa infection. Quorum sensing molecules for
P. aeruginosa are the autoinducers 3-oxo-C12-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C12-HSL) and
N-butyryl homoserine lactone (C4-HSL) [232]. These QS molecules are produced propor-
tional to the bacterial density, i.e., the strength of the infection.
We simulate the diffusion of quorum sensing molecules (QS molecules) in soft tissues
near damaged skin as the MC channel described in Section 7.3 to determine the amount
of QS molecules reaching the BNTs. Then, we calculate the time it takes for the BNTs to
detect alarming amount of QS molecules indicating the start of an infection to demonstrate
that the proposed IoBNT framework in this chapter has potential for early detection of
infections.
7.5.1 Bacterial Growth and Quorum Sensing
During infection, P. aeruginosa adheres to the epithelium of the skin and starts to reproduce
and release toxins penetrating into the body through the cells of the skin or through the gaps
in between the damaged cells of the wound [231]. With the activation of quorum sensing
which encourages the accumulation of P. aeruginosa, the destruction of the epithelium
begins which will no longer act as a barrier against the entry of bacteria in the tissues and
later into the bloodstream.










where N(t) represents the bacterial population density, r is the bacterial growth rate, and
K is the carrying capacity [234].
Assuming quorum sensing is already activated in the initial colony of bacteria, the QS
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molecule production can be expressed as
dA
dt
= Dw∇2A+ kN − βA, (7.2)
where A(t) represents the QS molecule concentration, Dw corresponds to the diffusion of
QS molecules in the wound, k is the production rate of QS molecules, and β is the degra-
dation rate of QS molecules [233]. Since we are considering a small wound on surface, we
will assume that bacteria is homogeneously distributed in the wound and QS molecules do
not diffuse within the wound, hence we assume the first term in (7.2) is 0.
7.5.2 Molecule Transport in Tissues
Cells receive nutrients and oxygen from blood and emit waste, metabolites, and carbon
dioxide into the extracellular space, i.e., the volume outside cells in tissues filled with
interstitial fluid into which cells and blood vessels are embedded. In some tissues, the
extracellular space also contain extracellular matrix composed of materials such as collagen
and fibers providing a structure for cells to adhere. This complex structure impedes the
transport of molecules through the tissues.
In molecular communication theory, the most used transport equation is free diffu-
sion of molecules in a semi-infinite space [3]. The channel models, inter-symbol interfer-
ence expressions, noise models, and detection algorithms are mostly based on unrestricted
movement of molecules. However, in biological environments, especially for in vivo appli-
cations, molecules are always found in a confined environment surrounded by biological
cells hindering their diffusion by acting as obstacles. Therefore, in this study, we con-
sider the more realistic diffusion in porous medium which can account for the diffusion of
molecules in tissues through the interstitial fluid in between the cells constituting that tissue
[143].
As seen in Fig. 7.6, cells in the extracellular space can be very dense leaving very small
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Figure 7.6: Diffusion in porous medium.
space for the interstitial fluid flow which is often modeled with Darcy’s Law describing
fluid flow through a porous medium. In that case, the transport of molecules in extracellular
space is due to both diffusion and convection of molecules.
The propagation of quorum sensing molecule concentration in tissues is described by










− v · ∇C, (7.3)
where C corresponds to the concentration of the quorum sensing molecule, D is the diffu-
sion coefficient, λ is the tortuosity, and α is the volume fraction. The term f(C) represents
the clearance, loss, and uptake [235].
The structure of the tissue is represented in the transport equation (7.3) through two
non-dimensional parameters, namely, the volume fraction α, and the tortuosity λ. Volume





which describes the geometry of the ECS as a diffusion medium. Tortuosity is a complex
measure of how cellular obstructions are hindering the diffusion incorporating several geo-
metric effects and the interstitial fluid viscosity. Often, tortuosity is determined empirically
using
λ = (D/D∗)1/2, (7.5)
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Figure 7.7: MC channel for infection detection.
comparing the diffusion coefficients in free solution to that in obstructed medium deter-
mined with experiments [236].
Using the above-mentioned porous diffusion theory, we are considering the molecular
communication channel for infection described in Sec. 7.3, where the transmitter is the
infectious bacteria emitting QS molecules and BNTs are receivers in a wound environment
as shown in Fig. 7.7. We consider a cross-section of soft tissue with a wound on the skin
hosting bacteria. As the bacterial population increases, the concentration of QS molecules
also increases and these molecules diffuse through the tissue arriving the BNTs where
they are captured by ligand-binding. Upon capturing QS molecules, BNTs measure the
concentration of QS molecules and report to the wearable hub if a critical threshold is
reached.
7.5.3 COMSOL Simulations
To simulate this MC channel, we use COMSOL which is finite element based multiphysics
simulator capable of both simulating the growth of the bacteria and the propagation of
QS molecules in the given simulation geometry. The physics interface of Transport of
Diluted Species is used for the diffusion of QS Molecules in 2D. The simulation domain
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implemented in COMSOL is shown in Fig. 7.8 for a 1 mm x 1mm soft tissue.
The initial bacteria population in the wound is modeled to be contained in the skin and
the BNT of 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm is placed at (500 µm,200 µm) in the middle of the domain
towards the blood vessel. To be able to evaluate the porous diffusion equation given in
(7.3) in this domain, the boundary conditions should be set. The first boundary condition
is at the interface of skin with tissue at y= 1 mm. Since QS molecules are only diffusing




= 0, at y= 1 mm. (7.6)
The second boundary condition is for the tissue/blood vessel interface at y= 0 mm.
Here, we assume that all the QS molecules reaching this interface are washed away by
bloodstream. Hence, we set a zero concentration boundary condition expressed as
C = 0, at y= 0 mm. (7.7)
Also, we have assumed that initially there is no QS molecules in the tissue which corre-
sponds to a zero concentration initial value in the domain expressed as
C(x, y) = 0, at t=0 sec. (7.8)
The simulation parameters are the diffusion coefficient of the QS molecule for P. aerug-
inosa, D = 4.3 × 10−11 m2/s, the bacterial growth rate, carrying capacity, K = 3 × 109
cells/ml−1 , r = 0.6 h−1, QS production rate, k = 74000 h−1, QS degradation rate,
β = 600 h−1 [233].
Furthermore, we assumed that f(C) = 0 since the loss of QS molecules in the tissue
is negligible when there is a high production during the infection. Also, the velocity of the
interstitial fluid, v, is assumed to be 0 since interstitial fluid flow rates are very small and
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Figure 7.8: COMSOL simulation domain.
the transport is mainly dominated by the diffusion and not the convection [143].
In Fig. 7.11, the QS molecule concentration distribution in the field after 8000 sec is
shown. This illustrates how QS molecules are propagating towards BNTs. To understand
the impact of the porous diffusion and the tissue structure, we have plotted the concentration
at the BNT with respect to time for varying volume fraction and tortuosity parameters.
In Fig. 7.9, the concentration of QS molecules with respect to time is plotted for a
constant tortuosity, λ = 1.45, and for two values of volume fraction α = 0.25, 0.5. It is
observed that the higher the volume fraction, the lower the QS concentration at the receiver.
Since the total tissue volume considered is fixed, the higher volume fraction corresponds
to a larger volume of extracellular space as defined in (7.4) creating more possibilities for
QS molecule to diffuse which in turn results in lower number of molecules reaching the
receiver.
In Fig. 7.10, the concentration of QS molecules with respect to time is plotted for a
constant volume fraction, α = 0.25, and for two values of tortuosity, λ = 1.45, 1.75. It is
observed that the higher the tortuosity, the lower the QS concentration at the receiver. The
tortuosity depends both on geometry and viscosity of the diffusion medium. A higher value
for tortuosity corresponds to a lower effective diffusion coefficient. Hence, in Fig. 7.10, it
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Figure 7.9: QS Concentration at BNT for varying volume fraction.
is observed that a higher tortuosity value corresponds to a lower QS concentration at the
receiver.
7.5.4 Infection Detection Time
In previous sections, we have simulated the QS molecule concentration at the receiver, i.e.,
BNTs in a tissue environment. As described in Section 7.2, BNTs are equipped with QS
sensors. In the literature, there are sensors specific for the QS molecules of P. aeruginosa
reporting minimum detectable concentrations around 100 nanomolars which corresponds
to 10−3 mol/m3 [237]. Therefore, a concentration above this level is deemed measurable
by BNTs.
Even though we have bacteria in and on our body, not all of them are causing infections.
However, a continuous logistic growth with concentration exceeding 105 CFU/ml is con-
sidered as abnormal growth leading to infection for P. aeruginosa. During the simulations,
we observed that this critical threshold corresponds to approximately a 2 × 10−3 mol/m3
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Figure 7.10: QS Concentration at BNT for varying tortuosity.
for the given BNT distance to the wound.
In both Fig. 7.9 and 7.10, it is observed that the threshold 2× 10−3 mol/m3 is reached
in a time interval of [6000,7000] sec. Therefore, BNTs can detect the infection of P. aerug-
inosa in 1.5-2 hours after the start of infection. Compared to 16-24 hours required for the
culture of P. aeruginosa for lab test. Our proposed framework can detect infections earlier
than lab tests.
The detection time of 1.5-2 hours found for this scenario may vary according to in-
fected tissue structure, the distance of BNTs to the infection site, and diffusion properties
of QS molecules, and may be higher or lower for different systems. However, by utilizing
the various detection techniques devised for molecular communication in the literature, it
is possible to improve the detection times. Another improvement might come from the
compensation of interpersonal variations since every patients body is unique. Hence, a cal-
ibration of the sensors at the time of deployment can be also used to improve the detection
efficiency and speed paving the way for personalized medicine.
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Figure 7.11: Concentration of QS molecules at time t=3 hours.
7.6 Conclusion
A compelling and critical stage in the realization of IoBNT concept is developing the proper
BNT, able to detect the communication with molecules among biological cells, so that the
“cell-to-Internet” connection will be put into practice. In this study, we carry further the
discussion of IoT, IoNT, and IoBNT theory to practice by introducing a logical implemen-
tation flow for a BNT devoted to detect the communication among the infectious bacteria.
As showing an example in this specific PANACEA application, the outcomes of IoBNT
research will be the proof of its game-changer position in the communication society and




Molecular Communication (MC) is a novel bio-inspired paradigm for the exchange of in-
formation among autonomous nanotechnology and biotechnology enabled devices forming
Internet of Bio-NanoThings (IoBNT). In MC, the transmitter sends a message encoded on
the concentration, type or timing of molecules that are then propagated through the medium
towards the receiver via diffusion or convection. Since MC offers a unique way of com-
munication at nanoscale, it is not only a candidate for nanonetwork communication, but it
is also a possible tool for establishing the future nanonetworks that can interact with living
organisms and their biological processes. With the research conducted in this thesis, we
hope to fill in the gaps in bacteria-based MC studies and to move the field one step forward
towards the implementation of fully functional IoBNT for healthcare applications.
Leveraging the vast literature of microbiology enabling easy programmability and well-
defined observability of bacteria, in this thesis we aim to model and analyze bacteria-based
MC channels where bacteria is used either as a communication device or an information
carrier. The studies with bacteria offer MC researchers many insights for the future of MC
for IoBNT field that will study human cells and their communication in the more com-
plex environment of human body. Furthermore, we provide blueprints for both biological
devices based on engineered bacteria and electrical devices based on MEMS technology
when implemented will constitute the first custom design bio-nanothings communicating
through MC. The major contributions included in each chapter of this PhD thesis are sum-
marized as follows.
In Chapter 3, we proposed, modeled and analyzed a genetically-engineered bacteria
based biotransceiver for MC. In particular,
• We presented a biochemical model of biological circuits and studied both analog and
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digital signaling.
• For the first time in the literature, we introduced a biotransceiver architecture that
combines sensing, transmitting, receiving and processing blocks for MC.
• This architecture is then tailored for transmission of signals with M-ary pulse ampli-
tude modulation.
In Chapter 4, we modeled and analyzed bacterial chemotaxis channels as travelling
waves using Keller-Segel models and incorporated the impact of social interactions in this
model. In particular,
• Travelling wave models for bacterial chemotaxis channels is developed and the closed
form solutions for bacterial population density at the receiver, delay, and attenuation
are derived.
• The models are modified to reflect the complex community structure of bacteria par-
ticipating in cooperation, competition and cheating. And the effect of social behavior
on the channel performance is evaluated.
In Chapter 5, modulation schemes for bacterial chemotaxis channels with plasmid di-
versity and distributed receivers are studied. In particular,
• We first simulated the bacteria propagation behavior in 3D to determine the probabil-
ity distribution for the first passage time of bacteria which is modeled as an Inverse
Gaussian Function.
• We introduced Binary Density Modulation, M-ary Density Modulation, and Dis-
tributed Modulation schemes and compared them by evaluating the performance
metrics such as the bit error probability as well as the achievable rate, where we vary
the distances between the transmitter and receivers, as well as the average transmit
power which corresponds to the quantity of bacteria released from the transmitter.
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• The results from our analysis show that the Distributed Modulation scheme outper-
forms the other two schemes due to the minimization of ISI that can result from
bacteria emitted during previous time slots.
In Chapter 6, Microbiome-Gut-Brain Axis is investigated as an infrastucture for IoBNT
systems to interconnect wearable and implantable devices within the body. In particular,
• We present a methodology that comprises both analytical and experimental efforts.
The analytical effort builds on top of neuroscience and bioinformatics to abstract
and model with reliable mathematical expressions the propagation of device-sourced
information through biological tissues utilized as communication channels
• The experimental effort is based on the design of a unique integrated network probe
device composed of a hub connected to an ensemble of electrical and molecular
stimulation and sensing interfaces.
• As part of our work we introduce design elements, opportunities, and challenges to
realize the aforementioned IoBNT network infrastructure.
In Chapter 7, an IoBNT application for early detection of infections is developed based
on bacteria-based MC abstraction of infection. In particular,
• Bacterial infection is abstracted as a MC channel where our sensors are eavesdrop-
ping to quorum sensing communication of bacteria.
• A design of a bio-nanothing comprising the design of MEMS bionanosensor, ASIC
interface circuits and wireless power and data transfer units is given to provide an
example of a complete bio-nanothing, for the first time in literature.
• Through simulations, the feasibility of this IoBNT healthcare application for early
detection of infection is demonstrated.
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During the last decade, MC research has been focused on the physical characteristics
of communication channels based on various molecule transport processes such as diffu-
sion, molecular motors, microfluidic flow. Despite the advancements made in the theoret-
ical foundations, the definition of technologies for feasible and useful applications of MC
theory is still limited. The vision for this field is that the tools of communications and net-
working will be utilized to sense and manipulate the natural information flow in the body
for biomedical applications translated by MC theory. Health monitoring through tapping
into natural communications in the body, disease diagnosis via sensing the impairments in
these communications, and connected healthcare via connecting implantable and wearable
medical devices through the natural communication channels in the body are examples of
possible applications. In line with this vision, we plan to extend our work on molecular
communication for IoBNT in several directions:
• Bacteria-based MC. Using the previous experience in the field, we plan to study
first multi-user systems for bacteria-based MC. The complex community structure
of bacteria complicates the existing models for the diffusion-based and flow-induced
MC channels which are already not characterized completely. By revisiting noise,
channel capacity, and interference derivations, we will investigate the channel ca-
pacity limits and the probability of error. Stemming from the peculiarities of the
channel, we will study novel modulation, coding, and detection algorithms to mit-
igate the long delays of MC and increase the data rate. Furthermore, we will also
explore novel medium access schemes for bacteria in a multi-user setting where the
common resources are the available carrier molecules in the medium and the nutri-
ents necessary to keep bacteria alive compared to frequency spectrum and power in
conventional communications.
• Experimental Platform. Genetic manipulation of bacteria is at a stage that bacteria
can be programmed to act as a counter or a switch, detect & fight cancer, and sense
chemicals. Collaborating with synthetic biologists, we aim to design networks of
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engineered bacteria based biosensors connected via MC for both on chip and in vivo
diagnosis. As a validation platform, we envision to develop a testbed for bacteria-
based MC to validate our previous findings.
• Modeling and analysis of intra-body communication networks. We plan to incor-
porate the disruptive technology of machine learning in the modelling of not only
the bacteria based molecular communication but also in the modelling of intra-body
networks such as nervous, endocrine and cardiovascular networks, and the informa-
tion flow on the microbiome-gut-brain axis. For example, nervous networks have
been studied to identify the frequency response of electrical signals propagating
through single neurons and molecular signals propagating through synapses between
neurons in MC literature whereas more physiological aspects are studied by neuro-
science. With the help of computational biology, its vast databases, and deep learn-
ing, we would like to explore these nervous networks to quantify the information flow
through the body without necessarily identifying all physiological processes, explore
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